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Radiation causes performance degradation in electronics by inducing atomic 

displacements and ionizations.  While radiation hardened components are available, 

non-radiation hardened electronics can be preferable because they are generally more 

compact, require less power, and less expensive than radiation tolerant equivalents.  It 

is therefore important to characterize the performance of electronics, both hardened 

and non-hardened, to prevent costly system or mission failures.   

Radiation effects tests for electronics generally involve a handful of step 

irradiations, leading to poorly-resolved data.  Step irradiations also introduce 

uncertainties in electrical measurements due to temperature annealing effects.  This 

effect may be intensified if the time between exposure and measurement is significant.  

Induced activity in test samples also complicates data collection of step irradiated test 

samples.   
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The University of Texas at Austin operates a 1.1 MW Mark II TRIGA research 

reactor.  An in-core irradiation facility for radiation effects testing with a real-time 

monitoring capability has been designed for the UT TRIGA reactor.  The facility is larger 

than any currently available non-central location in a TRIGA, supporting testing of larger 

electronic components as well as other in-core irradiation applications requiring 

significant volume such as isotope production or neutron transmutation doping of 

silicon.  This dissertation describes the design and testing of the large in-core irradiation 

facility and the experimental campaign developed to test the real-time monitoring 

capability.     

This irradiation campaign was performed to test the real-time monitoring 

capability at various reactor power levels.  The device chosen for characterization was 

the 4N25 general-purpose optocoupler.  The current transfer ratio, which is an 

important electrical parameter for optocouplers, was calculated as a function of neutron 

fluence and gamma dose from the real-time voltage measurements.  The resultant 

radiation effects data was seen to be repeatable and exceptionally finely-resolved.   

Therefore, the capability at UT TRIGA has been proven competitive with world-class 

effects characterization facilities. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

Applications of research reactors are abundant and beneficial in terms of the 

research opportunities and other services they provide.  These reactors are low in 

power compared with nuclear power plants and consequently the main purpose for 

their existence is the radiation they produce1.  The most valuable and frequently used 

types of radiation produced by research reactors are neutrons and gamma rays.  Some 

common applications of research reactors are radioisotope production, neutron 

radiography, neutron depth profiling, neutron transmutation doping of silicon, boron 

neutron capture therapy, neutron activation analysis, geochronology, and radiation 

effects testing of materials and electronics among many others.  Another important 

application of research reactors is the education and training of the general public, 

nuclear engineering students, and other researchers and scientists2.  This chapter 

explains the purpose for radiation effects testing of electronics, explains current 

research needs, and describes the major goals and objectives of this research. 

1.1  Radiation Effects Testing 

As mentioned, research reactors are used for radiation effects on materials and 

electronics testing.  The term electronics for this research refers to semiconductor 

electronic devices, components, and circuits.  In general, the purpose of radiation 

effects testing is to better understand damage mechanisms in materials and also to 

characterize the response (performance) of electronics to radiation.  Damage 

mechanisms are important to understand since the knowledge gained aids in the design 

of more radiation tolerant electronics.  Characterization of the performance of 

electronics to radiation is important since this knowledge aids in the selection of proper 
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electronic parts for the particular radiation environment in which the electronics may be 

exposed.  This subsequently aids in the prevention of costly electronic system or entire 

mission failures4.   

1.2  Current Research Needs 

1.2.1  RADIATION EFFECTS CHARACTERIZATION 

As previously stated, it is important to perform radiation effects testing.  There 

are many specific reasons why this research is especially important today.  For instance, 

many new electronics are continually being introduced into systems that will be used in 

harsh radiation environments.  The response of these electronics to radiation has not 

previously been characterized.  Moreover, studies have also shown that for the same 

electronic component, radiation effects are a strong function of the component’s 

manufacturer3. 

Furthermore, many of these electronics are non-radiation hardened or were not 

originally intended for use in radiation environments.  Often these electronics are 

known as commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components.  The purpose of using COTS 

components is that they are better performing or are of lesser weight than their 

radiation hardened counterparts.  Also, these hardened parts are generally less-

available and significantly more expensive to manufacture than COTS components4,5.   

Additionally, the COTS parts are smaller than the radiation hardened parts.  As a 

consequence, the COTS components are more susceptible to performance degradation 

from radiation damage and also fail in ways previous components had not.  The 

scientific and engineering community responsible for the design of electronic systems is 

therefore moving towards system wide or circuit level performance response to 

radiation where there is also only a limited amount of radiation effects data.  
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Subsequently, only irradiation facilities of a sufficiently large size can perform radiation 

effects tests on system wide or circuit-level sized electronics.   

Furthermore, radiation damage functions for silicon (Si) and gallium-arsenide 

(GaAs) are well known allowing for correlations of performance degradation to radiation 

effects.  However damage functions for newer semiconductor materials are not well 

known, and radiation effects data is very limited6.  Therefore, there is also a definite 

need to perform radiation effects testing on electronics made from these new materials.   

1.2.2  RESEARCH REACTOR ENVIRONMENT 

In addition to the need to continually perform radiation effects on electronics 

testing, there are definite areas for improvement in the test method.  For instance, since 

existing effects testing facilities only perform a handful of step irradiations, the response 

data obtained from these experiments are not well resolved.  Furthermore, step 

irradiations also may lead to larger numbers of activated parts if separate batches are 

irradiated for each step.  Each batch also introduces temperature annealing effects, and 

normalizations between irradiations due to the dosimetry must be performed.  Each 

irradiation also increases the radiological health risk.   

Many researchers suggest application specific radiation effects testing where the 

test electronics are powered as they would be in their operational environment, but 

many reactor irradiation facilities do not have this capability; likewise, these facilities do 

not offer the option of real-time monitoring.   

Furthermore, neutrons and gamma radiation cause performance degradation in 

electronics by different damage mechanisms.  In research reactors, neutrons are 

generally the radiation of interest when performing radiation effects on electronics 

testing.  Therefore, the gamma component of the radiation environment is undesirable.  
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If the gamma component in a reactor contributes to a significant amount of the 

performance degradation observed, a necessary and complicated deconvolution 

process is required to separate the neutron damage from the gamma damage.  This 

essentially implies that a high neutron-to-gamma radiation environment is required, 

which is not the case for many facilities.   

Therefore, an irradiation facility at a research reactor that offers a real-time 

monitoring capability with all its inherent advantages, while minimizing disadvantageous 

features such as contamination of the neutron field with a substantial gamma field, 

could lead to a major advance in the area of effects testing. 

1.3  Research Goals and Objectives 

As a result of the continual need to characterize the performance of electronics 

exposed to radiation, it is desirable to have an irradiation facility for radiation effects 

tests of electronics at a research reactor that offers a real-time monitoring capability 

with all its inherent advantages, while minimizing disadvantageous features typically 

associated with research reactor irradiation facilities.  Moreover, it is desirable that the 

facility should be easily adaptable to other in-core irradiation applications such as 

isotope production and neutron transmutation doping of silicon.   

Therefore, the ultimate goals of this research are to design, characterize, and 

test an in-core irradiation facility at the UT TRIGA research reactor with the capability of 

real-time monitoring.  Additional goals are to maximize the irradiation volume and 

neutron-to-gamma ratio of the facility while also minimizing the concomitant gamma 

radiation as compared with other in-core facilities at UT TRIGA.  The particular 

objectives in achieving these goals are to: 
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• Develop a high-fidelity modeling capability by updating a MCNPX model 

of the research reactor, 

• Experimentally validate the model using neutron activation analysis 

techniques, 

• Using the benchmarked model as a design tool, characterize and optimize 

the  new  irradiation facility, 

• Construct the facility and verify the calculated performance 

characteristics by activation techniques, 

• Perform radiation effects testing on electronics with real-time 

monitoring. 

• Demonstrate that the data obtained from real-time tests is repeatable  as 

well as greatly superior to published data in resolution 
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CHAPTER 2:  BACKGROUND 

As mentioned, characterization of electrical performance degradation due to 

radiation exposure is important for the prevention of costly electronic system or mission 

failures.  This chapter explains details about different radiation environments, different 

radiation damage mechanisms, and different aspects of radiation effects testing 

facilities.   

2.1  Radiation Environments 

The radiation environment within and immediately surrounding a research 

reactor is composed primarily of neutrons and gamma radiation; however, many other 

radiation environments exist where damage in electronics may occur.  Examples of 

these other radiation environments include: space, terrestrial, accelerator, nuclear 

weapon explosions, and processing-induced.   

The naturally occurring space radiation environment includes primarily highly 

energetic charged particles.  A general definition of charged particles includes protons, 

electrons, alpha particles, and other heavy ions.  This environment may also include 

electromagnetic radiation, or photons, such as x-rays or gamma radiation.  This 

environment is of concern to electronics in space-based craft such as satellites or the 

International Space Station.   

The terrestrial radiation environment includes alpha particles from naturally 

occurring decay chains such as those of uranium and thorium.  Impurities from these 

decay chains that are found in electronics may cause damage.   

Accelerators are widely used for medical applications and for high-energy 

physics experiments.  Typically, charged particles and photons are found in this 
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radiation environment.  Electronics in the vicinity of these accelerators are susceptible 

to radiation damage.   

Like the environment within and surrounding a nuclear reactor, radiation from a 

nuclear weapon explosion is largely composed of neutrons and gamma radiation.  The 

amount of radiation produced in an explosion or a reactor is significantly higher than the 

space radiation environment, but the particle energies are generally much lower7.  The 

military is particularly concerned with this environment.   

The processing-induced radiation environment exists in the manufacturing of 

electronics which subsequently causes damage to these electronics.  Ion implantation, 

ion milling, and x-ray lithography among others are sources of charged particles and 

photons that make up this environment7.   

In general, there are three groups of particles that are of interest for radiation 

effects testing.  These groups are: neutrons, photons, and charged particles.  Again, the 

photon group consists of x-ray, and gamma radiation, and the charged particle group 

includes protons, electrons, alpha particles, and other ions.  As there are many different 

types of irradiating particles, it is important to study the damage mechanisms and 

radiation effects on electronics from these particles.   

2.2  Radiation Damage Mechanisms 

The type of interaction and the amount of energy deposited depends on the 

incident particle mass, charge, and kinetic energy and the target material mass, charge, 

and density8.  Therefore, neutrons, charged particles, and gamma radiation interact with 

materials in different ways and cause different types of radiation damage.  Neutrons, for 

instance, interact with materials by elastic and inelastic collisions or by transmutation 

and primarily cause displacement damage.  Gamma radiation generally interacts with 
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materials by the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and pair production and 

primarily causes ionizations.  Charged particles generally interact with materials by 

Coulomb scattering, which causes ionizations, or other nuclear interactions that may 

also cause displacement damage.  It is important to note that neutrons may also 

produce ionization damage indirectly, and highly energetic particles that generally cause 

ionizations may cause displacements.  For instance, an electron with energy greater 

than approximately ~150 keV may cause displacements.   

Accordingly, displacement damage and ionization are the two predominant 

damage mechanisms of interest in radiation effects testing.  It is also assumed that 

displacement damage and ionization effects are independent and, consequently, cause 

different effects in electronics9.  These two damage mechanisms are explained in more 

detail below.   

2.2.1  DISPLACEMENT DAMAGE 

Displacement damage occurs when a highly energetic particle interacts with an 

atom and displaces it from its regular lattice position within a material.  This atom is 

known as the primary knock-on atom (PKA) and may subsequently lose energy by other 

displacements or ionizations.  A vacancy is left behind by this interaction.  An atom in a 

non-lattice position is known as an interstitial, and a vacancy-interstitial pair is known 

also as a Frenkel pair.  Simple defects such as these are known as point defects whereas 

large numbers of defects close together are called defect clusters.  As a result of the 

lattice defects, energy levels in the bandgap are created, and electrical properties of the 

material such as minority carrier lifetime, carrier mobility, and carrier concentration are 

altered11,12.   
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This energy loss is also known as the non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL).  The NIEL is 

a function of the irradiating particle and target material and is a method to normalize 

displacement damage for different types of particles at different energies.  Accordingly, 

it becomes possible to infer performance degradation for an electronic part in a 

radiation environment separate from the actual radiation environment or, for instance, 

to infer proton displacement damage from a set of neutron irradiations for an electronic 

component.3 

Displacement damage is also directly proportional to the number of defects 

originally produced10.  Therefore, radiation effects from displacement damage are 

correlated to the irradiating particle fluence.  The fluence is the time integrated flux, and 

the flux is the particle number density times the speed. 

2.2.2  IONIZATION DAMAGE 

Ionization occurs by the excitation of orbital electrons or the production of 

electron-hole pairs11.  Ionization damage generally requires less energy compared with 

displacement damage, and results in charge buildup within the target material.   

Subsequently, the amount of energy deposited into a material per unit mass is 

known as the dose.  For ionizing radiation, the dose is typically expressed in units of rad 

(radiation absorbed dose) and is specified for a particular target material, such as silicon, 

in the form of rad(Si).  The SI unit of dose is the Gray (Gy), which is equal to 1 J/kg or 100 

rads.   

2.3  Radiation Effects Testing Facilities 

It is important to conduct radiation effects testing in the radiation environment 

and under the operating conditions in which the electronics are going to be used.  Often 
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it is not possible, or rather prohibitively expensive, to perform radiation effects tests in 

the actual operational environment, so surrogate test facilities that simulate the actual 

environment and operating conditions are used.  As mentioned, one such facility is a 

research reactor.  Research reactors are prime sources of neutrons for displacement 

damage studies.  A literature search was performed and provided information about 

various irradiation facility setups, test methods, and issues with performing radiation 

hardness testing at research reactor facilities.  As there are many different facilities used 

for performing radiation effects testing other than research reactors such as particle 

accelerators and gamma irradiation facilities, comparisons are made where appropriate.   

2.3.1  NEUTRON FLUX 

As mentioned, research reactors are low in power compared with nuclear power 

plants.  However, the neutron flux may vary substantially from reactor to reactor based 

upon many factors and may range up to 1014 n cm-2 s-1.  The typical neutron fluence for 

displacement damage tests is between 109 to 1016 n cm-2 13.  Sheehan et al found that a 

reactor power of 1 kW was most suitable for their purposes14.  At higher powers, they 

found that it was time to end their test before their desired power level had stabilized.   

It is important to realize that the neutron flux for a particular reactor power level 

varies with time due to the burnup of the fuel, changes in the fuel configuration, 

changes in control rod heights, changes due to the insertion or removal of experimental 

facilities within the reactor, and other factors.  It therefore becomes important to 

measure the neutron flux for each irradiation with neutron dosimetry such as sulfur 

pellets or nickel wires.    

However, along with the neutron flux variation, small changes in the neutron 

energy spectrum will occur, so it is important to perform spectrum characterizations.  
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The ASTM standards recommend that characterizations be performed at least every 15 

months13.  There are many methods for characterization of the neutron spectrum which 

includes neutron activation techniques or computational modeling.  Both have been 

used with success, and are explained in detail in the following chapter15,16,17.   

The neutron energy spectrum is also important to know since the displacement 

damage mechanisms are a function of energy for a given target material.  ASTM 

standard E 722 provides a means to characterize the device performance in terms of an 

equivalent fluence.  Additional details about this process are detailed in a later chapter.  

This characterization allows results from one irradiation facility at a research reactor to 

be directly compared with results from another.  Again, the NIEL concept has allowed 

for correlations of displacement damage between two different particles in some cases, 

and some researchers have suggested that the expected performance of electronics in a 

mixed radiation environment could be determined by one set of neutron and dose 

irradiations3.   

2.3.2  GAMMA FLUX 

It is also important to note that fission neutrons at research reactors are 

accompanied by fission gammas in addition to gammas from the decay of fission and 

decay products.  The gamma flux is also strongly affected by the recent operating 

history of the reactor, and many have suggested different delay periods after reactor 

operations to minimize the gamma flux before a radiation effects test13,18.  Accordingly, 

depending on the burnup of the reactor fuel over its lifetime, the reactor may have a 

significant fission product inventory that greatly contributes to the total gamma flux 

within the reactor. 
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As mentioned, gamma radiation primarily causes ionization damage.  However, 

to ensure that the performance degradation measured from an irradiation in a reactor 

facility is predominantly due to displacement damage from neutrons, the electronics 

must first be characterized separately for ionization damage in a gamma irradiation 

facility.  The doses that the electronic are exposed to must be at least those expected 

from the reactor irradiation.  However, as other irradiating particles such as charged 

particles from accelerators cause ionization damage, it is usual to perform gamma 

irradiations so that the contribution of displacement damage may be decoupled and 

characterized.   

In some cases, the gamma dose may be low enough as not to interfere with the 

performance degradation in displacement damage irradiations.  In other cases, gamma 

shielding has been implemented in irradiation facilities to minimize the dose to ensure 

that the gamma flux is of a negligible level.  Also, as research reactors are producers of 

gamma radiation, they may be used for ionization damage testing although 60Co and 

137Cs are most commonly used as sources of irradiation for this type of testing.   

2.3.3  IRRADIATION MODE 

At reactor facilities, radiation effects tests are commonly performed in step 

irradiations each to a specific particle fluence.  The number of steps is typically pre-

determined by the total desired fluence or when no further useful data is produced.  

Electrical measurements are acquired before the first irradiation, between each step 

irradiation, and after the final irradiation.  Many reactor facilities can be operated in a 

pulsed or steady-state mode to reach each specific target fluence.  Dosimetry in the 

form of sulfur pellets or nickel wires is generally included with each irradiation to 

normalize the fluence between irradiations.   
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Step irradiations, however, produce poorly resolved results since typically no 

more than six step irradiations are used to span the full domain of fluences needed to 

characterize an electronic part.  Many accelerator and gamma irradiation facilities 

incorporate real-time monitoring of electronic performance into their test setups which 

provides much more finely resolved radiation effects data and allows for a single 

irradiation for performance characterization19,20.  One instance was found in the 

literature where real-time measurements were performed at the Maryland University 

Training Reactor (MUTR) in the pneumatic sample transfer system21.  McGarrity et. al. 

were studying radiation and temperature effects of silicon carbide (SiC) junction field-

effect transistors (JFET).   

Additionally, at the end of each step, the irradiation facility containing the test 

samples must be removed from the reactor for electrical measurement.  Each time the 

irradiation facility is removed from the reactor, the activated facility and test samples 

pose a radiological health risk.  The risk may be minimized by allowing for a greater time 

before sample retrieval to let the short-lived isotopes decay away, but there is always a 

slight residual activity.  Although a delay period before sample retrieval minimizes any 

health risk, it also has some unfortunate consequences such as creating a delay before 

the next step irradiation and temperature annealing effects.  The delay in the test 

procedure may be circumvented however by having multiple irradiation canisters18,22.  

The annealing effect is explained later.   

2.3.4  ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT 

As mentioned, electrical measurements are performed before an irradiation, 

between each step, and after the final irradiation is complete for a series of step 

irradiations.  Measurements may be performed on-site or at another participating 
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research facility.  The HP 4145A semiconductor analyzer has been used multiple times 

for electrical measurements although there are many other instruments for performing 

electrical measurements21.  Generally there are multiple parameters of interest for the 

electrical measurement.  To get a full characterization of the performance at each step 

(i.e. fluence or dose), one of the input parameters will be varied as the others are held 

constant23.  The following figure shows an example of a data set where different input 

parameters were measured at each step irradiation.  It should be noted that the data in 

the following figure was reproduced from a figure in K.A. LaBel, et al.23. 

 

 

Figure 2-1:  Example of a data set collected from step irradiations. 
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activity in the test samples has been reduced significantly enough as not to pose a 

radiological health hazard.  The second delay reveals itself if electrical measurements 

are not performed on-site at the reactor facility and must be shipped elsewhere for 

measurement.  These delays can lead to uncertainties due to temperature annealing 

described in a later section and delay the reporting of the results, which may or may not 

be an issue for the researcher. 

2.3.5  ELECTRONICS POWERING 

Radiation effects tests are performed on electronics with the parts unpowered 

or powered.  However, typical displacement damage irradiations are performed 

passively (i.e. unpowered) at research reactor facilities due to multiple factors.  First, 

displacement damage is independent of applied bias, so powering the electronics is not 

required13.  Second, since most irradiation facilities are underneath several meters of 

water and are sealed irradiation canisters, so access to the electronics is often not 

possible with many current irradiation facilities at research reactors.   

However, when parts are tested unpowered, they are typically grounded 

together.  When the parts are powered, they may be powered statically or dynamically.  

An example of static powering is when a constant voltage or current is applied to the 

part whereas dynamic powering is when a varying input is applied to the part 

continuously.  Examples of dynamic test modes include Read/Write or Program Only24.  

This is a form of application specific testing.  Most radiation environments are 

composed of particles that cause both displacement and ionization damage.  Therefore, 

the response of an electronic part to radiation is a combination of effects, and, 

subsequently, the performance of electronic part is affected by how the parts are being 

used in a circuit.  This is why researchers strongly suggest application specific testing24.   
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2.3.6  TEMPERATURE ANNEALING 

It is important to know that some defects caused by displacement damage will 

self-anneal at room temperatures8,25.  Also, much of the literature found on radiation 

effects testing is conducted at room temperature, which is the method prescribed in 

certain ASTM standards13,20,23.  Anyway, the most significant part of the annealing 

occurs from two seconds to approximately two days and depends on the particular 

irradiated part13.  Afterwards, the annealing occurs at a much slower rate.  

Subsequently, the electrical measurements made immediately after an irradiation may 

be different after measurements are made again after a period of time.  The following 

figure, which is not to scale, shows a diagram of thermal annealing with respect to time, 

which was taken from J.R. Srour, et al.8.  The figure also shows the short-term initial 

annealing plateau.   

 

Figure 2-2:  Diagram of room temperature annealing. 
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different rates after each progressive step irradiation.  However, some researchers have 

suggested baking the parts at elevated temperatures to simulate a period of room 

temperature annealing and subsequently reduce the effect of annealing during and 

post-irradiation25.   

2.3.7  IRRADIATION FACILITY LOCATION 

Many research reactors have various locations for performing irradiations.  For 

instance, the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia National Laboratories has 

a large, central cavity where many radiation effects tests of electronics have been 

performed.  Other research reactors, such as the University of Texas (UT TRIGA) and 

MUTR, have performed radiation effects tests in non-central irradiation locations but 

still within the reactor core21,26,27.  The University of Utah (UU) has performed 

irradiations outside of the reactor core, but immediately next to the core and still within 

the reactor pool28,29.  Effects tests may also be performed in neutron beam lines at 

research reactor facilities.  

The advantage of the in-core locations is the higher neutron flux, and usually the 

greatest neutron flux is found in the most central region of the reactor.  Beam lines at 

research reactor facilities subsequently have much lower neutron fluxes26.  Also, the 

further the irradiation facility is away from the core center, the more of a neutron flux 

gradient there is across the irradiation facility.  In an ASTM standard for neutron 

irradiation, dosimetry is recommended if the expected flux variation exceeds ± 10%13.  

The standard goes on to explain that the total variation in the location of the irradiation 

should not vary by more than ± 20%.  In some cases, the irradiation facility may be 

rotated throughout the irradiation to ensure a constant fluence for all electronics.  In 

other cases, this is not possible, and it again becomes evidently important to use 
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neutron dosimetry to normalize the fluence for each part at specific locations within the 

irradiation facility.   

However, the location of an irradiation facility has other advantages and 

disadvantages.  For instance, electronics irradiated from a beam port are often much 

more accessible than in-core, or rather in-pool, irradiation facilities which are under 

several meters of water.  The accessibility makes it easier to test electronic parts more 

quickly, may allow visualization of the test parts, and also may allow powering of the 

parts if desired.   

2.3.8  IRRADIATION FACILITY SIZE 

The size of an irradiation facility has an effect on several factors.  For instance, 

the size of an irradiation facility directly influences how many test samples may be 

irradiated at one time.  The facility size may limit the type of electronic part, such as an 

entire circuit board, that may be irradiated.  Since failure of electronics is a statistical 

process, it is important to irradiate many samples to quantify the performance.  This is 

particularly important since the same electronic component may have a different 

response to radiation from one manufacturer to another3.  It is also preferred to 

irradiate many samples at once to minimize fluence normalization between irradiations.   

In-core irradiation locations may be limited in size due to factors such as reactor 

power and the reactivity effect of the irradiation facility.  Higher power reactors such as 

the ACRR have significant power to compensate for the large central cavity which is 

23.3-cm in diameter30.  Other reactor facilities have much smaller irradiation facilities.  

The UT research reactor has a 3.88 cm inner diameter for its radiation effects facility, 

and irradiations have been performed at UM in a facility that is less than 2.54 cm in 

diameter21,26.  The UU facility is outside of the reactor core, and its vertical height is 
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limited by the reactor core and its width is only limited by the width of the reactor on 

that face.  The total available area for the irradiation facility is approximately 632 cm2 14.  

Again, the size of the facility influences the radiation environment within the facility.  

Non-central irradiation facility locations have the disadvantage of a neutron flux 

gradient across the facility, but this is a small factor if less than a ± 10% variation. 

Additionally, a large irradiation facility such as the ACRR allows for liners to be 

inserted into the irradiation cavity.  The purpose of the liner material is to alter the 

radiation environment within the facility.  It is often desirable to minimize the gamma 

radiation, so lead may be used as a gamma shield within the irradiation facility.  

However, it should be known that even liners have their side effects.  For instance, x-

rays may be produced from the interaction of the reactor produced gamma rays within 

the lead shield, and so another liner material such as aluminum may be used to reduce 

this effect, which is an example of an effect called dose enhancement.  Other commonly 

used filters include thermal neutron filters such as cadmium and boron.  The range of 

neutron energies for displacement damage is from approximately 10 keV to 15 MeV in 

research reactor environments.  Since research reactors typically have a strong thermal 

neutron spectrum, it is desirable to reduce the fraction of thermal neutrons outside of 

the range of interest for displacement damage tests.  However, these liner materials 

also produce side effects such as highly energetic gamma radiation from neutron 

capture, but these effects may be mitigated by careful choice of the filtering material as 

well as incorporation of shielding.  
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CHAPTER 3:  UT TRIGA PRE-CHARACTERIZATION 

As explained in the introductory chapter, research reactors are used for many 

applications.  Their capability to perform these applications depends on the maximum 

reactor power, and the type of irradiation facilities at the reactor.  This chapter details 

the general properties of the University of Texas TRIGA (UT TRIGA) research reactor, the 

current irradiation facilities at UT TRIGA, the use of the UT TRIGA MCNPX model, and 

results from benchmarking experiments performed at UT TRIGA irradiation facilities.   

3.1  The UT TRIGA Research Reactor 

The University of Texas at Austin operates a 1.1 MW TRIGA Mark II research 

reactor.  The UT TRIGA is located at the Nuclear Engineering Teaching Laboratory (NETL) 

on the J.J. Pickle Research Campus.  The acronym TRIGA is short for Training, Research, 

Isotopes, General Atomics.  The UT TRIGA is the newest TRIGA research reactor at a 

university in the United States. 

The UT TRIGA is an above-ground, pool-type research reactor cooled by natural 

circulation of pool water.  The reactor as designed is “inherently safe”.   The safety is 

largely due to the design of the fuel.  The fuel is a uranium zirconium hydride mix, and 

the hydrogen component acts as a moderator within the fuel itself.  The fuel has a large 

negative temperature reactivity coefficient, and therefore as the fuel temperature 

increases rapidly, the coefficient immediately compensates and ends the power 

excursion without damage to the reactor or safety being compromised31,32.   
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Figure 3-1:  Top view of the UT TRIGA. 

Experimental irradiation (in-core) facilities at the UT TRIGA include a rotary 

specimen rack, a central thimble facility, a three-element facility, and a pneumatic 

transfer facility.  Exposure (ex-core) facilities include five beam ports.  The in-core 

facilities are explained in detail in the following section.   

3.2  Experimental Facilities 

3.2.1  CENTRAL THIMBLE  

The central thimble (CT) irradiation facility at UT TRIGA is an aluminum tube that 

fits through the central top and bottom grid plate coolant holes.  The CT location at UT 

TRIGA has been used for flux characterization measurements, isotope production, and 

materials damage studies.  The outer and inner tube diameters for the CT are 3.81 and 
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3.38 cm respectively.  Holes in the bottom half of the tube allow for water to run 

through the tube during normal reactor operations.  Compressed gas may be used to 

evacuate the water in the CT location for various experiments.  The primary advantage 

of this location is that it contains the highest neutron flux of any of the irradiation 

facilities.  The following figure shows the locations of irradiation and exposure facilities 

at the UT TRIGA.   

 

 

Figure 3-2:  Views of UT TRIGA MCNPX model in x-y plane with cut plane through RSR 

well (left) and cut plane through beam ports (right) in the same orientation as the 

previous figure.    

3.2.2  PNEUMATIC TRANSFER SYSTEM 

The UT TRIGA features a location in the outermost ring of the grid plate between 

beam ports two (BP2) and three (BP3) for small samples to be pneumatically inserted 

into the reactor.  This facility is known as the pneumatic transfer system (PTS).  The PTS 

is almost exclusively used for neutron activation analysis of short-lived radioisotopes.  

The largest outer diameter for a transfer vial for the PTS is 1.70 cm.  There are two in-
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core terminuses that may go in this facility, but only one may be used at a time.  The 

difference between the two is in the terminus lining.  One is unlined (tPNT) and has a 

predominantly thermal neutron spectrum, and the other is cadmium-lined and has a 

predominantly epithermal and fast neutron spectrum.  The cadmium lining acts as a 

thermal neutron filter and blocks greater than ninety-five percent of neutrons with 

energies 0.4-eV or less27.  Irradiation times in the ePNT or tPNT are generally less than 

ten minutes in duration.  The tPNT terminus may be operated at full-power, but reactor 

power is limited to a maximum of 500 kW with the ePNT terminus.  The neutron capture 

of the cadmium liner produces highly energetic gamma radiation that cause 

embrittlement and swelling in the polyethylene transfer vials.  The swelling is primarily 

the issue since a sample could become trapped in the terminus and resulting in loss of 

sample and an expensive retrieval process.  The PTS facility is excellent for short-lived 

neutron activation analysis; however, the 500 kW limit with the ePNT terminus is often 

inconvenient for other reactor users who require a higher flux if trying to conduct 

irradiations simultaneously. 

3.2.3  THREE-ELEMENT FACILITY 

The UT TRIGA also features an in-core location for larger samples.  This is known 

as the three-element (3L) facility since it takes the place of three fuel element locations 

in the core.  There are two irradiation canisters (cans) that may go in this location.  One 

of the cans contains a lead liner, and the other contains a cadmium liner.  The 3L has 

generally been used for isotope production and epithermal neutron activation analysis 

of medium-lived isotopes.  The inner diameter of each can is approximately 3.81 cm 

with an effective irradiation height of 38.1 cm.  Previously the cadmium-lined 3L had 

been characterized for radiation effects testing of microelectronics, but this 
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characterization was performed when the 3L facility was located in rings D and E of the 

grid plate and on the opposite side of the reactor26.  The current location for the 3L 

facility is in rings E and F between BP1 and BP5.  The irradiation can is typically rotated 

manually a few times during an irradiation to ensure a constant fluence for all of the 

samples over the course of the irradiations.  Molybdenum wires are used to normalize 

the axial neutron flux for each sample.  This facility has the advantage of size over the 

other in-core facilities, and it also has a higher epithermal flux than the ePNT.  Reactor 

power for the cadmium-lined irradiation can is also limited to 500 kW and irradiation 

times of up to two hours due to the same issues with the ePNT.  The 500 kW limit often 

makes this facility the sole reactor user for the irradiation duration.  Other limitations of 

the 3L facility are that the irradiation canister may only be loaded or unloaded when the 

reactor is off and that there is no access to the samples during an irradiation.  For these 

reasons, 3L irradiations are typically conducted as the last reactor operation of the day 

as the 3L can is left in the reactor overnight for the short-lived radioisotopes produced 

during the irradiation to decay.   

3.2.4  ROTARY SPECIMEN RACK 

At the UT TRIGA, the rotary specimen rack (RSR) has forty sample locations and 

is located in the top of the graphite reflector surrounding the reactor core.  Each sample 

location is approximately 3.18 cm in diameter and 27.4 cm in height.  The RSR has been 

used at UT TRIGA for isotope production but predominantly for neutron activation 

analysis of long-lived radioisotopes.  Samples are generally irradiated in polyethylene or 

aluminum rabbits.  A motor drive located at the reactor deck turns the samples in the 

RSR during irradiation at a rate of two revolutions per minute to have the samples 

exposed to the same total fluence over the course of the irradiation period.  Typical 
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irradiation times for samples in the RSR are on the order of fifteen minutes to eight 

hours although longer irradiations are possible.  Of all the irradiation facilities 

mentioned previously, this facility has the lowest total neutron flux.  Due to its position 

in the graphite moderator, it also has the greatest fraction of thermal neutrons in its 

spectrum when compared with the other irradiation facilities at the UT TRIGA.  Like the 

3L facility, RSR irradiations are typically conducted concurrently with other experiments 

or at the end of the day to allow for the samples to decay overnight before the next 

day’s reactor operations.  The main advantages of the RSR are the thermal flux, the 

number of sample locations, and the ability to leave the samples alone for long 

irradiations.  The main disadvantage of this location is that it has the lowest neutron flux 

of any in-core irradiator at the UT TRIGA.  The small diameter of the sample locations 

and low flux makes any large-scale isotope production not practical since large batches 

would have to be split into many smaller ones to fit within the individual RSR positions.   

3.3  MCNPX Utilization 

MCNPX is a Monte Carlo radiation transport code capable of tracking most any 

type of radiation33.  The code works by simulating individual particles from their 

beginning (source, fission, etc.) to their end (absorption, escape, etc.) in a user-specified 

geometry.  In the case of this research, the user-specified geometry (model) was the UT 

TRIGA research reactor.  It was important to track both neutrons and gamma rays to 

determine their average behavior throughout the UT TRIGA.  The method by which the 

average behavior in the model was determined was by implementing different types of 

tallies.  There are different types of tallies which provide different types of information.  

Neutron and photon tallies were used to determine the flux in a specific location or to 

determine radial and axial flux profiles in the reactor.  Tallies were also used to 
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determine neutron spectra, spectral averaged cross sections, and also energy 

deposition.  Ultimately, the purpose of the model was to use it as a predictive tool in the 

design of the new irradiation facility.  However, the model first was modified to 

reproduce the current UT TRIGA configuration, then activation experiments were 

performed to validate the model, and finally, the model was used to compare different 

designs for the new irradiation facility. 

3.3.1  FREQUENTLY USED MCNPX TALLIES 

The most frequently used tally in MCNPX for this problem was an F4 tally.  An F4 

tally is the fluence averaged over a cell with units of particle cm-2.  A F4 tally may be 

modified in many respects as desired by the user.  For example, using an FM (tally 

multiplier) card, the F4 tally may be multiplied by a constant or an energy dependent 

parameter stored in MCNPX.  Spectral averaged neutron cross sections were computed 

in this manner.   

Another tally used in the design of the facility was the +F6 tally.  The +F6 tally is 

used for determination of collision heating in MeV g-1 averaged over a cell.  All particles 

including secondary particles not explicitly transported, contribute to the +F6 heating 

tally.  This tally was used to determine the energy deposition in lead surrounding the 

irradiation facility.  It was important to know this value to ensure that the lead 

temperature remained well below its melting point.   

Finally, a F7 tally was used to calculate fission energy deposition averaged over a 

cell with units of MeV g-1.  The fission energy deposition was used to determine the 

specific power of each fuel element in the reactor.  In addition, the fission energy 

deposition was computer for each fuel element; from there the average power in an 

element and the peaking factor were calculated.   
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3.3.2  OTHER INPUT MODEL FEATURES 

The various UT TRIGA models were run in KCODE mode.  KCODE calculations 

provide the effective multiplication factor, keff, for the reactor which was used in 

determining the perturbation of the irradiation facility for a particular design.  A 

minimum of 200,000 source particles were used with 30 active cycles out of a total of 60 

cycles.  More source particles were used when results from any tally did not fall within 

the “generally reliable” category.  With each tally in MCNPX, a value for the relative 

error of the tally is given.  The error is defined to be one standard deviation divided by 

the mean of the tally.  Relative errors from MCNPX computations are generally not 

presented in this research since they are very small.  However, errors associated with 

certain tallies such as a spectral-averaged cross section that are used in conjunction with 

experimental data to calculate the neutron flux are propagated for the experimental 

calculation.  The following table provides a guideline for interpreting the relative error 

value in MCNPX34. 

Table 3-1:  Ranges of relative error for interpreting results from MCNPX calculations 

from the MCNP5 User Manual. 

Range of Relative Error Quality of the Tally 

  

0.5 – 1.0 Not meaningful 

0.2 – 0.5 Factor of a few 

0.1 – 0.2 Questionable 

< 0.10 Generally reliable 

 

 

A new feature of MCNPX is the delayed gamma emission capability that is 

provided with beta versions of MCNPX v2.6.  Originally, photons were tallied from 

fission only.  The radioactive decay of fission or activation products in addition to 
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photons emitted by nuclides excited by nuclear or photonuclear interactions are now 

accounted for by MCNPX33.  Each variation of the model was run with the delayed 

gamma capability turned on and the latest evaluated nuclear data files (ENDF/B-VII) 

were used for the cross section libraries.   

3.3.3  THE UT TRIGA MCNPX MODEL 

A MCNPX model of UT TRIGA was acquired.  Many modifications were made to 

update the model for this research.  The model originally had remnants from the 

Reactor-Accelerator Coupling Experiments such as the tungsten-copper target in the 

through port and several detectors throughout the core.  The most time-consuming 

modification was the removal of the lattice structure of the upper and lower grid plates 

and also the fuel region of the core.  The lattice structure simplified and shortened the 

length of the input deck, but it made modifications to the core region larger than a 

lattice cell difficult and impractical.   

Once the core region and upper and lower grid plate regions were replaced, the 

next step was to ensure that the in-core experimental facilities were also correctly 

modeled.  It was discovered at this point that slight modifications were now required for 

the PTS, the 3L facility, and for the CT in order for them to fit into the updated model.  

Neutron flux and reaction rate tallies were input into the model at each of the in-core 

experiment locations at sizes appropriate to an actual sample irradiation.  Flux tallies 

were also added into the beam port locations so that a comparison of the total neutron 

flux and neutron flux spectrum could be made with the different reactor experiment 

configurations.  Finally, the new irradiation facility was modeled and added to the input 

deck.  This modification required fuel elements to be moved around the core whereas 

all of the other input modifications did not require a change in the fuel configuration.   
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3.4  Neutron Activation Rate Equations 

It is often important to know the neutron flux in at a location in a research 

reactor such as an irradiation facility.  One method for determining the flux is by 

neutron activation techniques.  Neutron activation is the process of inducing activity in 

samples by placing them in a neutron field and measuring their response.  At the UT 

TRIGA, this would be accomplished by placing a sample of a known mass and material 

composition in an irradiation facility for a length of time and later by measuring the 

induced activity with a detector.  The purpose of this experiment may be to validate a 

model of the irradiation facility.  The general equations by which this is accomplished is 

now explained:  

First, the total rate of change in the product nuclei, NP, is: 
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where σ  is the spectral averaged cross section in cm2, φ  is the neutron flux in n cm-2 s-1, 

N is the number of target nuclei, and λ is the decay constant of the product nuclide in s-

1. 

The spectral averaged cross section is calculated by: 
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where σ(E) is the activation cross section for the target nuclei in cm2 MeV-1, and ( )Eφ  is 

the differential neutron fluence rate in n cm-2 s-1 MeV-1.   

Next, the number of target nuclei, N, is calculated as follows: 
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where NA is Avogadro’s constant with a value of 6.022×1023 mol-1, f is the unitless 

fractional mass abundance of the target nuclei, m is the total sample mass of the target 

in g, and M is the atomic mass of the sample in g mol-1.   

If the number of target nuclei is large in comparison with Nσφ  and the initial 

number of product nuclei is zero, then the number of product nuclei at the end of the 

irradiation period, NP,EOI, is computed as: 
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where ti is the total irradiation time in s.   

The activity of the product nuclei at the end of irradiation, AP,EOI, in Bq is 

calculated in the following way: 
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If the change rate due to production of the product nuclei is the same as the 

decay rate of the product nuclei during irradiation, this activity is known as the 

saturation activity, AP,SAT.  In the form of an equation, the saturation activity is calculated 

by: 
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In relation to the activity at the end of irradiation, the saturation activity is also 

calculated as follows:   
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After a decay period of time td 
in s, the activity of the product nuclei at the 

beginning of the counting period, AP,BOC, is determined by: 
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The net number of counts, #, observed by a detector is calculated by the 

following integral: 
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where tc is the count time, Iγ is the gamma emission probability, and εD is the detector 

efficiency at the photopeak of interest.   

Furthermore, if the count rate for a particular sample is above a certain rate, the 

detector is active for only part of the time.  The time that the detector is active is called 

the live time.  To take into account the live time of the detector, a final correction is 

made by the following equation: 
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where tl and tr are the live and real times in seconds observed by the detector.  The real 

time is also equal to the count time, tc. 

If the experiment mentioned previously is employed where a material is placed 

in a reactor, irradiated for a period of time, let decay for a period of time, and then 

placed on a detector to measure the induced activity, the total flux may be computed by 

a simple rearrangement of the terms in the previous equation provided that a spectral 

averaged cross section has been determined by MCNPX: 
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If multiple materials and reactions are used for a particular neutron activation 

experiment, it is possible determine the neutron flux energy spectrum.   There are a 

number of computer codes that have been written for this purpose.  Two codes that are 

specifically mentioned in the ASTM standards are the SAND II code and the LSL-M2 

spectrum adjustment codes15.  The SAND II code uses an iterative method for its 
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computation, and the LSL-M2 code uses a least-squares minimization.   According to the 

standard, the methods should produce results within ±10 to 15 % of one another.   

A simplified, least-squares method to determine the fraction of neutrons in three 

energy groups of the neutron flux has been devised for this research.  The three energy 

groups are known as thermal, epithermal, and fast, and their energy ranges are 

explained later.  It is first assumed that the system is over determined since only three 

energy groups are used and there are many more reactions observed.    This approach is 

iterative in manner and is explained: 

First, the reaction rate for a particular reaction, RR, is defined as: 

 
R

R RR N φσ=  
(3.13) 

The total neutron flux, φ , is the sum of the three individual group fluxes, gφ : 
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And the fraction of neutrons in each of group, ψg,  is the ratio of the group flux to the 

total flux as shown: 
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The reaction rate may be discretized into the following summation for the three 

groups: 
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where the group cross section is the spectral averaged cross section for that energy 

group calculated by the following integral:  
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And the limits of integration are the minimum, Emin,g, and maximum, Emax,g, neutron 

energies for the group.  

A weighting factor is defined for each reaction based on equation (3.12) to 

minimize the total error for the system by reducing the effect of the observed reactions 

with poor counting statistics35,36: 
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Another weighting factor is defined for each reaction and energy group based upon 

equation (3.16) for the same purpose as mentioned above as follows: 
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The error, E, is then calculated by the sum of the squares of the difference between the 

one group and three group spectral averaged reaction rate data for N reactions in the 

following way: 
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∑ ∑   (3.20) 

For this procedure to work, each of the three spectral averaged cross sections 

for all of the reactions must be known or determined from a computer code such as 

MCNPX, and a good estimate for the total neutron flux must be made, also by MCNPX.  

The remainder of the unknowns required to solve this spectrum unfolding problem are 

constants or are experimentally determined.  The method described above becomes an 

iterative method because the error for every combination of ψ1, ψ2, and ψ3 is computed 

for equation (3.20).  The lowest error computed will correspond to the actual fraction of 

neutrons in each energy group. 
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3.5  Benchmarking Experiments 

Multiple experiments were performed at different irradiation locations within 

the UT TRIGA to experimentally characterize the neutron flux at those locations.  The 

purpose of the experiments was to be able to compare the experimental results with 

the computational results from simulations performed with the MCNPX UT TRIGA 

model.  Results that agree well would ensure that the model was predicting the 

neutronic behavior of the UT TRIGA well, and subsequently give confidence that the 

MCNPX model could also be used as a tool for designing the new irradiation facility.  The 

following section details the test method for each experiment location and the results of 

each experiment.   

3.5.1  PNEUMATIC TRANSFER SYSTEM 

The first benchmarking experiment performed was in the tPNT of the UT TRIGA.  

In this experiment, the total neutron flux was determined and also the fraction of 

neutrons in three energy groups using the equations detailed earlier in this chapter.  

Energy groups have been defined in many ways, but they are defined in the following 

table for this research: 

Table 3-2:  Neutron energy groups and energy ranges. 

Group Energy 

  

Thermal < 0.5 eV 

Epithermal 0.5 eV – 10 keV 

Fast > 10 keV 
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Five high-purity foils from Reactor Experiments, Inc. (currently Thermo) were 

selected for irradiation in the tPNT.  The materials in this limited set of activation foils 

were chosen based upon their availability and their recommendation from many 

sources35,37,38.  These materials were aluminum (Al), copper (Cu), cobalt (Co), gold (Au), 

and nickel (Ni).  Activation foil masses were collected by weighing each sample on a 

high-precision, analytical balance.  The target nuclide isotopic abundance, product 

nuclide half-life, target atomic mass, product branching ratio, and product decay gamma 

energy and intensity for each material was acquired from the Korea Atomic Energy 

Research Institute (KAERI) website in addition to other nuclear data such as the half-life 

of the radionuclides and the atomic masses of the target foils39.  

Table 3-3:  Properties of activation foils for PTS characterization.   

Reaction 

Atomic 

Mass, M 

(g/mol) 

Isotopic 

Abundance, f 

(%) 

Gamma 

Energy, Eγ 

(keV) 

Gamma 

Intensity, Iγ 

(%) 

Half Life, 

T1/2 

       
27Al(n,γ)28Al 26.9815384 100 1778.8 100 2.2414 min 

65Cu(n,γ)66Cu 63.546 30.83 1039.2 8 5.12 min 
59Co(n,γ)60Co 58.9332002 100 1173.2 99.98 5.271 yr 

197Au(n,γ)198Au 196.9665516 100 411.8 95.6 2.694 day 
64Ni(n,γ)65Ni 58.6934 0.926 1481.84 23.5 2.52 hr 

 

 

Irradiations were conducted at 1 kW.  The primary reason for this was to 

facilitate quick counting since the activation foils were nearly one hundred percent pure 

and activate quickly.  During irradiations, this experiment had sole use of the UT TRIGA 

reactor.   

Each activation foil was placed in the bottom of a polyethylene vial with two 

smaller, polyethylene vials above it to hold it in position during irradiation.  The vials 
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were pneumatically inserted into the reactor for specific periods of time.  Irradiation 

times were selected based upon activation foil mass, cross sections, isotopic 

abundances, and gamma-ray emission rates.   

Delay times for counting were primarily based upon the half-life and activity of 

the radioisotope.  Detector dead time was kept at five percent or less for spectrum 

acquisition.  A HPGe detector system was used for data acquisition.  The detector 

efficiency calibration may be found in the appendix.  All of the counts were acquired at a 

fixed geometry approximately 10 cm from the face of the detector.  The sample holder 

at this distance from the detector is known as Geometry D.  At least 10,000 net counts 

were acquired in each peak when possible.   

It should be noted that the Co wire was counted on the day following its 

irradiation.  The metastable state of 60Co has a 10.467 min half-life which decays to the 

60Co ground state with a 1925.5 day half-life.  The overnight delay period was to 

minimize any counting effect from the metastable state.  The cobalt wire also was 

compensated for the background due to an unusually high amount of cobalt seen in the 

counting laboratory.   

One and three-group spectral-averaged cross sections were generated at the PTS 

location in the tPNT facility with the MCNPX model.  The total neutron flux computed by 

MCNPX was found to be 2.13×1010 n cm-2 s-1 at 1 kW.  The one-group cross sections 

were used to determine the experimental (measured) neutron flux.  Equation (3.12) was 

used for this calculation for each of the activation foils.  Error was propagated for the 

detector efficiency, net number of counts, and cross section.  The average flux 

calculated for the PTS experiment was 2.54×1010 ± 3.62×109 n cm-2 s-1.  The 

computational results at the PTS location are approximately 16% lower than the 

measured results.   
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The 16% deviation of the computational results is due to many differences 

between the MCNPX model and the actual experiment.  For example, the model uses 

fresh fuel whereas the UT TRIGA has been operating for over ten years and has 

subsequently built up many fission products in its fuel inventory.  The additional 

radionuclides in the fuel absorb more neutrons available for fission, and therefore, the 

neutron density must increase with time to maintain the same power level.  Also, since 

reactor fuel is burned at different rates depending on the location of the fuel element, 

the fuel composition from fuel element to fuel element is never constant once the 

reactor has been started for the first time which contributes to the fission product 

buildup effect.  Another factor in explaining the differences between the calculated and 

measured values comes into play with the reactor materials.  The UT TRIGA model uses 

published data from General Atomics for its fuel element composition and for other 

reactor materials.  Small changes in the actual density of the fuel compared with the 

density chosen for the model, for example, would lead to differences in the calculated 

and measured results.  Additionally, another difference in explaining the computational 

and experimental result differences is that the neutron flux varies in the reactor by 

about three percent during an irradiation40.  This is due to the reactor power set point 

for operation in automatic mode, which was the mode in which the reactor was 

operated.  For short irradiations this has a larger effect on the results than for 

irradiations conducted over longer periods of time.   

However, to study the effect of the fuel burnup on the neutron flux computed by 

MNCPX, the MCNPX model was modified to include separate burned fuel compositions 

for rings B, C, D, E, F, G, and also for the fuel followed control rods (Regulatory, Shim 1, 

and Shim 2).  The fuel inventory used for each of the separate rings was provided by 

O’Kelly.  O’Kelly used two different compositions for each fuel pin; one for the top half 
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of the fuel, and the other for the bottom half of the fuel41.  The burned fuel 

compositions consisted of the fuel and major fission products, but not every 

radioisotope that might be expected.  The factor that has the greatest effect on the 

neutron flux is the 235U concentration, so missing minor fission and decay products will 

not substantially affect the results.  However, only one fuel composition was used for 

each ring, and the compositions used for this experiment were the more heavily burned 

fuel ranging from 1.254 MWD burnup near the center of the core (Ring B) to 0.4897 

MWD in the outer edge of the core (Ring G).  The average burnup of the core was 

indicative of the true burnup of the UT TRIGA.  The resulting effect raised the neutron 

(and gamma) flux by 2.4% at the PTS location, which moved the computational results 

closer to the experimental results but not significantly enough to warrant subsequent 

MNCPX computations to include the burned fuel compositions.  The computational time 

increased by 15% with the model that included the burned fuel.  It should also be stated 

using an average burn for each ring could still be improved upon since each individual 

fuel pin has a separate burn, but it is not expected that this would provide any 

significant changes.   

The three-group spectral-averaged cross sections were computed with the 

MCNPX model and corresponded to thermal, epithermal, and fast group cross sections.  

The reaction rates were normalized by the average flux calculated by the previous 

calculations with the one-group cross sections.  The equations used in this process are 

outlined in the same appendix as above.  A short code was written with MATLAB to 

calculate the fraction of neutrons that are thermal, epithermal, and fast regions as was 

explained in equations (3.13) to (3.20).  The following table presents the results from 

the experiment and from the model.   
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Table 3-4:  Calculated and measured results from three-group spectral deconvolution 

using least-squares method.   

Group 
Computational  

(-) 

Experimental  

(-) 

   

Thermal 0.501 0.652 

Epithermal 0.210 0.001 

Fast 0.288 0.347 

 

 

Experimental results deviated from the computational results more than 

expected.  However, it was not altogether surprising that the region with the greatest 

difference was in the epithermal region.  The epithermal region typically includes the 

resonance region where the cross section varies widely with energy.  The least-squares 

method used for this calculation was very simple and did not take into account error 

associated with the cross sections.  The weighting factor simply adjusted for the 

contribution of each of the total counts to the energy group.  Irradiating and counting 

more activation foils would presumably improve the results.   

3.5.2  ROTARY SPECIMEN RACK 

Another neutron activation experiment was performed in the RSR of the UT 

TRIGA to determine the total neutron flux at that location.  Three activation wires were 

sealed in polyethylene vials and irradiated in the RSR for fifteen minutes at a reactor 

power of 500 kW.  The high-purity activation wires chosen were Au, Co, and Ni.  The Au 

wire was purchased from Reactor Experiments, Inc., the Co was from the National 

Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), and the Ni wire was from Alfa-Aesar.  

Sample masses were acquired by weighing each wire on a high-precision, analytical 
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balance.  During this experiment, no other experimental facilities of the UT TRIGA were 

in use.   

Table 3-5:  Properties of activation wires for RSR flux experiment. 

Reaction 

Atomic Mass, 

M 

(g/mol) 

Isotopic 

Abundance, f 

(%) 

Gamma 

Energy, Eγ 

(keV) 

Gamma 

Intensity, Iγ 

(%) 

Half Life, 

T1/2 

       
197Au(n,γ)198Au 196.9665516 100 411.8 95.6 2.694 day 

59Co(n,γ)60Co 58.9332002 100 1173.2 99.98 5.271 yr 
58Ni(n,p)58Co 58.6934 68.077 810.8 99.5 70.8 day 

 

 

The activation wires were counted on the same geometry and HPGe detector 

system as the activation experiment for the PTS characterization.   The Ni wire was 

counted after the recommended four day waiting period42.  The counting delay was due 

to the need for the metastable state of 58Co with a 9.04 h half-life to decay entirely to 

the ground state with a half-life of 70.86-days.  This delay time was also useful for the 

counting of the Co wire.  The metastable state of 60Co has a 10.467 min half-life which 

decays to the 60Co ground state with a 1925.5 day half-life.  The four day waiting period 

significantly minimized any counting effect from the metastable state.  The cobalt wire 

also had to be compensated for the background due to an unusually high amount of 

cobalt seen in the counting laboratory.   

The computational result for the MCNPX neutron flux calculation was 3.35×1012 

n cm-2 s-1.  The experimentally determined value of the flux, calculated in the same way 

as for the PTS experiment, was 3.44×1012 ± 1.91×1011 n cm-2 s-1.  The computational and 

experimental results agreed within 3% of one another.  The good agreement was mainly 

attributed to the constant fluence for all activation wires.  The RSR rotates at a constant 
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rate of two revolutions per minute, so the wires had completed sixty revolutions around 

the entire reactor throughout the irradiation.  Additionally, the neutron flux in the RSR 

has a predominantly thermal spectrum.  Accordingly, most of the activation came from 

thermal neutron capture where the activation cross sections are largest and follow a 1/v 

relationship where v is the neutron velocity.  This is in comparison with the significantly 

smaller fraction of activation that came from neutron capture in the resonance region 

where the cross sections are widely varying with energy.   

3.5.3  AXIAL AND RADIAL PROFILE  

An experiment was performed to determine the axial neutron flux profile at 

various radial locations in the UT TRIGA.   

Four lengths of high-purity nickel wire from Alfa-Aesar were placed in separate 

ceramic, aluminum-oxide (Al2O3) thermocouple probe covers for irradiation in the UT 

TRIGA research reactor.  These wires were each cut to twenty-seven inches, which is the 

distance between the top of the upper grid plate to the bottom of the lower grid plate.  

The ceramic probes were chosen to house the wires because of the malleability of the 

wires themselves.  Without a rigid casing, the experimenters could not be sure that the 

wires dropped vertically through the hole in the upper grid plate through to its 

respective hole in the bottom grid plate.  The probes were then fitted through special 

holes (designated by General Atomics as A, K, L, and M) in the top and bottom grid 

plates along a same line drawn radially outward from the center of the reactor towards 

beam port two.  The locations are depicted in the following diagram.  Aluminum fittings 

with nylon ferrules on the top of the probe covers formed a water tight seal for the 

wires and also kept the probes from falling through the bottom of the core.  
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Molybdenum wire looped around the aluminum fittings was used to lower and raise the 

probes into and out of the core from the top of the reactor pool.   

 

 

Figure 3-3:  Top view of UT TRIGA at fuel centerline with dots marking radial location of 

activation wires. 

Reactor power and irradiation time were 100 kW and 1 h respectively.  These 

values were chosen since approximate calculations showed that there would be 

sufficient activation of the nickel wires.  There was a concern that the natural circulation 

flow through the core would raise the probes out of position which also kept the power 

low.  Observation of the probes with a high-power spotter scope by the experimenter 

throughout the irradiation showed no axial movement of the probes.  This experiment 

also had sole use of the reactor throughout irradiation.   

After irradiation, the probes were removed from the core and left shielded for a 

couple days to let residual activities of impurities in the probes subside but mainly to 

allow for the decay of the 24Na buildup from the 27Al(n,α)24Na reaction in the probes to 

A 

K 

L 

M 
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minimize radiation dose while handling the activated materials.  The 24Na has a half-life 

of 14.959 h.  This delay time was convenient since, as for the RSR benchmarking 

experiment, a minimum of four days delay between irradiation and counting of the 

nickel wires is required to allow for the decay of the metastable state of 58Co to decay 

entirely to the ground state of 58Co.  The wires were cut to lengths of one and a half 

centimeters for counting.  This length fit into the polyethylene vials in which the 

samples were counted on the HPGe detector with an automatic sample changer.  A total 

of fourteen segments from each wire were counted.   

The MCNPX model was modified to include reaction rate and flux tallies at the 

location of the activation wires for this experiment in order to generate spectral 

averaged cross sections for the calculation of the neutron flux.  The figures below 

presents the experimental calculations and MCNPX model computation at each radial 

location.  The first figure also shows the relative location of the axial wires that were 

counted in relation to the fuel and graphite regions of a fuel element.   
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Figure 3-4:  Comparison of experimental and computational neutron flux results at 

different axial and radial locations.  Height is with respect to the fuel centerline at 0 cm. 

Experimental results for wires A and K agree with MCNPX computational results.  

The axial flux profile for wires L and M vary slightly from the computational results with 

the peak flux slightly lower for the measured results.  Generating the spectral averaged 

cross sections required a significant amount of computational time to get sufficiently 

low enough error on the calculations.  This was mainly due to the small tally volumes 

used for the computation and because the reaction of interest was a threshold reaction; 

meaning that only neutrons of a particular energy or greater may induce the reaction.  

Since only a small fraction of neutrons in the reactor are of this energy or greater, only a 

small fraction could contribute to the reaction rate tally in MCNPX.  Subsequently, if 

MCNPX did not well predict the neutron spectrum at any of the wire locations in the 

model, then the calculation of the flux at that location would be poor, and the 

computational and experimental results would not agree.  The following table shows the 

change in the spectral averaged cross section at the various axial heights relative to the 
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fuel centerline, and the four radial locations for the experiment.  It should be noted that 

the fuel region is ± 19.05 cm.   

Table 3-6:  Spectral averaged cross sections from UT TRIGA MCNPX model 

Height  

(cm) 

Cross Section (mb) 

A K L M 

     

31.5 12.1 14.2 12.3 5.5 

26.4 12.7 11.8 10.2 8.2 

21.3 17.1 19.4 18.3 10.9 

16.2 21.0 23.7 23.9 16.7 

11.1 21.3 23.9 23.8 17.5 

6.06 21.2 24.6 24.0 15.6 

0.984 20.9 24.9 24.3 17.3 

-4.10 20.7 23.7 24.0 16.4 

-9.18 20.9 23.8 23.7 15.9 

-14.3 20.8 23.7 23.4 15.8 

-19.3 13.9 15.9 15.1 10.8 

-24.4 10.8 11.2 9.8 7.5 

-29.5 10.7 10.6 11.4 8.5 

-34.6 12.0 10.5 12.2 9.1 

 

The spectral averaged cross sections varied greatly over the entire height of the 

reactor core.  However, in the fuel region for the A, K, and L positions, the variation was 

significantly less.  It is likely that the lower and more greatly varying spectral averaged 

cross sections at the M location are affected by its proximity to the graphite reflector.  

This illustrates the importance of proper spectral averaged cross sections when 

performing neutron flux calculations or a characterization of the radiation environment 

within an irradiation facility.  Also, this indicates irradiations where a constant neutron 

energy spectrum is important should be limited to the fuel region of a fuel element. 
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CHAPTER 4:  IRRADIATION FACILITY DESIGN 

The benchmarking experiments had validated the MCNPX model of the UT 

TRIGA. It was determined that the model could then be modified to optimize the design 

of the new irradiation facility.  As mentioned a few of the design goals included a real-

time monitoring capability, maximizing the irradiation volume and neutron-to-gamma 

ratio, and minimizing the concomitant gamma dose.  The following chapter describes 

the design constraints, design concept, the methods for characterizing the neutron 

environment within the facility, the sensitivity studies of potential facility designs, and 

the final facility design.   

4.1  Design Constraints 

4.1.1  PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS 

First, technical specifications limited the design of the irradiation facility with 

respect to location and size.  The irradiation facility had to be located at the position of 

the seven-element (7L) cutout in the top grid plate of the reactor core.  The location of 

the cutout is in between BP1 and BP2 on the outermost part of the reactor core.  The 

following figure presents a picture of the 7L facility location.  The size of the cutout 

dictated the available cross-sectional area for the irradiation facility.  Since one of the 

design goals was to maximize the irradiation volume, it was important to use as much 

available cross sectional area for the irradiation facility as possible.  However, it was also 

important to remember that a small amount of clearance was required between the 

irradiation facility and the top grid plate so that the irradiation facility would not get 

permanently stuck in the reactor.   
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Figure 4-1:  Relative locations of the 3L and 7L facilities.   

Additionally, the irradiation facility had to be designed as to not reduce any 

irradiation capabilities currently operating at the UT TRIGA.  Due to removing seven fuel 

elements to make place for the facility, the 3L facility location would have to be filled 

with fuel to insert reactivity back into the core.  The irradiation facility would therefore 

have to be able to accept the 3L irradiation canister in order not to lose that capability.  

It was also desirable to utilize as much of the space in the location as possible to 

accommodate larger sample sizes.   

Finally, the irradiation facility had to pass a safety analysis before use in the 

reactor.  The safety analysis included assurances that reactivity and fuel temperature 

limits were met, that the facility would pass thermal-hydraulic and mechanical stress 

analyses, and predicted expected activities and doses from materials irradiated within 

the facility.  The safety analysis presented to the reactor oversight committee may be 

found in the appendices.   
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4.1.2  RADIATION ENVIRONMENT CONSTRAINTS 

The design also had to incorporate features important to radiation effects 

testing.  First, fast neutrons are the predominant source of displacement damage in a 

reactor radiation environment, so it was important to have a highly epithermal and fast 

neutron spectrum.  Also, a large fraction of thermal neutrons in the energy spectrum 

would cause additional unnecessary activation in test samples.  Therefore, in order to 

shift the average neutron energy in the facility to the epithermal and fast regions and to 

reduce the amount of activation in test samples, a thermal neutron filter was required 

as part of the irradiation facility.   

Second, in a reactor environment, neutrons are always accompanied by gamma 

radiation.  The major damage mechanism of interest for the study of radiation effects on 

electronics in research reactors is displacement damage from neutrons and not 

ionization damage from gamma radiation.  Therefore, as stated in the research goals, it 

was desirable to reduce the gamma component of the radiation environment.  It would 

be impossible to remove the gamma component completely, but it was possible to 

reduce the gamma component significantly enough as to be negligible.  This would also 

remove the need to perform a complicated deconvolution of the damage caused by 

displacements or ionizations.  In principle this meant a high neutron-to-gamma ratio, 

and to achieve this desirable feature, a gamma filter was also required for the facility.   

4.2  Facility Design Concept 

Once the physical and radiation environment criteria were realized, the next step 

was to incorporate these criteria into a design concept.  The concept was then planned 

with two main components that would fit in the UT TRIGA reactor core.  These 

components are an irradiation canister with a thermal neutron filter, and a separate 
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sleeve insert for shielding gamma radiation.  The irradiation can was designed to fit 

within the sleeve insert.  The following figure shows a diagram of these two 

components.   

 

Figure 4-2:  Irradiation canister and sleeve insert design concept.   
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The irradiation can and the sleeve insert were designed as separate components 

for a few reasons.  For instance, it was likely that the gamma shielding would be fairly 

heavy and not easily moved.  Having the gamma shielding in an insert apart from the 

irradiation canister would allow the canister to be rotated, loaded, or unloaded into the 

facility location quickly and easily.  Since the gamma shielding material will become 

activated, it was also decided that the sleeve insert was better designed to be left in the 

facility location so that it would not be brought close to experimenters while loading or 

unloading test samples.   

Electrical feedthroughs were incorporated into the design of the irradiation can 

lid.  This allowed the passage of electrical wires to power electronics within the 

irradiation can and also to take electrical measurements of the electronics while under 

irradiation.   

Additionally, it was envisioned that the irradiation facility could be used for other 

purposes than radiation effects testing.  If the reactor was to be used at higher powers, 

then pool water would flow between the irradiation can and sleeve insert to help cool 

the can and insert during an irradiation.   

Aluminum was chosen as the material with which to construct the major 

components of the facility.  Specifically, aluminum 6061-T6 was selected for most 

materials in the facility due to its corrosion resistance and ease of welding.  Once the 

basic design had been decided, the next step was to determine the proper sizing and 

filter materials for the facility within the bounds of the 7L cutout.   

4.3  Facility Characterization Parameters 

In neutron displacement damage testing, there are three conventional 

parameters to characterize the neutron spectrum within the test facility.  Accordingly, 
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these parameters allow results from one radiation effects testing facility to be directly 

compared with results from another facility.  These three parameters are known as the 

equivalent monoenergetic fluence (or flux), the hardness parameter, and the spectral 

shape parameter.  Performance degradation to electronics is reported with the 

correlation to the equivalent monoenergetic fluence.  It should be noted that fluence 

and hardness parameter are specific to damage to a particular material and reference 

energy, and they may be calculated provided that the damage function for the material 

and neutron energy spectrum are well known.  The following figure shows the 

displacement damage functions for silicon (Si) and gallium-arsenide (GaAs), which are 

both common semiconductor materials for electronic parts.  The methods for 

calculating these parameters are provided in detail in ASTM E722-04, but a brief 

description is provided here.   

 

 

Figure 4-3:  Damage functions for silicon (Si) and gallium-arsenide (GaAs). 
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The equivalent monoenergetic neutron fluence for silicon at a reference energy 

of 1-MeV, Φeq,1-MeV,Si, is given as follows: 
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where Φ(E) is the neutron fluence energy spectral distribution, FD,Si(E) is the energy-

dependent neutron displacement damage function, and FD,1-MeV,Si(E) is the displacement 

damage reference value for a particular material and reference energy.  For silicon, the 

reference value is 95 MeV mb at 1-MeV; likewise, the displacement damage function for 

silicon is provided in the ASTM standard.  It is important to understand that this fluence 

is specific for every material, since the displacement damage function is different for 

each material.  This fluence therefore defines a monoenergetic fluence of 1-MeV 

neutrons that produces the same displacement damage in silicon as the actual neutron 

fluence.  It is also conventional to report the 1-MeV equivalent fluence for silicon as a 

fluence rate, or flux, at 1 kW.   

The other widely used characterization parameter is the neutron energy 

spectrum hardness parameter, HPSi, which is given as follows: 
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This parameter is the ratio of the equivalent monoenergetic neutron fluence to the 

actual neutron fluence.   

Finally, the spectral shape parameter is defined as the ratio of the total neutron 

fluence to the fluence fraction greater than 3 MeV as follows43:   
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The spectral shape parameter is also equivalent to:   
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4.4  Sensitivity Analysis 

The following section presents results of the sensitivity analyses performed for 

the design of the irradiation facility.  The two major factors involved in the decision 

making process were the neutron-to-gamma dose ratio, and the volume of the 

irradiation facility.   

4.4.1  THERMAL NEUTRON FILTER 

Cadmium is a widely used thermal neutron filter.  As mentioned previously, a 

thermal neutron filter is required to reduce the thermal neutron fraction in the 

irradiation facility.  This increases the average neutron energy and also has the side 

effect of decreasing the amount of induced radioactivity in the test sample.  Natural 

cadmium consists of eight isotopes, but the isotope contributing most to the neutron 

filtering properties is 113Cd44.  However, neutron absorbing materials can also contribute 

to the gamma flux, and cadmium is no exception.  Neutron capture reactions in 

cadmium produce very energetic gammas up to 8 MeV18.  As mentioned, a cadmium-

liner had limited reactor power at UT TRIGA in the ePNT and cadmium-lined 3L facilities, 

so it was desirable to remove cadmium from the design.   

Another material that may be used as a thermal neutron filter is boron (B).  

Boron consists of two naturally occurring isotopes, and it is 10B that contributes to the 

neutron filtering properties.  Neutron capture in boron produces softer gammas of 

around 400 keV.  The following figure shows a comparison between the neutron capture 

cross sections of natural cadmium and 10B.   
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Figure 4-4:  Neutron capture cross section of natural Cd and 10B.   
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Table 4-1:  Constituents of the borated aluminum alloy from EaglePicher.   

Element Amount (Weight Percent) 

  

Silicon + Iron 1.0 Max 

Copper 0.05 – 0.20 

Manganese 0.05 Max 

Zinc 0.05 Max 

Others 0.05 each, 0.15 Max 

Boron As specified (4.5) 

Aluminum Remainder 

 

 

A primary design goal for this research was to reduce the gamma flux in the 

irradiation facility as compared with the cadmium-lined 3L facility.  It will be shown that 

use of boron rather than a cadmium as a neutron filer substantially contributes to this 

goal.   

Given that a boron neutron filter was to be used, the next step was then to 

determine the thickness of borated aluminum that provides equally effective amount of 

thermal neutron filtering compared with a cadmium liner.  The basis for comparison was 

the hardness parameter for the current fast neutron irradiation facility at UT TRIGA.  The 

MCNPX model had previously been modified to reproduce the geometry of the 

cadmium-lined 3L facility at UT TRIGA.  The cadmium-lined 3L facility was also included 

for analysis because it was currently the largest in-core irradiation facility at UT TRIGA.  

The MCNPX model was modified to investigate the performance of boron liners of 1, 2, 

and 3 mm thickness; for comparison, a base case with no thermal neutron filter was also 

established.   
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Table 4-2:  Dimensions for thermal neutron filter sensitivity study.   

Case 1 2 3 4 5 

      

Liner Material Cadmium 
Borated-

Aluminum 

Borated-

Aluminum 

Borated-

Aluminum 
None 

Liner Thickness (mm) 1 1 2 3 N/A 

 

 

The following bar charts show results for the hardness parameter, 

monoenergetic equivalent flux, shape parameter, neutron-to-gamma dose rate ratio, 

the neutron dose rate, and gamma dose rate for each of the five designs.  It should be 

noted that the 1-MeV equivalent flux depicted in the chart must be multiplied by 

1.0×109.  The data in the charts below was scaled to 1 kW, which is the common power 

level for reporting fluence and dose rates.  Dose rates are also reported in rem(Si) s-1.  A 

rem is a rad multiplied by a quality factor which depends on the particle type and 

energy.  For neutrons, the quality factor ranges from 2.0 to 11.0 in the NCRP-38, 

ANSI/ANS-6.1.1-1977 standard.  The quality factor for gamma radiation is always 1.0, so 

a rad is directly equivalent to a rem.   
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Figure 4-5:  Results from thermal neutron filter sensitivity analyses.   
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The 1-MeV equivalent flux decreases with the addition of the boron liner in 

comparison with the cadmium liner.  This is an indication that more neutrons are being 

filtered as a result of the extra thicknesses of boron.  The unlined facility has the highest 

flux, and this is because of all the thermal neutrons contributing to the calculation.  It 

should be noted that the equivalent flux, hardness parameter, and spectral shape 

parameter are means to characterize the fluence within an irradiation facility.  These 

parameters should not be used on their own as a basis for a design decision.  The 

following figure shows a plot of the neutron energy spectrum for each of the different 

designs.   

 

 

Figure 4-6:  Comparison of neutron spectra for various liner materials and thicknesses.   
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The hardness parameter increases with the addition of the boron liner.  The 

greatest hardness parameter is associated with the greatest thickness of boron.  This is 

expected since more thermal neutrons are being absorbed by the boron which means 

that the average neutron energy is raised for the facility.  The hardness parameter for 

the unlined facility is significantly smaller compared with the other designs because of 

the large fraction of thermal neutrons in its spectrum.   

The spectral shape parameter was approximately the same for the 1 mm 

thicknesses of cadmium and boron.  The parameter then decreased with increasing 

boron thickness.  As the boron liner thickness increases, more thermal neutrons are 

being captured in the liner.  With more lower-energy neutrons removed from the 

spectrum, the fraction of neutrons in the spectrum greater than 3 MeV increases.  Since 

the shape parameter is the ratio of the entire flux to the flux over 3 MeV, the parameter 

should decrease as it does.   

The neutron-to-gamma dose rate ratio takes into account the energy-dependent 

damage functions for neutrons and gammas for silicon in the irradiation facility.  The 

chart shows how much the highly-energetic capture gammas from the cadmium liner 

effect the gamma dose when compared with the boron liner and unlined facilities.  The 

chart also shows how increasing the thickness of the boron past 1 mm does not 

appreciably effect the dose rate ratio.   

The neutron dose rate chart shows the same trend as the equivalent flux chart.  

This was expected since the epithermal neutron spectrum is approximately the same 

among the lined facilities, and the damage function is the same for all the facilities, but 

the magnitude of the flux is higher for the cadmium liner.  The higher magnitude flux for 

the cadmium-lined design results in a higher dose rate when compared with the boron-

lined designs.   
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The gamma dose rate is significantly smaller for the boron-lined and unlined 

designs compared with the cadmium-lined design.  The gamma dose is much higher in 

this design due to the highly-energetic gammas produced in the neutron capture within 

the cadmium.  This chart best shows how greatly the capture gammas from the 

cadmium contribute to the total gammas in the irradiation facility compared with the 

boron-lined an unlined facility.   

In conclusion, it was shown that a 1 mm thickness of borated-aluminum 

significantly reduces the gamma dose and increases the neutron-to-gamma dose ratio 

when compared with a 1 mm thickness of cadmium.  The borated-aluminum liner also 

provides similar neutron radiation characteristics to that of a cadmium-lined facility 

which are important to radiation effects testing of electronics.  Accordingly, the 1 mm 

thickness for the borated-aluminum was selected for the facility design.   

4.4.2  GAMMA RADIATION FILTER 

Nuclear reactors produce both neutron and gamma radiation.  The gammas are 

produced directly from fission, but they are also emitted from fission and activation 

products, and also activated reactor materials.  Subsequently, performance degradation 

of electronics in an unfiltered reactor environment may partially be caused by the 

gamma radiation and not only by the neutron radiation.  One way to reduce the damage 

caused by the gamma radiation is to shield the test samples during an irradiation.  Lead, 

tungsten, and bismuth are materials used for shielding gammas.  Lead was selected as 

the material for the gamma filter since it was readily available, inexpensive, and has a 

low melting point which made it easy to cast.  The following analysis presents the results 

of varying the lead thickness in the sleeve insert surrounding the irradiation can with the 

intention of maximizing the neutron-to-gamma dose ratio and irradiation can volume.   
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The seven-element cutout is just less than ten centimeters in diameter and sets 

the upper limit on the cross sectional area of the entire facility.  This limit does not allow 

for much shielding material.  Potential designs were based around standard tube sizes 

which also limited flexibility in the design.  The lower limit of the inner diameter for the 

irradiation facility was 3.88 cm, which is the inner diameter of the 3L facility, as one of 

the design goals was to increase the size of the irradiation capabilities at UT TRIGA.  The 

actual metric of interest for size is volume, but since the active irradiation height for the 

3L and new facility will be the same, using the inner diameter of the irradiation facility 

makes an easier comparison of size.  For comparison purposes the cadmium-lined 3L 

facility was included in this study.  Three various combinations of inner irradiation can 

diameters with surrounding lead shield at the maximum allowable thickness are 

analyzed.  The final design analyzed is the medium sized facility but without the lead 

sleeve to show the effect the lead has on the gamma dose within the irradiation facility.  

It should be noted that, due to the restriction on the total size of the facility, the larger 

the irradiation canister, the smaller the thickness of lead shielding that may surrond the 

canister.   

Table 4-3:  Dimensions for lead shielding sensitivity study.   

Case 1 2 3 4 5 

      

Liner Material Cadmium Boron Boron Boron Boron 

Irradiation Can ID (cm) 3.88 4.25 5.52 6.79 5.52 

Lead Shield Thickness (cm) N/A 1.47 0.79 0.16 N/A 

 

Each of these designs was simulated by modifying the UT TRIGA model.  The 

results of each design were compared with one another and are presented in the 

following figure.   
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Figure 4-7:  Results from gamma shielding sensitivity analyses.   
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As mentioned, the cadmium-lined 3L irradiator was included for comparison 

purposes only.  The equivalent flux is higher largely due to the position of the facility 

being closer to the center of the core when compared with the 7L irradiation facility.  

The equivalent flux decreases slightly with increasing size of the facility.   

The hardness parameter among the different designs does not change 

significantly.  This was expected since the borated-aluminum liner was kept at the same 

thickness for each of the designs.  This was also expected since the calculation of the 

hardness parameter includes the neutron damage function for silicon, and subsequently 

only relatively large changes in the neutron spectrum will significantly change the 

hardness parameter.   

The spectral shape parameter decreased with increasing irradiator size.  The 

shape parameter is the ratio of the total fluence to the fluence greater than 3 MeV.  It 

was expected that the cadmium-lined 3L facility and the irradiation facility without the 

lead shielding would have approximately the same shape parameter as this was 

determined in the previous sensitivity study for the thermal neutron filter.  Lead has a 

large inelastic scattering cross section which attenuates fast neutrons18.  For this reason, 

the shape parameter is highest for the design with the greatest amount of lead shielding 

surrounding the irradiation can.   

As expected, the design with the greatest neutron-to-gamma ratio and lowest 

gamma dose rate is the design with the most amount of lead shielding.  All of the 

subsequent designs with the lead shield maintained a much higher neutron-to-gamma 

dose ratio than the cadmium-lined facility or the boron-lined facility without the lead 

shielding.  The large step decrease in the ratio was due to the lead thickness decreasing 

while the diameter of the irradiator increased.   
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As shown previously for the liner material sensitivity analysis, the neutron dose 

rate shows a trend that parallels the equivalent flux.  Since this sensitivity study involves 

changing the thickness of lead surrounding the irradiation can, and lead has a small 

neutron capture cross section, decreasing or increasing the amount of lead surrounding 

the irradiation can should have little effect on the neutron flux and, subsequently, 

neutron dose.  The cadmium-lined 3L facility has the highest neutron dose mainly 

because it is closer to the center of the reactor.   It is also smaller in size and therefore 

there is a smaller flux gradient across the facility leading to a higher overall flux.  The 

boron-lined facility without the lead shielding has a lower neutron dose than the designs 

with the lead shielding because the lead is not absorbing or moderating the neutrons 

surrounding the irradiation can like the unshielded facility.   

The final gamma dose rate chart shows the large effect the gamma shielding has 

on the irradiation facility when compared with the cadmium-lined 3L irradiator.  This 

chart illustrates the need for the lead shielding in the design.  With each design that has 

a smaller amount of lead shielding surrounding the irradiation can, the gamma dose 

increases.  The gamma dose is still significantly less for the design that has no lead shield 

than the cadmium-lined facility.  However, the gamma dose is still significantly less for 

the designs with the lead shielding in place when compared with the cadmium-lined 3L 

facility or the unshielded design.   

In conclusion, the design with the greatest reduction in gamma dose and 

greatest neutron-to-dose ratio was not selected for the final design.  This design was 

only slightly larger than the cadmium-lined 3L facility, and the irradiation volume was a 

major factor in the decision.  Since the largest facility with the smallest amount of lead 

shielding only provided some improvement in the neutron-to-gamma ratio, the next 

largest facility was selected for the design.   
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4.4.3  SOURCES OF GAMMA RADIATION  

A series of computations was performed to determine the distribution of gamma 

dose by originating material and reaction.  This was conducted using the PIKMT card in 

MCNPX.  The card allows for biasing of neutron-induced gammas by specific materials in 

the MCNPX model.  Not including the card produces no biasing; the card makes it 

possible to entirely turn-off neutron-induced gamma production for specific materials.  

The idea behind this experiment was to compare gamma production in the two 

materials that were considered for thermal neutron filters for the facility.  The first liner 

material is cadmium, and the second liner material is the borated-aluminum (boron).  

The facility with the boron also contains lead shielding, which was also considered in this 

experiment.   

There were two different geometries for this experiment.  The first is the 

cadmium-lined 3L facility in the current reactor core configuration.  The second was the 

boron-lined 7L facility with the lead sleeve.   

The gamma dose in the 3L geometry was computed in two ways.  First, the total, 

unbiased gamma dose was computed and this was compared with the gamma dose 

when (n,γ) reactions in the cadmium liner were entirely disabled.  The first computation 

provided the total gamma dose within the 3L facility from the “reactor” and “cadmium”, 

therefore, is compared with the dose from only the “reactor” produced gammas.   

The 7L facility was modeled in three ways with the same geometry.  The first 

model had no gamma-production biasing for the entire problem.  The second model had 

production from boron and lead turned off.  The third model had production from lead 

turned off.  The first model provided the total gamma dose within the “reactor”, 

“boron”, and “lead”.  The second model provided just the “reactor” dose.  The third 

model provided the “reactor” and “boron” produced gammas.  The gamma dose tally 
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from the third model minus the second model provided the “lead” component.  The 

third model gamma tally minus the second model tally gave the “boron” component.   

The five MCNPX models for this computational experiment were executed and 

contribution to the gamma dose from each source was established.  The following pie 

charts show what percentage of each component contributes to the total gamma dose 

within each facility.   

 

Figure 4-8:  Percent contribution of gamma dose in cadmium-lined 3L (left) and boron-

lined 7L with the lead sleeve (right).   
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cadmium liner, the addition of the lead reduces the gamma dose even further.  As 

shown in the pie chart, neutron-induced gamma production from cadmium accounts for 

a significant (>40%) portion of the total dose within the 3L facility.  In the 7L facility the 

boron in the borated-aluminum liner accounts for 14% of the total gamma dose; their 
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contribution to the total dose in the facility is small when compared to the cadmium-

lined 3L facility.  Of the two filters, the lead-shielded boron is much better than the 

unshielded cadmium in the context of minimizing the gamma dose.   

4.4.4  LEAD SLEEVE INSERT HEAT TRANSFER 

Calculations were performed to determine the maximum temperature the lead 

sleeve could reach under normal, high-power reactor operating conditions.  This 

condition is defined as steady-state operation at 1 MW, which is important if the lead 

sleeve is to remain a permanent fixture in the reactor core at UT TRIGA.   

A +F6 tally was used to determine the collision heating in the lead.  The tally was 

segmented into 1 cm lengths in the axial direction to determine the location and 

magnitude of greatest energy deposition.  The units of the +F6 tally are MeV g-1.  The 

result from the +F6 in the MCNPX computation was used to determine the maximum 

axial volumetric heat generation in the lead.   

The general setup for the calculation is a hollow cylinder with water coolant 

flowing on the inside and outside of the cylinder.  The hollow cylinder is composed of 

lead and clad with aluminum.  To simplify the calculation and make it more 

conservative, the volumetric heat source was converted to an equivalent heat flux at a 

location within the lead.  A thermal circuit was designed for this problem.  From the 

inside of the aluminum-clad, lead sleeve to the outside, there was convection heat 

transfer between the pool water and the inside aluminum cladding, conduction through 

the aluminum, contact resistance between the aluminum and lead, conduction through 

part of the lead to the heat flux source, conduction through the lead from the source, 

contact resistance from the lead to the outside aluminum cladding, conduction through 
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the aluminum, and convective heat transfer between the outside aluminum cladding 

and the pool coolant.   

 

Figure 4-9:  Cross sectional view of lead sleeve insert.  

A series of equations was developed based upon the thermal circuit.  This system 

was input into the program Mathematica and solved45.  Inputs into the program 

included the different radii of each surface, the material properties of water, aluminum, 

lead, and air, the bulk temperature of the water coolant flowing on the inside and 

outside of the sleeve, and the bulk velocity of the water coolant.  The heat transfer 

coefficient was calculated by using standard correlations.  Outputs of the program 

include each interface temperature and the maximum temperature in the lead.   
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Table 4-4:  Inputs used for the steady-state heat transfer calculation.   

Parameter Value 

  

Water Coolant Temperature (°C) 25  

Water Coolant Velocity (m s-1) 0.15  

Volumetric Heat Generation in Lead (W/m3) 1.44×105  

 

 

The values for the coolant temperature and velocity were chosen by the 

following method.  First, a F7 tally, which computes the fission energy deposition 

averaged over a cell for neutrons in MeV/g, was used to determine the power 

generated in each of the fuel elements.  When this value was known, an average of the 

power was taken for all of the elements.  The fuel element with the greatest power 

generation was determined, and the ratio of maximum to average power was then 

determined.  Also, the ratio of the minimum to average power was computed.  The 

computer code TRISTAN-IJS was developed for single-channel analysis of a TRIGA 

coolant channel cooled by natural circulation at low powers46.  The code allows the user 

to determine many input variables including the reactor power, number of fuel 

elements, inlet coolant temperature, inlet coolant velocity, and a peaking factor among 

others.  A peaking factor of 1.0 indicates an average coolant channel, whereas a peaking 

factor greater than 1.0 indicates a hotter than average coolant channel.  A peaking 

factor of 1.65 was determined for the hottest channel and 0.36 was determined for the 

coolest channel.  Two input decks were run with these peaking factors.  Results from the 

hottest channel would determine the greatest outlet temperature of the coolant 

channel, and results from the coolest channel would determine the lowest coolant 

velocity in the reactor for the heat transfer calculation.  These are the values listed in 

the previous table and are the inputs into the Mathematica input deck.   
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The steady-state calculation for the maximum temperature in the lead is 

therefore determined by the maximum pool temperature possible, the lowest velocity 

in a coolant channel due to natural circulation, and the maximum volumetric heat 

generation rate in a 1 cm axial segment of the lead sleeve.  This temperature is 

computed to be 39.8 °C.  The melting point of lead is 327 °C and well above the 

maximum calculated temperature at full-power operation of the UT TRIGA. 

4.5  Final Design  

After performing the sensitivity analyses, the final design was chosen.  The 

following table shows results calculated from the MCNPX model for design with the 

borated-aluminum liner with the lead sleeve insert.  Neutron and gamma radiation 

fluxes and dose rates are given at 1 kW.  The particular characteristics of the facility are 

as follows: 
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Table 4-5:  Final design irradiation facility characteristics calculated by MCNPX.   

Parameter Value 

  

Cross Sectional Area (cm2) 23.9 

Total Irradiation Volume (cm3) 910. 

Lead Shield Thickness (cm) 0.79 

  

Neutron Flux (n cm-2 s-1) 9.92×109 

Thermal Fraction (< 0.5 eV) 

Epithermal Fraction (0.5 eV – 10 keV) 

Fast Fraction (> 10 keV)  

0.044 

0.336 

0.620 

Gamma Flux (γ cm-2 s-1) 2.20×1010 

Φeq,1-MeV,Si (-) 4.43×109 

HPSi (-) 0.460 

SPSi (-) 14.9 

Neutron Dose (Rem(Si) s-1) 154. 

Gamma Dose (Rem(Si) s-1) 11.7 

Neutron-Gamma Dose Ratio (-) 13.2 

 

 

When compared with the next largest in core irradiation facility for radiation 

effects testing, the cadmium-lined 3L irradiator, the volume of the new facility has been 

increased by 102%, the gamma dose rate has been decreased by 67.5%, and the 

neutron-to-gamma ratio has been increased by 128%.  Each of these metrics has met 

the original goals of the research.   

Also, as this irradiation facility was intended for use for other applications such 

as radioisotope production and neutron transmutation doping of silicon, calculations 

were performed to show approximate times to reach certain activities.  A description of 

other uses for the irradiation facility and the calculations described in the previous 

sentence are included in the appendices in addition to the engineering drawings for the 

irradiation can, sleeve insert, and connector box.   
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4.5.2  BEAM PORTS 

An analysis was also performed with each of the beam ports to determine what 

effect the fuel movement to accommodate the irradiation facility has on the beam ports 

at UT TRIGA.  The beam ports at UT TRIGA are currently used for neutron depth 

profiling, prompt neutron activation analysis, and neutron radiography.  Tallies were 

included in two MCNPX models of the UT TRIGA to determine this effect.  The first 

model is the original fuel configuration with the 3L facility empty.  The second model is 

the fuel configuration with the elements in the 7L cutout location empty and three fuel 

elements in the 3L location.  Mesh tallies were also included with each of the two 

MCNPX models to show the neutron density in the core.  The following figures show the 

relative neutron density for each configuration.   

 

 

Figure 4-10:  Neutron flux density comparison for two fuel configurations with the 

original fuel configuration on the left and the new fuel configuration on the right. 

BP1 BP1 BP5 BP5 

BP4 BP4 
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The previous figure shows graphically how the flux density shifts in the core with 

the new fuel loading.  As shown in the previous figure, the neutron flux is spread evenly 

throughout the core region with the original fuel (3L) fuel configuration.  With the 3L 

location filled with fuel and seven fuel elements removed from the 7L location, the 

neutron flux is more greatly peaked and is not as evenly distributed.  More of the power 

in the reactor is being produced in the fuel elements further away from the empty 7L 

location.  The following table presents results from this calculation.   

Table 4-6:  Neutron tally results comparison of beam ports with two fuel configurations. 

  BP1 BP2 BP3 BP4 BP5 

       

3L Neutron Flux (n cm-2 s-1) 8.04×108 7.30×108 8.45×108 1.05×109 6.10×108 

 

Thermal  

Epithermal  

Fast  

0.818 

0.105 

0.077 

0.823 

0.097 

0.080 

0.741 

0.117 

0.143 

0.695 

0.137 

0.168 

0.806 

0.106 

0.088 

       

7L Neutron Flux (n cm-2 s-1) 5.30×108 5.00×108 9.11×108 1.21×109 7.43×108 

 

Thermal  

Epithermal  

Fast  

0.788 

0.126 

0.086 

0.790 

0.112 

0.098 

0.740 

0.115 

0.145 

0.670 

0.155 

0.175 

0.784 

0.112 

0.104 

 

 

As shown in the mesh tally figures and in the table above, the neutron flux 

becomes greater near BP3-5 and less for BP1-2 with the 7L fuel configuration.  Overall, 

the fraction of thermal neutrons increases in the beam ports slightly.  The higher flux 

and greater thermal neutron fraction is particularly advantageous for BP3 where the 

prompt gamma facility is located.    
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4.6  Facility Construction 

Once the sensitivity analyses were performed and analyzed, engineering 

drawings were made up and given to the machine shop for construction.   The drawings 

now included three components, which are explained below.   

4.6.1  SLEEVE INSERT 

The lead shielding was clad with 6061-T6 aluminum in the following fashion.  

Two end caps were made for the lead sleeve insert.  The bottom end cap had six holes 

drilled in the bottom of it to allow for pool coolant water to pass through the inside 

bottom of the insert and on the outside of the irradiation can.  The bottom end cap 

included a central pin for the irradiation can to sit on.  This pin was made to fit the 3L 

irradiation can as well.  The top end cap had two holes drilled through the side of the 

cap to allow for pins to be inserted into it.  The pins locked a handle into place on top of 

the sleeve insert.  An eye bolt was ultimately fixed to the top of the handle for retrieval.  

The cladding was two aluminum tubes of 91.44 cm in length.  The bottom end cap was 

first welded to one end of both the inner and outer aluminum tubes.  At this point, 

molten lead was poured in between the inner and outer aluminum tubes to 

approximately 76.2 cm in height.  The aluminum tubes were heated throughout this 

process so that the lead did not solidify too quickly and leave voids.  The lead was 

poured so that the height of it was at least 15 cm above the grid plate.  There were 

three main reasons for this.  First, it was determined by MCNPX that lead poured to this 

height above the grid plate provided the same amount of shielding in the irradiation can 

at the sample location as lead poured to a height above it.  Second, it was important to 

minimize the total mass that would be placed on top of the bottom grid plate of the 

reactor.  Since each fuel pin weighs approximately 3.62 kg and seven fuel elements (the 
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number being removed from the facility location) weighs approximately 25.4 kg, a goal 

was to keep the total weight of the facility equal to or less than this value.  Third, there 

was a concern that if the lead was poured too high in the sleeve that the lead would mix 

with the aluminum upon welding the top end cap and, consequently, weaken the weld.  

The height of the lead was sufficiently below the height of the aluminum tubes as not to 

interfere with the welding.  When the aluminum cladding and lead had cooled, the top 

end cap was welded to the top of the two tubes.   

 

 

Figure 4-11:  Lead sleeve insert pictures. 

4.6.2  IRRADIATION CAN 

The irradiation can was constructed of 6061-T6 aluminum in four different 

pieces.  The lower end cap was made to fit on the pin of the bottom end cap of the lead 

sleeve insert.  The aluminum tube was welded to the bottom end cap and is 

approximately 121.9 cm in height.  This height was used to raise the fittings on the lid, 

mentioned later, significantly above the height of the core.  The purpose of this was to 

minimize the amount of activation of any of the fittings connected to the lid.  The tube 

fitting was welded to the top of the aluminum tubing.  The tube fitting included two 

Cooling holes 
Eye bolt 

Bottom end cap 

Top end cap 

Lead sleeve insert 
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Viton gaskets to ensure a water-tight seal.  The tube fitting lid fits into the upper tube 

fitting.  The lid includes four feedthrough ports.  Two of these ports are for 3/4 in NPT 

fittings and the other two are for 1/2 in NPT fittings.  The ports are intended for various 

uses, but they are primarily meant for a purge valve, a pressure relief valve, and two 

electrical feedthroughs.  After the bottom end cap, aluminum tube, and tube fitting had 

been welded together the borated aluminum liner was inserted.  The lid also featured a 

91.4 cm tall post.  The top of the post includes an adapter that is meant to connect with 

the tool used for fuel movements.  This tool may then be used to raise and lower the 

irradiation can into place within the lead sleeve insert.   

 

 

Figure 4-12:  Pictures of irradiation can.   

4.6.3  CONNECTOR BOX 

Another feature known as the connector box was added to the irradiation facility 

design that was not part of the MCNPX analysis.  The connector box is a small aluminum 

can that sits above the top of the irradiation can by 91.4 cm.  At this height, the box is 

well above the reactor core and far enough away that items within the box will not 

become activated or affect the radiation environment in or immediately surrounding 

Tube fitting 

Tube fitting lid 

Tube 

Irradiation can 

Lead sleeve 

Feedthrough plug 
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the UT TRIGA reactor core.  The box is intended to house electrical connectors.  It is the 

point where wires from the irradiation can that are fixed to a test sample are connected 

to the wires coming from power supplies or data acquisition instruments for the real-

time monitoring capability of the irradiation facility.   

During an irradiation, the irradiation can, the test samples, and the electrical 

wires will become activated.  It is desirable to leave the irradiation can in the reactor 

pool as long as possible to minimize the residual dose when retrieving the samples.  If 

multiple irradiation cans are constructed, subsequent irradiations may be performed by 

switching out irradiation cans at the connector box location.  When this switch is made, 

most of the activated parts of the test facility are still in the reactor pool and away from 

the person performing the switch.  At this point, the activated irradiation can and test 

samples may be placed back in the reactor pool (away from the reactor core) to allow 

the activity to subside.  Also, the facility is now ready to perform subsequent irradiations 

once pre-irradiation electrical measurements are performed to ensure that the 

connections to the new irradiation can and test samples are working properly.  Later, 

the original irradiation can and test samples may be connected again to the power 

supply and data acquisition instruments is further post-irradiation electrical 

measurements are of interest.   

The box is connected to the irradiation can lid by a 3/4 in OD aluminum tube in 

which the electrical wires pass.  The tube has a slight bend in its design so that there is 

no neutron streaming from the irradiation can into the connector box.  Aluminum was 

selected for the tubing since it is being used as a structural piece, and there was concern 

about other types of tubing, rubber hose for example, that would become damaged due 

to the radiation environment and leak.  The irradiation can may be used with or without 

the connector box as a NPT plug may be used in place of the aluminum tube connected 
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to the connector box.  Wires pass through the top of the connector box through Tygon 

tubing to the reactor deck.   

 

 

Figure 4-13:  Connector box laying on side (left) and mounted vertically (right). 
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CHAPTER 5:  IRRADIATION FACILITY CHARACTERIZATION 

The previous chapter explained the design process of the irradiation facility.  This 

chapter details the experiments performed to verify the final design selected and 

constructed for radiation effects testing.   

5.1  Facility Reactivity 

Calculations were performed with the MCNPX model to determine the reactivity 

effect on the reactor of the 7L facility prior its actual insertion into the UT TRIGA.  This 

calculation was required as part of the facility safety analysis.   

KCODE criticality calculations were performed with the MCNPX model to 

determine keff for three different configurations.  The first configuration was the MCNPX 

model with the 7L cutout location empty (water-filled).  This was considered to be the 

reference condition.  The first modification (perturbation) to the reference condition 

was the addition of the lead sleeve insert into the 7L location.  The second perturbation 

was the lead sleeve insert with the irradiation can.  Other than the addition of the lead 

sleeve insert and the irradiation can, the MCNPX model among different configurations 

was unchanged.  Reactivity is typically calculated with the equation47: 

 
-1k

k
ρ =  (5.1) 

For this research the reactivity for each of the perturbations was calculated by replacing 

the 1 in the previous equation with the keff for the reference case, and replacing the 

multiplication factor, k, in the previous equation with the keff for the perturbation.  The 

reactivity was then converted into dollars which is the unit of reactivity used frequently 

at the UT TRIGA by dividing the reactivity by the delayed neutron fraction, β.  The 

effective delayed neutron fraction for the UT TRIGA is 0.007032.   
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The same set of experiments was performed with the actual irradiation facility in 

a similar manner.  With the 7L location empty, the reactor was brought to 50 W critical.  

The reactor was allowed to sit at this power for a few minutes, and the control rod 

heights were recorded.  The reactor was then shut down, and the lead sleeve insert was 

placed in the 7L location.  The reactor was again brought to criticality at 50 W.  The rod 

heights were then recorded after a few minutes at this power level.  The reactor was 

again shut down, and the irradiation can was lowered into the 7L location.  The reactor 

was again brought to 50 W critical, and the rod height were recorded after a short wait.  

The rod heights were input into a program used by UT TRIGA reactor operators which 

calculates reactivity changes from a reference condition based upon critical rod height 

at 50 W.  The following table summarizes the measured and calculated reactivity for 

these conditions at 50 W.   

Table 5-1:  Measured and calculated reactivity for 7L irradiation facility at 50 W. 

Perturbation 
Reactivity, ρ 

Calculated Measured 

   

7L Location Empty (Reference Condition) - - 

7L Location with Lead Sleeve Insert +$0.08 +$0.12 

7L Location with Insert and Irradiation Can -$0.25 -$0.28 

 

 

Measured reactivity includes an error of +/-$0.05 for UT TRIGA40.  The 

experimental data and calculated data agreed within error.  The reactivity for this 

experimental facility falls well below the reactivity limit for a single, removable 

experiment by a factor of three.  Note that the control rod calibrations were not 

performed for the 7L facility configuration, so the reactivity measurements were 
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computed based upon past rod worth data.  This may account for some of the 

difference between the measured and calculated values, but it was not expected to 

make a significant change in the results.   

5.2  Neutron Flux Benchmarking 

Results from previous activation wire experiments for this research have shown 

that the MCNPX model has well predicted the neutron flux in the UT TRIGA.  The 

neutron flux in the 7L irradiation can was measured by neutron activation techniques 

with activation wires and also with sulfur pellets that were provided and measured by 

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL).  The results from these benchmarking experiments 

are presented in this section. 

5.2.1  ACTIVATION WIRES 

  The purpose of the spectrum unfolding in the 7L irradiation facility was to 

validate the spectrum computed with the UT TRIGA MCNPX model.  A limited set of 

activation wires was selected for the experiment; the following table presents the 

reactions of interest.  The high-purity wires used in this experiment were obtained from 

Reactor Experiments, Inc.   
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Table 5-2:  The following activation monitors and reactions were used for the 

experiment.   

Reaction 

Atomic Mass, 

M 

(g/mol) 

Isotopic 

Abundance, f 

(%) 

Gamma 

Energy, Eγ 

(keV) 

Gamma 

Intensity, Iγ 

(%) 

Half Life, 

T1/2 

       
197Au(n,γ)198Au 196.9665516 100 411.8 95.6 2.694 day 
98Mo(n,γ)99Mo 95.94 24.13 739.5 100 65.94 hr 

27Al(n,α)27Na 26.9815384 100 1368.6 100 14.96 hr 
63Cu(n,γ)64Cu 63.546 69.17 1345.9 0.49 12.7 hr 
58Fe(n,γ)59Fe 55.845 0.282 1099.2 56.5 44.5 day 

56Fe(n,p)56Mn 55.845 91.754 846 98.9 2.58 hr 
54Fe(n,p)54Mn 55.845 5.845 834.8 100 312.1 day 
58Ni(n,p)58Co 58.6934 68.077 810.8 99.5 70.8 day 

139La(n,γ)140La 138.90547 99.9098 1596.2 95.4 40.27 hr 
181Ta(n,γ)182Ta 180.94788 99.988 1221.41 27.1 114.5 day 

47Ti(n,p)47Sc 47.867 7.44 159.4 68.3 3.35 day 
48Ti(n,p)48Sc 47.867 73.72 983.5 100 43.7 hr 

59Co(n,γ)60Co 58.9332002 100 1173.2 99.98 5.271 yr 

 

 

The wires were sealed in a thin polyethylene bag and taped to the back of a 

multipurpose printed circuit (PC) board.  This was to simulate the effect of the 

experimental setup for the radiation effects testing with real-time monitoring.  The PC 

board was located at the same height in the irradiation can as the electronic component 

irradiations.  The irradiation length was four hours.  The irradiation can was removed 

from the core immediately after shutdown and stored in the reactor pool away from the 

core.  The purpose of immediately removing the irradiation can was to minimize any 

additional activation in the wires by delayed neutrons.  The irradiation can was left in 

the pool overnight to allow for the shorter-lived activation products in the irradiation 

can to decay.   
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The activation wires were counted on a HPGe detector while keeping the 

detector dead-time less than five percent.  When possible, a minimum of ten thousand 

counts in the full-energy peak of each sample was recorded.  The order of counting was 

determined mainly by the half-life of the product nuclide and also by following the 

procedures stated in standard ASTM 262-03 to wait for some interfering (metastable 

state decays) nuclides to decay sufficiently.   

The UT TRIGA MCNPX model was again used to determine neutron spectral 

averaged cross-sections in the irradiation facility for numerous activation foils as 

conducted previously with the other irradiation facilities at UT TRIGA.  Detector counts 

were corrected for background as part of the analysis when required.  The neutron flux 

was also calculated with the MCNPX model.  The calculated value for the neutron flux at 

1 kW was 9.92×109 n cm-2 s-1. The measured value for the total neutron flux was 

determined to be 1.28×1010 ± 1.48×109 n cm-2 s-1.  The measured results for the neutron 

flux when compared with the computational results are higher by approximately 22%.   

Reasons for the deviation between the measured and computational results 

such as the different fuel composition between the MCNPX model and the actual 

reactor have previously been explained.  In this case, the MCNPX model did not account 

for the PC board and the DIP sockets, which would have affected the local flux around 

the activation wires.  Other explanations for the difference include the composition of 

the borated-aluminum liner which may not exactly be 4.5% by weight boron.  For 

instance, a lower concentration of boron would increase the amount of activation in the 

foils due to a larger fraction of thermal neutrons in the spectrum.   
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5.2.2  CF-252 EQUIVALENT FLUENCE 

In addition to the activation monitors, two sulfur pellets were included with the 

irradiation.  These pellets were provided by SNL and were returned there for 

measurement post-irradiation.  SNL measured the activity of the sulfur pellets and 

determined the Cf-252 equivalent fluence from the irradiation performed.  The fluence 

was converted into a fluence rate by dividing the fluence by the irradiation time.  This 

value was determined to be 2.93×109 ± 1.27×108 n cm-2 s-1.   

An additional reaction rate tally was added to the UT TRIGA MCNPX model to 

determine the spectral averaged cross section in the irradiation facility for the 

32S(n,p)32P reaction.  Another input model in MCNPX was written to calculate the 

spectral averaged cross section for the same reaction but in the 252Cf spontaneous 

fission environment.  A ratio of the cross sections was taken and multiplied by the 252Cf 

equivalent fluence rate to determine the total neutron flux at 1 kW48.  This value was 

calculated to be 1.31×1010 ± 1.27×108 n cm-2 s-1.  This value agrees well with the results 

from the activation wire experiment.  It can be surmised that the other neutronic 

characteristics of the irradiation facility have been correctly modeled since results 

measured at an independent facility are in agreement with the measured values from 

this research.   

These results emphasize the fact that MCNPX does not always provide sufficient 

results, and activation experiments are required for characterization of the radiation 

environment.  However, MCNPX did provide good results for relative comparisons 

among the different irradiation facility designs.  This is typical of Monte Carlo 

calculations where the uncertainties in the calculation are precise but not necessarily 

accurate34. X-5 Monte Carlo Team, “MCNP - A General Monte Carlo N-Particle 
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Transport Code, Version 5, Volume I: Overview and Theory,” LA-UR-03-1987, Los Alamos 

National Laboratory, April 2003.34.   

5.3  Gamma Dose Benchmarking 

Three irradiations were performed with CaF2 thermoluminescent dosimeters 

(TLDs) to measure the gamma dose within the 7L facility.  The first irradiation was with 

the reactor off (0 W), the second was performed at 500 W, and the last irradiation was 

performed at 1000 W.  The calibrated TLDs were provided by SNL.  They were sealed in 

polyethylene bags and taped to the back of a multipurpose PC board for irradiation.  The 

TLDs were returned to SNL following the irradiation, and the gamma response was 

measured by staff members at the laboratory.  The total dose and the uncertainty with 

the measurement were provided.  The total dose was changed into a dose rate with 

units of rad(Si) s-1 by multiplying the total dose with the proper conversion factor and 

dividing by the total irradiation time.  The results from the irradiations are provided in 

the following table.   

Table 5-3:  Calculated and measured gamma dose rates in the 7L irradiation facility. 

Reactor 

Power 

Irradiation 

Time 

Dose Rate 

(rad(Si) s
-1

) 

   

0 W 1:02:05 7.91 ± 0.705 

500 W 0:37:25 11.5 ± 1.03 

1000 W 0:19:19 15.3 ± 1.38 

 

 

The dose rate measured from the 0 W irradiation was due to the decay of the 

fission product inventory in the fuel and the decay of activated reactor core 
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components.  The dose rate was plotted on the following figure versus reactor power to 

determine the linearity of the dose rate at different reactor power levels.   

 

 

Figure 5-1:  Plot of dose rates versus reactor power.   

The dose rate data did appear to increase linearly with power from 0 W to 1000 

W from an initial value as expected.  Subsequently, it was decided that a better way to 

compare the experimental results with the computational results was to subtract the 

dose that corresponds with the 0 W data from the dose at power for the experimental 

results.  The following table presents the results of this comparison.   
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Table 5-4:  Calculated and measured total dose in the 7L irradiation facility with fission 

product inventory subtraction for measured data.   

Reactor Power Irradiation Time 
Dose Rate  

(rad(Si) s
-1

) 

  Computational Experimental 

    

0 W 1:02:05 0 0 

500 W 0:37:25 4.30 3.60 ± 1.25 

1000 W 0:19:19 8.35 7.37 ± 1.55 

 

 

In this comparison, the computational results are higher than the experimental 

results, but the results agree within error.  That the results are closely in line with one 

another implies that the analyses performed as part of the design process provided 

accurate information about each potential irradiation facility design.  It should be noted 

that the delayed gamma feature of MCNPX was turned on to acquire the computational 

results.  The dose rate as a function of generated by the delayed gamma feature was 

numerically integrated to determine the total dose and divided by the experimental 

irradiation time to get the dose rate.  The following figure shows the buildup of the dose 

rate due to the buildup of fission products using the delayed gamma feature.   
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Figure 5-2:  Dose rate buildup with delayed gamma feature of MCNPX.   

Again, it should be noted that the gamma dose changes with time and especially 

with recent reactor operating history.  Consequently, it is important to wait for a period 

of time after high power reactor operations, such as a decay period of a few days, to 

minimize the dose due to the fission product inventory.  However, the measured values 

give future users of this facility an idea of the expected dose rates.  If the user deems 

that the dose rates are too high for their experiment, they will need to find another 

irradiation facility or pre-characterize the performance of their electronic part in a pure 

gamma radiation field before performing radiation effects tests in a mixed radiation 

environment such as this one.  It is also recommended that gamma dosimetry be 

utilized with any irradiation.   

Additionally, another significance of the figure that plots the dose rate as a 

function of reactor power is that it shows how irradiating at higher powers increases the 
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neutron fluence-to-total gamma dose ratio.  At lower reactor powers, a greater fraction 

of the total gamma dose comes from the decaying fission product inventory.  This 

fraction in terms of a percentage accounted for 68% of the total dose for the 500 W 

data as compared with approximately 50% contribution of the total dose for the 1000 W 

data.  This indicates that higher reactor powers should be used for irradiations when 

minimizing the gamma dose is important.   
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CHAPTER 6:  REAL-TIME ELECTRONIC COMPONENT TESTING 

One of the primary goals of this research was to test the real-time monitoring 

capability of the irradiation facility.  This chapter describes the electronic component 

selection, the experiment setup, the experiment procedure, results and discussion, 

lessons learned and recommendations, and a conclusion.   

6.1  Electronic Component Selection 

The electronic part selected for testing the real-time monitoring capability of the 

irradiation facility was an optocoupler.  Optocouplers consist of two devices which are 

an optical emitter such as a light-emitting diode (LED) and a photodetector such as 

phototransistor or a photodiode.  They are mated together with a small thickness of a 

coupling medium through which the light from the optical emitter travels and may be 

mounted vertically (on top of one another) or horizontally (side-by-side).  It has been 

shown that vertically mounted optocouplers provide greater radiation tolerance7.  Since 

light is used to transmit the signal, the source is electrically isolated from the destination 

allowing for the optocoupler to act as a link between two voltages of greatly different 

intensity.  The ability of optocouplers to electrically isolate systems provides greater 

reliability for the entire electrical system in which they are used.  Typical optocouplers 

come in 6- or 8-pin varieties.   

The optocoupler was selected for several reasons.  First, optocouplers are an 

integral part of many space-based systems, and there is a considerable amount of 

literature available for radiation effects testing of optocouplers for both displacement 

and ionization damage4,3,7,23,49.  Second, the major contribution to performance 

degradation in modern optocouplers is by displacement damage3,50,51.  This makes the 

optocoupler an ideal component for irradiation in a research reactor.  Third, since 
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optocouplers consist of two devices, this provided a means of showing how multiple 

electrical parameters could be powered and monitored at one time during a single test 

in real-time.   

  The parameter of interest for optocouplers and radiation effects testing is the 

current transfer ratio, which is the ratio of the current flowing through the 

photodetector to the current flowing through the optical emitter.  Degradation in the 

current transfer ratio may come from damage to the optical emitter, the coupling 

medium, or the photodetector.  Damage to the emitter causes either a decrease in light 

output or a change in the wavelength of the light emitted.  Damage to the coupling 

medium decreases its ability to transmit the light from the emitter to the detector.  

Finally, damage in the detector results in less sensitivity to the light from the emitter 

and decreases the gain.  Without taking apart the optocoupler after an irradiation, it is 

impossible to tell exactly how much damage occurred to each component.   

The specific component selected for the tests was the Avago Technologies 4N25 

Phototransistor Optocoupler.  The 4N25 comes in a 6-pin dual inline package (DIP) and 

contains a gallium-arsenide light emitting diode and a silicon bipolar phototransistor 

coupled vertically meaning that the LED is directly on top of the phototransistor.  It 

should be noted that gallium-arsenide based semiconductors in general have greater 

radiation tolerance than silicon based semiconductors7.  Although this particular 

optocoupler consists of two separate devices made from different semiconductor 

conductor materials, the current transfer ratio measured later is correlated to the 1-

MeV equivalent fluence for silicon.  The following figure presents a functional diagram 

and a schematic of the 4N25 from the Avago Technologies data sheet for the 

component52.  Full specifications for the 4N25 are found in the appendix.    
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Figure 6-1:  4N25 Optocoupler functional diagram (left) and schematic (right)52.   

6.2  Experiment Setup 

Five 8-pin DIP sockets were soldered to a 1.875 × 2.875 inch multipurpose 

printed circuit board, known here as the primary test board, allowing for five 4N25 

optocouplers to be tested at a time.  Each of the optocouplers in separate irradiations 

came from the same lot.  Signal, power, and ground wires were soldered to the primary 

test board for each of the optocouplers.  This board was lowered into the irradiation 

can.  The axial location of the test board was fixed by an aluminum tube in the bottom 

of the irradiation can.  The UT TRIGA MCNPX model showed this axial location to 

provide the peak neutron flux in the irradiation can.  The wiring passed through the lid 

of the irradiation can, through the top of the connector box, and through the tubing to 

connect with the secondary test board.  The following figure shows the electrical 

connections for the test setup.   
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Figure 6-2:  Block diagram of experimental test setup.   

The secondary board was located with the remainder of the electronics 

equipment on the reactor deck.  The secondary test board included resistors and 

connections to the pulse generator, power supply, oscilloscope, and outputs to the data 

acquisition instrument.  The following table presents the pieces of hardware that were 

used during experimentation. 

Table 6-1:  Part numbers and description of apparatus used in experiments.   

Item Manufacturer Part Number Description Notes 

     

1 Tektronics TDS2014 Oscilloscope 
100 MHz 4-Channel 

Digital Real-Time 

2 Philips PM 5712 Pulse Generator 4 ns rise time 

3 Tripp Lite PR 15 Power Supply 13.8 V ± 4% 

4 IOTech 
DAQLab/2000 

Series 

Data Acquisition 

Instrument 

16 bit, 200 kHz A/D 

converter 

5 Dell GX 270 Personal Computer 
3.00 GHz Pentium 4, 

768 MB RAM 
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The pulse generator, power supply, and resistors on the secondary test board 

were selected based upon the manufacturer’s test specifications.  A schematic of the 

wiring diagram for a single optocoupler is shown in the following figure.  The schematic 

also shows the location of the forward current, IF, and the collector current, IC, for 

computation of the current transfer ratio.  The “input” voltage drop across the LED (Pin 

1 to ground) was recorded for three of the five optocouplers.  The “output” voltage drop 

across the phototransistor (Pin 5 to ground) was recorded for all five optocouplers.  The 

total number of voltage measurements (three input and five output) was limited only by 

the data acquisition instrument.  The oscilloscope was also connected to one input and 

one output of an optocoupler to visually inspect the rise and fall time of the input and 

output signals.  The input and output voltages were also displayed on the computer 

monitor during the irradiations.   

 

 

Figure 6-3:  Experiment wiring schematic for a single optocoupler.   
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6.3  Experiment Procedure 

ASTM Standard F1190 provides a set of instructions for neutron irradiation of 

unbiased electronic components.  The general procedure from the standard is to: 

• Acquire electrical measurements of the test samples before the 

irradiation,  

• Irradiate the test samples and dosimetry to a specific fluence, 

• Retrieve the irradiated test samples and dosimetry, 

• Measure the dosimetry and perform electrical measurements, and 

• Repeat these previous steps until the desired total fluence is reached or 

until no further useful information is acquired with additional 

irradiations.    

The procedure outlined in the previous paragraph was followed with only two 

changes.  First, the real-time monitoring capability of this irradiation facility implies that 

the test samples are powered, so this experiment departs from the typical passive 

method for irradiating electronic components.  Second, since the test samples in this 

experiment will be monitored in real-time, the irradiations lasted only as long as the 

samples produced useful data.  Therefore, only one set of irradiations for a particular 

test was required.   

Prior to an irradiation, each optocoupler was tested on the primary test board to 

acquire the pre-irradiation voltage measurements and to ensure each optocoupler was 

functioning properly.  Dosimetry sealed in polyethylene bags in the form of TLDs and 

sulfur and nickel flux monitors was added to the back of the test board for each 

irradiation.   
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Three people assisted with each irradiation which included someone to operate 

the reactor, someone to lower the irradiation can into place, and someone to initiate 

the data acquisition.  The reactor operator banked three control rods at approximately 

the correct rod height for the desired power level.  The fourth control rod, the 

regulating rod, was used to bring the reactor to power when the irradiation can was in 

place.  The irradiation can would then be lowered into the lead sleeve insert by the 

tubing.  The irradiation can and connector box together were only slightly negatively 

buoyant, so using the tubing as a rope did not cause unnecessary stresses on the tubing.  

When the can was close to being inserted into position, data acquisition would begin.  

As soon as the irradiation can was in place, a signal was given to the reactor operator 

who immediately raised reactor power.  The time that the reactor reached the desired 

power level was then recorded.  When the test was complete, reactor operator was 

notified to shut down the reactor.  At this point, the end of irradiation time was 

recorded, and the irradiation can was immediately removed from the lead sleeve insert 

so that delayed neutrons or gammas would not cause additional activation or response 

in the dosimetry.  This procedure may also be found in the appendices.   

Four tests of the irradiation facility were performed with real-time monitoring.   

The first test included activation monitors with the dosimetry for total fluence 

determination and was also primarily to get an idea of the component failure rate.  The 

second test was to optimize the first test at the same power with respect to the data 

acquisition based upon the knowledge of the first test.  The third test was to examine 

the effect of reducing the reactor power and therefore the fluence rate.  Since 

displacement damage is proportional to fluence, halving reactor power should double 

the time to component failure.  Additionally, since it was determined that the fission 

product inventory contributes a significant amount to the total dose at these powers, 
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this test was also another measure of the total dose effect on the total performance 

degradation of the optocoupler.  The fourth test was conducted without taking the 

reactor to power.  This test was designed to quantify the effect of damage caused to the 

components by gamma radiation alone.   

6.4  Results and Discussion 

The nickel activation wires were counted on a HPGe detector at the NETL after a 

four day decay period for each of the irradiations to determine the total neutron fluence 

for each irradiation.  The TLD and sulfur pellet dosimetry were mailed to SNL for 

measurement, and the results were provided shortly afterwards.  The neutron fluence 

and total dose measured for the dosimetry were converted into average fluence and 

dose rates for each of the irradiations for data analysis.  However, the neutron fluence 

and total dose are provided in the following table.   

Table 6-2:  Fluence and total dose measurements for irradiations. 

Test Reactor Power Irradiation Time 
Neutron Fluence 

(n cm
-2

) 

Gamma Dose 

(rad(Si)) 

     

1 1000 W 4:00:12 1.75×1014 ± 1.82×1012 2.34×105 ± 4.50×104 

2 1000 W 0:19:19 1.30×1013 ± 9.72×1010 1.77×104 ± 1.60×103 

3 500 W 0:37:25 1.17×1013 ± 8.67×1010 2.59×104 ± 2.31×103 

4 0 W 1:02:05 3.62×1010 ± 1.08×109 2.95×104 ± 2.62×103 

 

 

Again, the first test was primarily to determine the time to part failure to 

optimize the data acquisition instrument for subsequent irradiations.  Therefore, the 

electronic performance data was not analyzed beyond the dosimetry measurements.  

The second and third tests had approximately the same neutron fluence which was 
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expected since the tests were designed to show that the performance degradation 

should be proportional to the total fluence.  It is important to note though that the total 

gamma dose was twice as large for the 500 W data as it was for the 1000 W data.  This 

was due to the additional dose from the fission product inventory as mentioned 

previously.  It should also be noted that the dose for the 500 W data was nearly as much 

as for the 0 W data.  A small neutron fluence is experienced for the 0 W data due to a 

small amount of sub-critical multiplication occurring within the reactor.  The neutron 

source used to startup the reactor was not removed for this experiment unintentionally.  

However, it was later determined that this fluence of neutrons was greatly smaller than 

the effect of the gamma dose over the irradiation period.   

6.4.2  DATA ANALYSIS 

The data files from the data acquisition instrument consisted of nine columns of 

data including one for time, three for input signals, and five for output signals.  Three 

plots of twenty milliseconds of data are presented in the following three figures.  These 

data samples come from the second 1000 W irradiation before irradiation, after five 

minutes of irradiation, and after ten minutes of irradiation.  The first figure includes 

labels entitled “Pulse Height” and “Amplitude”.  The pulse height is here referred to in 

an absolute scale for both the input and output voltages, and the amplitude is the 

relative pulse height for the input and output voltages.   
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Figure 6-4:  Example of pre-irradiation input and output voltage traces. 

 

Figure 6-5:  Input and output voltages traces after five minutes irradiation time. 
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Figure 6-6:  Input and output voltage traces after ten minutes irradiation time.   

The plots show the progression of the signal changes as monitored by the data 

acquisition instrument over time.  As shown in the plots, the input signals are relatively 

unchanged with respect to time whereas the output signals change visibly over the 

course of the irradiation period.  Relative to the initial condition, the pulse height and 

amplitude had increased for the output signals.  As shown in the second plot, a 

separation of the output signal when the LED was on was observed.  The separation was 

due to the five optocouplers failing at different rates.  In the third plot relative to the 

second, the output pulse height has again increased, but this time the output amplitude 

has decreased.  The measurements for the individual output signals are more in line 

with each other at this period too.   
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6.4.3  DATA REDUCTION 

The large data files were converted into smaller data files to ease data analysis.  

To do so, a moving average was taken of the amplitude data for each of the three input 

and five output voltages monitored with each irradiation.  A short code was written in 

MATLAB for this function.  The code averaged separately the input and output voltage 

amplitudes over one-second periods for the duration of the irradiation.  Reactor power 

was recorded during each irradiation by the reactor data acquisition system.  The 

averaged input pulse amplitude, averaged output pulse amplitude, and reactor power 

were plotted versus time for the irradiation at 1000 W, 500 W, and at 0 W in the 

following figures.   

 

 

Figure 6-7:  1000 W data for input and output amplitude and reactor power versus time. 
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Figure 6-8:  500 W data for input and output amplitude and reactor power versus time. 

 

Figure 6-9:  0 W data for input and output amplitude and reactor power versus time. 
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Results from optocoupler performance degradation are not typically presented 

with respect to time.  The typical method for presenting optocoupler performance data 

is correlating the current transfer ratio to the fluence or dose, and this is presented in 

the following section.  The point of presenting the data in this format was to show how 

quickly the reactor gets to power and that the radiation is already affecting the 

performance of the optocoupler by the time the reactor gets to power.   It was also 

interesting to view the signal voltages with respect to time, since the behavior of the 

signal voltages is not directly evident in plots of the current transfer ratio, which are 

presented later.  

For each of the tests, the input amplitude was relatively unchanged with respect 

to irradiation time, but an increase in the pulse height was observed indicating some 

effect of the radiation in the electrical performance of the LED.  However, without 

dissecting each optocoupler, it was impossible to tell how much the light emitted from 

the LED was reduced or how much the wavelength of the light had changed compared 

with the initial values.  This was determined to be outside of the scope of this research 

and was not further investigated.   

The largest observable change was in the output voltages where the amplitude 

first increased and then decreased as a function of time.  Again, the output voltage 

measurements are the voltage drop across the phototransistor.  The maximum 

amplitude corresponded to the point at which the output pulse height stopped 

increasing.  The output measurement is a function of three things which are the light 

from the emitter, degradation in the coupling medium, and damage to the 

phototransistor.  Damage in the coupling medium is typically considered a negligible 

effect and is not further considered.  Again, without dissecting the optocoupler, it is 

impossible to tell if the output voltages are primarily because of a decreased 
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performance of the phototransistor, or because the phototransistor was simply 

responding to the light output from the LED.  However, since the devices in an 

optocoupler will likely experience the same radiation fluence in its operational 

environment and for purposes of characterizing the device performance only, it is not 

necessarily important to know if the degradation in the current transfer ratio is primarily 

from a change in the light output from the LED or a decrease in the sensitivity of the 

phototransistor.   

6.4.4  CURRENT TRANSFER RATIO 

The forward current, IF, and the collector current, IC, were calculated from the 

voltage measurements for each irradiation.  This allowed for the calculation of the 

current transfer ratio, CTR, which is calculated as follows: 

 
C

F

I
CTR

I
=  

(6.1) 

The current transfer ratio values were then normalized to the pre-irradiation 

values.  The current transfer ratio was then correlated to the monoenergetic fluence for 

silicon for the 1000 W and 500 W data.  The current transfer ratio for the 0 W irradiation 

was correlated to the gamma (ionizing) dose.  The following two figures show each of 

these functions.   
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Figure 6-10:  Current transfer ratio for 1000 W and 500 W irradiations. 

 

Figure 6-11:  Current transfer ratio for 0 W irradiation. 
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The 1000 W and 500 W data agree and with great resolution from the use of the 

real-time monitoring capability.  These results indicated that the irradiation facility 

provided repeatable results at different power levels but at the same fluence, which was 

expected.  Again, the total dose during the 500 W irradiation was twice as great for the 

1000 W irradiation.  That the 1000 W and 500 W data agreed even with greatly different 

gamma dose measurements indicated that that gamma dose had little or an 

insignificant effect on the performance of the optocouplers during an irradiation.  In 

other words, the performance degradation observed throughout the 1000 W and 500 W 

irradiations was almost entirely due to displacement damage from neutrons.  Also, that 

the 1000 W and 500 W data agree indicates that the temperature annealing effect had 

little influence on the results during the irradiations.  The agreement between the 1000 

W and 500 W data may also have indicated consistency in the manufacturing of the 

optocouplers.   

A small decrease in the current transfer ratio was observed for the 0 W 

irradiation.  This is difficult to observe in Figure 6-11 but is much more evident in Figure 

6-9.  This indicated long irradiations in the irradiation facility with the reactor off can 

produce damage due to ionizing dose.  Furthermore, the real-time monitoring capability 

could be used to measure performance degradation due to ionizing dose for other 

electronics.  Again, the 0 W gamma dose was close in value to the 500 W irradiation, so 

some of the performance degradation measured for the 500 W irradiation was likely 

due to the ionizing dose.  However, this effect was minimal in comparison with the 

performance degradation in the optocouplers due to the neutron displacement damage, 

which meant that a deconvolution of the radiation response data from neutrons and 

gammas was not required.  Subsequently, it can be surmised that a smaller amount of 
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gamma shielding might not have been adequate for these irradiations, which 

strengthens the case for the lead sleeve insert as part of the facility design.   

6.5  Recommendations 

Modifying the core to accommodate the 7L irradiation facility required 

approximately four hours of time and at least three people.  It was discovered that, in 

addition to the seven elements in the 7L cutout, the fuel elements surrounding the 7L 

cutout would also need to be removed to allow for the cutout to be retrieved from the 

top grid plate.  It was important to be careful when removing the cutout since its 

geometry would have allowed for it to fall to the bottom of the reactor core.  The 

amount of time required to modify the reactor core was not incredibly significant, but it 

still took enough time that future irradiation campaigns should take place over the 

course of several weeks to minimize fraction of time devoted to core modifications.  It is 

recommended that the facility be left permanently in the UT TRIGA core if many 

radiation effects tests are to be performed to minimize the number of times this 

conversion must take place.  As mentioned, the lead sleeve insert was designed to 

accept the 3L irradiation canisters, so the irradiation capabilities provided by those 

facilities are not lost if the 7L facility becomes a permanent experiment location.  

However, further safety analyses are required to ensure that the facility is safe at all 

reactor power levels.  

The lead sleeve insert was easy to manipulate into position due to the location of 

the 7L cutout, by the use of a pulley system, and by the clearance provided by the outer 

diameter of the insert.  The weight of the lead sleeve was not a significant factor in 

manipulating it into the cutout.  It is recommended, however, that the lead sleeve be 

lowered on the side of the reactor pool and only be manipulated over the reactor core 
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and into position at a height just above the top grid plate.  This is to decrease the risk 

that the lead sleeve insert gets dropped onto the reactor core.  Leaving the sleeve insert 

in the reactor core as a permanent experiment location also minimizes this risk.   

The 7L irradiation can and connector box assembly had to be weighed down with 

a lead slug in the bottom of the irradiation can to counteract the buoyancy effects 

caused by water displacement.  The irradiation can was lowered into the lead sleeve 

insert by the tubing which contained the electrical wires powering and monitoring the 

optocouplers.  Since the irradiation can was only slightly negatively buoyant, getting the 

irradiation can into the sleeve insert by holding onto the tubing was a little challenging.  

However, once the bottom of the irradiation can had made it into the top of the sleeve 

insert, the irradiation can slid easily into position.  The reactor was quickly raised to 

power at this point, and no measureable performance degradation was observed while 

the irradiation can was inserted into the facility.  Due to the buoyancy of the irradiation 

can, it was easily and quickly removed after an irradiation to minimize any additional 

activation of the neutron dosimetry or response in the gamma dosimetry.   

There was an overnight delay period between each irradiation, which allowed 

for the residual activity of the samples to decay sufficiently as not to be a radiological 

health risk.  Due to the short duration of the irradiations performed, it was likely that 

shorter delay periods were required for sample retrieval.  However, as all the electrical 

measurements were taken during each irradiation, it was not necessary to perform 

multiple irradiations in the same day.  However, it is recommended that another facility 

of the same design be manufactured if rigorous characterization tests are to be 

performed at UT TRIGA.   

The data acquisition system for this set of irradiations was sufficient.  It was 

important to perform the first irradiation to optimize the data acquisition times and 
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sample rates, which is recommended for future irradiations.  Also, if monitoring 

performance degradation in real-time, timing parameters such as rise- and fall-times 

may be of interest.  Therefore, it may be important to factor in the capacitance of the 

electrical wires due to their length.  It is also important to have a data acquisition 

system with a high enough sampling rate that is capable of measuring these parameters.   

It is important to properly characterize the neutron energy spectrum for neutron 

displacement damage irradiations.  The reactor core was converted to accommodate 

the 7L irradiation facility and converted back to the original fuel configuration after the 

real-time monitoring experiments were performed.  If the 7L facility is to be used again, 

it is recommended that another characterization of the neutron energy spectrum is 

performed.  One should also check with the reactor operators if any major modifications 

have been made to the reactor core.  If this is the case, the MCNPX model of the UT 

TRIGA should be updated.  It is also recommended that both neutron and gamma 

dosimetry are included with each irradiation and that separate gamma-only irradiations 

are performed to characterize the ionizing dose effect on the electronic component.  

Having both in-house and independent neutron dosimetry was found to be highly 

beneficial since it gave further confidence in the neutron flux measurements.   

Finally, it was observed that a significant contribution of the gamma dose at low 

powers came from the decay of fission products as opposed to the contribution from 

fission gammas.  Therefore, for the same test setup, a 500 W irradiation had a 

significantly higher gamma dose than for a 1000 W irradiation because the irradiation 

time to reach the same neutron fluence was approximately double allowing for more 

dose from the decaying fission products.  Since minimizing the gamma dose is important 

for neutron displacement damage tests in research reactors, it is recommended that 

higher powers are used for irradiations.   
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6.6  Conclusions 

Irradiations were performed at different powers to characterize the 

performance of the 4N25 optocoupler to atomic displacement and ionizing damage.  

Electrical measurements were taken in real-time, which provided finely-resolved results.  

The results from the 1000 W and 500 W irradiations were in agreement with one 

another indicating the repeatability of the experiment, the gamma dose had little effect 

on the results at those powers, and any temperature annealing effects were too small to 

resolve.  However, the slight degradation in current transfer ratio observed for the 0 W 

tests validated the need of the gamma shielding as part of the irradiation facility design.  

The implication of the successful tests indicates that the irradiation facility can be 

extended for use with other types of electronics or other input parameters for the 4N25 

optocoupler.   
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CHAPTER 7:  CONCLUSIONS 

The goals and objectives of this research were successfully accomplished.  

Multiple locations in the UT TRIGA were characterized by neutron activation techniques.  

A high-fidelity modeling capability was developed by updating an MCNPX model of the 

UT TRIGA.  The model was subsequently verified by the characterization experiments 

performed.  Potential new designs were modeled with MCNPX and optimized with 

respect to the irradiation volume, neutron-to-gamma ratio, and gamma dose.  A final 

design was selected and constructed.  The new irradiation facility was installed at UT 

TRIGA, and the radiation field was characterized by neutron activation for the neutron 

flux and by TLDs for the gamma dose, validating the model.  The real-time monitoring 

capability was tested successfully by monitoring electrical parameters of 4N25 

optocouplers in multiple irradiations.  Finally, the results of the data obtained from the 

real-time monitoring were repeatable and highly-resolved, and therefore, greatly 

superior to results from step-irradiations.   

7.1  Major Contributions 

The irradiation facility designed and constructed has now provided UT TRIGA and 

the radiation effects community with significant research and service capabilities.   

First, the new irradiation facility is larger than any other in-core facility at UT 

TRIGA, which allows it to perform irradiations that were formerly not possible or were 

inconvenient.  For instance, only small quantities of radioisotopes could be produced at 

UT TRIGA, but this facility allows for large volumes of radioisotopes to be produced at 

one time.  Also, the new facility also meets the minimum recommended diameter of 

irradiation facilities for neutron transmutation of silicon2.  No other in-core facility at UT 
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TRIGA meets this requirement.  The size also allows for additional activation 

experiments to be performed such as neutron activation analysis of large samples or 

geochronology.   

The predominantly epithermal and fast neutron spectrum of the facility with a 

low concomitant gamma flux makes it an excellent radiation environment for testing 

radiation effects on electronics.  It allows the UT TRIGA to serve as an alternative 

radiation effects facility to other research reactor facilities as several research reactors 

have shut down permanently or are prohibitively expensive.   

The greatest contribution of this research was the demonstration of the real-

time monitoring capability of the irradiation facility.  Radiation effects data acquired 

with real-time monitoring at UT TRIGA as compared with radiation effects data acquired 

in step irradiations at other research reactors provides significant advantages.  The 

advantages of the UT TRIGA irradiation facility are that it: 

• provides a means for application specific testing,  

• provides significantly more highly-resolved data, 

• reduces the number of irradiations and activated samples,  

• reduces uncertainty due to thermal annealing or multiple dosimetry 

measurements,  

• reduces exposures due to residual activity of the irradiation facility and 

test samples, and  

• provides a means to test electronics of different numbers, sizes, and 

complexity. 

The effect of the real-time monitoring capability is that it will greatly improve the 

ability to characterize the radiation effects on electronics and aid in choosing 
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components for use in radiation environments and ultimately minimize the potential for 

electronic system or mission failure.   

7.2  Future Work 

There are many opportunities for future work with the irradiation facility 

designed in this research.  First, it is desirable for the facility to become a permanent 

experiment location at the UT TRIGA, so the reactor core does not need to be converted 

for each required irradiation.  The safety analysis performed for this research was only 

for low power operations where temperature effects were negligible.  So, further 

analyses are required to ensure the safety of the irradiation facility at higher reactor 

powers.   

The real-time monitoring experiments performed were also only for one set of 

input parameters even though irradiations were performed at multiple reactor powers.  

It is of interest to perform further characterization of the 4N25 optocoupler with 

different input values but, for these future irradiations, keeping the reactor power 

constant among irradiations.  Subsequently, it is of interest to perform radiation effects 

of other electronics including entire circuit boards.   

Furthermore, it is also of interest to perform experiments to observe transient 

radiation effects on electronics.  Therefore, another example of future work would be 

performing experiments designed to measure temperature annealing of displacement 

damage for different electronics.   
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Appendix A:  Detector Calibration 

The HPGe detector used for this research was calibrated by the method 

presented in ASTM E 181.  An energy calibration followed by an efficiency calibration 

was performed on various sample geometries with a National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) certified 152Eu source with the recommended minimum of 20,000 

counts in each full-energy peak of interest.  The following table presents the gamma 

energies and emission probabilities used in the calibrations: 

 

Energy 

(keV) 

Emission 

Probability 

(%) 

  

121.78 28.37 

244.7 7.51 

344.28 26.58 

411.12 2.23 

443.99 3.12 

778.92 12.96 

867.39 4.16 

964.03 14.62 

1085.82 10.16 

1112.1 13.5 

1408.03 20.85 

 

 

Detector efficiency curves were determined for four sample geometries 

designated by the letters A, B, C, and D.  Geometry A is the sample holder that places 

the activation wires closest to the detector face, and Geometry D sample holder that 

places the samples farthest from the detector.  Geometry D was the sample holder used 
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for counting.  The following figure shows the detector efficiency curves for the various 

sample geometries.   
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Appendix B:  Other Applications of Irradiation Facilities 

As mentioned, the irradiation facility is intended to be used for other purposes 

than studies of radiation effects on electronics.  A few prime applications of the 

irradiation facility are radioisotope production and neutron transmutation doping of 

silicon.  This appendix provides a little more detail about radioisotope production and 

transmutation doping and also provides a small analysis of irradiation times and specific 

activities that may be achieved with the facility.   

RADIOISOTOPE PRODUCTION 

Research reactors are used to produce radioisotopes for many applications.  The 

fields in which these isotopes are used include medical, industrial, and research and 

development.  Specifically, isotopes are produced for medical diagnostic procedures and 

therapeutic treatments, sterilization of medical supplies, food irradiation, smoke 

detectors, oil well logging, groundwater flow tracing, and studying the uptake of 

elements in plant life2.  Commercial production of radioisotopes typically requires 

higher flux research reactors (greater than 1014 n cm-2 s-1) that operate continuously for 

long periods of time, but lower flux research reactors are capable of producing smaller 

quantities for primarily research-oriented purposes2. 

The 7L irradiation facility is ideal for the production of radioisotopes due to its 

larger size than any other in-core facility at UT TRIGA.  Radioisotopes are best produced 

within the first half-life.  The longer the irradiation period, the closer the rate of decay 

becomes equal to the rate of production and no gain in activity is attained.  The 

following figure shows an area of quick increase in the activity of the radioisotope until 

it is irradiated for a long period of time at which point the production reaches 
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equilibrium with decay.  The particular reaction in the following figure is the 

197Au(n,g)198Au reaction.   

 

 

 

The following table includes the computations of the amount of time it takes to 

produce a specific activity of a particular radioisotope.  The specific activity chosen is 

90% of the saturation specific activity of the isotope.  It should be noted that these are 

theoretical calculations based upon using 100% of the parent element.   
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Radioisotope 
Specific Activity  

(mCi/g) 

Time to Activity  

(hr) 

   
60Co 8.21×104 1.53×105 
64Cu 6.09×103 4.22×101 

99Mo 1.40×102 2.19×102 
198Au 1.12×105 2.15×102 

 

TRANSMUTATION DOPING OF SILICON 

Neutron transmutation doping (NTD) of silicon is another application of research 

reactors.  Transmutation doping of silicon occurs when 30Si atoms are bombarded with 

neutrons.  30Si becomes 31Si by neutron capture but then decays with a half life of 157.3- 

minutes by beta emission to 31P, which is stable.  The 31P impurities create free electrons 

which in turn lowers the resistivity of the metal.  Targets for NTD include silicon ingots, 

silicon wafers, power transistors, thyristors, charge-coupled devices, or other 

semiconductors.  Irradiation facilities of at least 5 cm in diameter are generally required 

with a minimum flux of 1012 n cm-2 s-1 2.   

Typical concentrations of 31P from NTD of silicon are 5×1013 transformations per 

cm3.  Spectral averaged cross sections for the transmutation reaction were generated 

with the MCNPX model for this computation.  The irradiation facility for this case and for 

the case of the isotope production in the next subsection does not have the borated-

aluminum liner in the design.  The calculated reactor time to produce this concentration 

is approximately 15 hours.  This suggests that irradiations for NTD of silicon will most 

probably occur over two days at UT TRIGA.   

It should also be noted that these irradiations would not require the lead 

shielding and benefit from having large irradiation volumes.  If the UT TRIGA was to 

become involved in these operations, it would be best to utilize the entire volume of the 
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7L location and, therefore, another irradiation can would be required.  The MCNPX 

model could easily be modified to determine the characteristics of this facility.   
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Appendix C:  Engineering Drawings 
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Appendix D:  UT TRIGA MCNPX Model 

 
--------------- UT TRIGA - Core Model - 07/12/2007 --------------- 

c 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

c             Beginning of Cell Card Specification 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

c ----------- 

c Core region 

c ----------- 

1099  1  -1.0  -202  +206 

               -231  +232  -233  +234  -235  +236 

               -241  +242  -243  +244  -245  +246   

             +5000 +5001 +5002 +5003 +5004 +5005 +5006 +5007 +5008 +5009 

             +5010 +5011 +5012 +5013 +5014 +5015 +5016 +5017 +5018 +5019 

             +5020 +5021 +5022 +5023 +5024 +5025 +5026 +5027 +5028 +5029 

             +5030 +5031 +5032 +5033 +5034 +5035 +5036 +5037 +5038  

                   +5041 +5042 +5043 +5044 +5045 +5046       +5048 +5049 

             +5050 +5051 +5052 +5053 +5054 +5055 +5056 +5057 +5058 +5059 

             +5060 +5061 +5062                   +5066 +5067 +5068 +5069 

             +5070 +5071 +5072             +5075 +5076 +5077 +5078 +5079 

             +5080 +5081 +5082 +5083 +5084 +5085 +5086 +5087 +5088 +5089 

             +5090 +5091 +5092             +5095 +5096 +5097 +5098 +5099 

             +5100       +5102 +5103 +5104 +5105 +5106 +5107 +5108 +5109 

             +5110       +5112 +5113 +5114             +5117       +5119 

             +5120 

             +1963 +1964 +1965  +1966                   $ Mapping experiment 

             +5101 

             +1940                                      $ 6L  

             +5047 +5073 +5074                          $ Elements in 3L 

             +2000 +2001 +2002 +2003 +2004 +2005 +2006     

c            +5111 +5115 

c             +5039 +5040 +5063 +5064 +5065 +5093 +5094  $ Elements in 6L 

c             +961                                       $ 3L 

c             +5118                                      $ PNT 

c  

 520   0   -201 +207 -1963  fill=101 (10) $         Flux mapping water cells 

 521   0   -201 +207 -1964  fill=101 (11) 

 522   0   -201 +207 -1965  fill=101 (12) 

 523   0   -201 +207 -1966  fill=101 (13) 

c 

 600   0   -110 +120 -5000  fill=82 (100) $ A1      Fuel & graphite elements 

 601   0   -110 +120 -5001  fill=8  (101) $ B1      Control rods 

 602   0   -110 +120 -5002  fill=8  (102) $ B2 

 603   0   -110 +120 -5003  fill=8  (103) $ B3 

 604   0   -110 +120 -5004  fill=8  (104) $ B4     
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 605   0   -110 +120 -5005  fill=8  (105) $ B5 

 606   0   -110 +120 -5006  fill=8  (106) $ B6 

 607   0   -110 +120 -5007  fill=7  (107) $ C1 - CR(T) 

 608   0   -110 +120 -5008  fill=8  (108) $ C2 

 609   0   -110 +120 -5009  fill=8  (109) $ C3 

 610   0   -110 +120 -5010  fill=8  (110) $ C4 

 611   0   -110 +120 -5011  fill=8  (111) $ C5            

 612   0   -110 +120 -5012  fill=8  (112) $ C6 

 613   0   -110 +120 -5013  fill=9  (113) $ C7 - CR(R) 

 614   0   -110 +120 -5014  fill=8  (114) $ C8 

 615   0   -110 +120 -5015  fill=8  (115) $ C9 

 616   0   -110 +120 -5016  fill=8  (116) $ C10 

 617   0   -110 +120 -5017  fill=8  (117) $ C11 

 618   0   -110 +120 -5018  fill=8  (118) $ C12 

 619   0   -110 +120 -5019  fill=8  (119) $ D1 

 620   0   -110 +120 -5020  fill=8  (120) $ D2 

 621   0   -110 +120 -5021  fill=8  (121) $ D3 

 622   0   -110 +120 -5022  fill=8  (122) $ D4 

 623   0   -110 +120 -5023  fill=8  (123) $ D5 

 624   0   -110 +120 -5024  fill=9  (124) $ D6 - CR(S) 

 625   0   -110 +120 -5025  fill=8  (125) $ D7 

 626   0   -110 +120 -5026  fill=8  (126) $ D8 

 627   0   -110 +120 -5027  fill=8  (127) $ D9 

 628   0   -110 +120 -5028  fill=8  (128) $ D10 

 629   0   -110 +120 -5029  fill=8  (129) $ D11 

 630   0   -110 +120 -5030  fill=8  (130) $ D12 

 631   0   -110 +120 -5031  fill=8  (131) $ D13 

 632   0   -110 +120 -5032  fill=9  (132) $ D14 - CR(S) 

 633   0   -110 +120 -5033  fill=8  (133) $ D15 

 634   0   -110 +120 -5034  fill=8  (134) $ D16 

 635   0   -110 +120 -5035  fill=8  (135) $ D17 

 636   0   -110 +120 -5036  fill=8  (136) $ D18 

 637   0   -110 +120 -5037  fill=8  (137) $ E1 

 638   0   -110 +120 -5038  fill=8  (138) $ E2 

c 639   0   -110 +120 -5039  fill=8  (139) $ E3 

c 640   0   -110 +120 -5040  fill=8  (140) $ E4 

 641   0   -110 +120 -5041  fill=8  (141) $ E5 

 642   0   -110 +120 -5042  fill=8  (142) $ E6 

 643   0   -110 +120 -5043  fill=8  (143) $ E7 

 644   0   -110 +120 -5044  fill=8  (144) $ E8 

 645   0   -110 +120 -5045  fill=8  (145) $ E9 

 646   0   -110 +120 -5046  fill=8  (146) $ E10 

 647   0   -110 +120 -5047  fill=8  (147) $ E11 

 648   0   -110 +120 -5048  fill=8  (148) $ E12 

 649   0   -110 +120 -5049  fill=8  (149) $ E13 

 650   0   -110 +120 -5050  fill=8  (150) $ E14 

 651   0   -110 +120 -5051  fill=8  (151) $ E15 

 652   0   -110 +120 -5052  fill=8  (152) $ E16 

 653   0   -110 +120 -5053  fill=8  (153) $ E17 
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 654   0   -110 +120 -5054  fill=8  (154) $ E18 

 655   0   -110 +120 -5055  fill=8  (155) $ E19 

 656   0   -110 +120 -5056  fill=8  (156) $ E20 

 657   0   -110 +120 -5057  fill=8  (157) $ E21 

 658   0   -110 +120 -5058  fill=8  (158) $ E22 

 659   0   -110 +120 -5059  fill=8  (159) $ E23 

 660   0   -110 +120 -5060  fill=8  (160) $ E24 

 661   0   -110 +120 -5061  fill=8  (161) $ F1 

 662   0   -110 +120 -5062  fill=8  (162) $ F2 

c 663   0   -110 +120 -5063  fill=8  (163) $ F3 

c 664   0   -110 +120 -5064  fill=8  (164) $ F4 

c 665   0   -110 +120 -5065  fill=8  (165) $ F5 

 666   0   -110 +120 -5066  fill=8  (166) $ F6 

 667   0   -110 +120 -5067  fill=8  (167) $ F7 

 668   0   -110 +120 -5068  fill=8  (168) $ F8 

 669   0   -110 +120 -5069  fill=8  (169) $ F9 

 670   0   -110 +120 -5070  fill=8  (170) $ F10 

 671   0   -110 +120 -5071  fill=8  (171) $ F11 

 672   0   -110 +120 -5072  fill=8  (172) $ F12 

 673   0   -110 +120 -5073  fill=8  (173) $ F13 

 674   0   -110 +120 -5074  fill=8  (174) $ F14 

 675   0   -110 +120 -5075  fill=8  (175) $ F15 

 676   0   -110 +120 -5076  fill=8  (176) $ F16 

 677   0   -110 +120 -5077  fill=8  (177) $ F17 

 678   0   -110 +120 -5078  fill=8  (178) $ F18 

 679   0   -110 +120 -5079  fill=8  (179) $ F19 

 680   0   -110 +120 -5080  fill=8  (180) $ F20 

 681   0   -110 +120 -5081  fill=8  (181) $ F21 

 682   0   -110 +120 -5082  fill=8  (182) $ F22 

 683   0   -110 +120 -5083  fill=8  (183) $ F23 

 684   0   -110 +120 -5084  fill=8  (184) $ F24 

 685   0   -110 +120 -5085  fill=8  (185) $ F25 

 686   0   -110 +120 -5086  fill=8  (186) $ F26 

 687   0   -110 +120 -5087  fill=8  (187) $ F27 

 688   0   -110 +120 -5088  fill=8  (188) $ F28 

 689   0   -110 +120 -5089  fill=8  (189) $ F29 

 690   0   -110 +120 -5090  fill=8  (190) $ F30 

 691   0   -110 +120 -5091  fill=6  (191) $ G2 

 692   0   -110 +120 -5092  fill=8  (192) $ G3 

c 693   0   -110 +120 -5093  fill=8  (193) $ G4 

c 694   0   -110 +120 -5094  fill=8  (194) $ G5 

 695   0   -110 +120 -5095  fill=8  (195) $ G6 

 696   0   -110 +120 -5096  fill=8  (196) $ G8 

 697   0   -110 +120 -5097  fill=8  (197) $ G9 

 698   0   -110 +120 -5098  fill=8  (198) $ G10 

 699   0   -110 +120 -5099  fill=8  (199) $ G11 

 700   0   -110 +120 -5100  fill=8  (200) $ G12 

 701   0   -110 +120 -5101  fill=8  (201) $ G14 

 702   0   -110 +120 -5102  fill=8  (202) $ G15 
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 703   0   -110 +120 -5103  fill=6  (203) $ G16  

 704   0   -110 +120 -5104  fill=8  (204) $ G17 

 705   0   -110 +120 -5105  fill=8  (205) $ G18 

 706   0   -110 +120 -5106  fill=6  (206) $ G20  

 707   0   -110 +120 -5107  fill=8  (207) $ G21 

 708   0   -110 +120 -5108  fill=8  (208) $ G22 

 709   0   -110 +120 -5109  fill=8  (209) $ G23 

 710   0   -110 +120 -5110  fill=6  (210) $ G24  

c 711   0   -110 +120 -5111  fill=8  (211) $ G26 

 712   0   -110 +120 -5112  fill=8  (212) $ G27  

 713   0   -110 +120 -5113  fill=8  (213) $ G28 

 714   0   -110 +120 -5114  fill=8  (214) $ G29 

c 715   0   -110 +120 -5115  fill=8  (215) $ G30 

c 716   0   -110 +120 -5116  fill=8  (216) $ G32   $ Location of source 

 717   0   -110 +120 -5117  fill=6  (217) $ G33   $ Graphite 

c 718   0   -110 +120 -5118  fill=8  (218) $ G34   $ Location of PNT 

 719   0   -110 +120 -5119  fill=6  (219) $ G35   $ Graphite 

 720   0   -110 +120 -5120  fill=6  (220) $ G36 

c 

 750   0     -110 +120 -1940  fill=96   (50)    $ Sleeve irradiator 

c 

c 751   0     -110 +120 -961   fill=40   (20)    $ 3L(Pb) irradiator 

c 

c 751   0     -110 +120 -961   fill=45   (20)    $ 3L(Cd) irradiator  

c 

c 752   0     -110 +120 -5118  fill=30   (218)   $ tPNT irradiator 

c 

c 752   0     -110 +120 -5118  fill=35   (218)   $ ePNT irradiator 

c 

c ----------------------- 

c Lower grid plate region 

c ----------------------- 

  1  2  -2.7   -206  +207 

               -211  +212  -213  +214  -215  +216 

               -221  +222  -223  +224  -225  +226 

             +5000 +5001 +5002 +5003 +5004 +5005 +5006 +5007 +5008 +5009 

             +5010 +5011 +5012 +5013 +5014 +5015 +5016 +5017 +5018 +5019 

             +5020 +5021 +5022 +5023 +5024 +5025 +5026 +5027 +5028 +5029 

             +5030 +5031 +5032 +5033 +5034 +5035 +5036 +5037 +5038  

                   +5041 +5042 +5043 +5044 +5045 +5046       +5048 +5049 

             +5050 +5051 +5052 +5053 +5054 +5055 +5056 +5057 +5058 +5059 

             +5060 +5061 +5062                   +5066 +5067 +5068 +5069 

             +5070 +5071 +5072             +5075 +5076 +5077 +5078 +5079 

             +5080 +5081 +5082 +5083 +5084 +5085 +5086 +5087 +5088 +5089 

             +5090 +5091 +5092             +5095 +5096 +5097 +5098 +5099 

             +5100       +5102 +5103 +5104 +5105 +5106 +5107 +5108 +5109 

             +5110       +5112 +5113 +5114             +5117       +5119 

             +5120 

              +5101 
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             +1963 +1964 +1965  +1966                   $ Mapping experiment 

             +1940                                       $ 6L 

             +5047 +5073 +5074                          $ Elements in 3L     

c            +5111 +5115 

c             +5039 +5040 +5063 +5064 +5065 +5093 +5094  $ Elements in 6L 

c             +961                                        $ 3L 

c             +5118                                       $ PNT 

c 

c ----------------------- 

c Upper grid plate region 

c ----------------------- 

  2  2  -2.7   -203  -201  +202 

             +5000 +5001 +5002 +5003 +5004 +5005 +5006 +5007 +5008 +5009 

             +5010 +5011 +5012 +5013 +5014 +5015 +5016 +5017 +5018 +5019 

             +5020 +5021 +5022 +5023 +5024 +5025 +5026 +5027 +5028 +5029 

             +5030 +5031 +5032 +5033 +5034 +5035 +5036 +5037 +5038  

                   +5041 +5042 +5043 +5044 +5045 +5046       +5048 +5049 

             +5050 +5051 +5052 +5053 +5054 +5055 +5056 +5057 +5058 +5059 

             +5060 +5061 +5062                   +5066 +5067 +5068 +5069 

             +5070 +5071 +5072             +5075 +5076 +5077 +5078 +5079 

             +5080 +5081 +5082 +5083 +5084 +5085 +5086 +5087 +5088 +5089 

             +5090 +5091 +5092             +5095 +5096 +5097 +5098 +5099 

             +5100       +5102 +5103 +5104 +5105 +5106 +5107 +5108 +5109 

             +5110       +5112 +5113 +5114             +5117       +5119 

             +5120 

              +5101 

             +1963 +1964 +1965  +1966                   $ Mapping experiment 

             +1940                                       $ 6L 

             +5047 +5073 +5074                          $ Elements in 3L     

c            +5111 +5115 

c             +5039 +5040 +5063 +5064 +5065 +5093 +5094  $ Elements in 6L 

c             +961                                        $ 3L 

c             +5118                                       $ PNT 

c 

c ---------------------- 

c Reactor core structure 

c ---------------------- 

c Inner core shroud 

c ----------------- 

 10  2  -2.7   -300  +302  -303  +202            $ Alignment ring 

 11  2  -2.7   -300  -202  +352                  $ Alignment ring 

              (+231: -232: +241: -242: 

               +233: -234: +243: -244: 

               +235: -236: +245: -246)         

 12  2  -2.7   +305  -306  +307                  $ Shroud load ring 

              (-311  +312  -321  +322  

               -313  +314  -323  +324 

               -315  +316  -325  +326)         

 13  2  -2.7   -301  -352  +304                  $ Alignment ring 
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              (+331: -332: +341: -342: 

               +333: -334: +343: -344: 

               +335: -336: +345: -346)         

 14  2  -2.7   +231  -331  -233  +236            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                      

 15  2  -2.7   -232  +332  +234  -235            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                      

 16  2  -2.7   +241  -341  -343  -345            $ Reflector, bp3 

               -352  +306  +363                

 17  2  -2.7   -242  +342  +344  +346            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                      

 18  2  -2.7   +233  -333  -331  -343            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                      

 19  2  -2.7   -234  +334  +332  +344            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                      

 20  2  -2.7   +235  -335  +332  -345            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                      

 21  2  -2.7   -236  +336  -331  +346            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                     

 22  2  -2.7   +243  -343  -241  -233            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                     

 23  2  -2.7   -244  +344  +242  +234            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                     

 24  2  -2.7   +245  -345  -241  -235            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                     

 25  2  -2.7   -246  +346  +242  +236            $ Reflector plate 

               -352  +306                     

 26  2  -2.7   +241  -363  +364  -360            $ Reflector BP3  

 27  2  -2.7   -361  +362  -100                  $ Reflector BP1&5 

c 

c -------------------------------- 

c Reflector outer shroud structure 

c -------------------------------- 

 30  2  -2.7   -355  +361                        $ Reflector cylin 

               -350  +351  -352  +353   

 31  2  -2.7   +355  +363                        $ Reflector cylin 

               -350  +351  -352  +353             

 32  2  -2.7   -370  +371  -372  +373            $ Cylinder, top 

 33  2  -2.7   -374  -375  +376                  $ Cylinder, bot 

              (+331: -332: +341: -342: 

               +333: -334: +343: -344: 

               +335: -336: +345: -346)         

 34  2  -2.7   -370  +374  -375  +377            $ Reflector edge ring 

 35  2  -2.7   -352  -371  +380  +381            $ Reflector RSR unit 

 36  2  -2.7   -380  +300  +381  -382            $ Reflector RSR unit 

 37  2  -2.7   -352  +301  -300  +381            $ Reflector RSR unit 

 38  1  -1.0   +370  -351  -377  +120            $ Edge ring error 

c  

c ---------------------------- 
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c Reflector graphite moderator 

c ---------------------------- 

 40  4  -1.60    -400  +401  -402  +403          $ Reflector graphite 

 41  4  -1.60    -400  -403  +375  -404  +361 

                (+411: -412: +421: -422: 

                 +413: -414: +423: -424: 

                 +415: -416: +425: -426) 

               #(-361  +405)                     $ Graphite, bp1&5 

 42  4  -1.60   (-400  -403  +375  +404  +363 

                (+411: -412: +421: -422: 

                 +413: -414: +423: -424: 

                 +415: -416: +425: -426)) 

               #(-406 +408) #(-407 +409)         $ Graphite, bp3 

 43  8 -1.15e-3 (+371 -351 -373 +403)     #40    $ Graphite void????? 

 44  8 -1.15e-3 (-351  -403  +375  -404  +361 

                (+331: -332: +341: -342:  

                 +333: -334: +343: -344: 

                 +335: -336: +345: -346)) #41    $ graphite void 

 45  8 -1.15e-3 (-351  -403  +375  +404  +363  

                (+331: -332: +341: -342:  

                 +333: -334: +343: -344: 

                 +335: -336: +345: -346)) #42    $ graphite void 

 46  8 -1.15e-3  -304  +403  -301       

                (+331: -332: +341: -342:  

                 +333: -334: +343: -344: 

                 +335: -336: +345: -346)         $ graphite void 

 47  8 -1.15e-3  +301  -371  +403  -381          $ graphite void 

c  

c ------------------  

c Pool coolant water 

c ------------------ 

 50  1  -1.0   -203  +201  -110                  $ Above upper grid plate 

             +5000 +5001 +5002 +5003 +5004 +5005 +5006 +5007 +5008 +5009 

             +5010 +5011 +5012 +5013 +5014 +5015 +5016 +5017 +5018 +5019 

             +5020 +5021 +5022 +5023 +5024 +5025 +5026 +5027 +5028 +5029 

             +5030 +5031 +5032 +5033 +5034 +5035 +5036 +5037 +5038  

                   +5041 +5042 +5043 +5044 +5045 +5046       +5048 +5049 

             +5050 +5051 +5052 +5053 +5054 +5055 +5056 +5057 +5058 +5059 

             +5060 +5061 +5062                   +5066 +5067 +5068 +5069 

             +5070 +5071 +5072             +5075 +5076 +5077 +5078 +5079 

             +5080 +5081 +5082 +5083 +5084 +5085 +5086 +5087 +5088 +5089 

             +5090 +5091 +5092             +5095 +5096 +5097 +5098 +5099 

             +5100       +5102 +5103 +5104 +5105 +5106 +5107 +5108 +5109 

             +5110       +5112 +5113 +5114             +5117       +5119 

             +5120 

              +5101 

             +1940                                       $ 6L 

             +5047 +5073 +5074                          $ Elements in 3L     

c             +5111 +5115 
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c             +5039 +5040 +5063 +5064 +5065 +5093 +5094  $ Elements in 6L 

c             +961                                        $ 3L 

c             +5118                                       $ PNT  

c 

 51  1  -1.0   +203  -302  +202  -110            $ Upper gridplate 

 52  1  -1.0   +302  -300  +303  -110            $ Upper gridplate 

 53  1  -1.0   -305  -306  +307                  $ Lower gridplate 

             +5000 +5001 +5002 +5003 +5004 +5005 +5006 +5007 +5008 +5009 

             +5010 +5011 +5012 +5013 +5014 +5015 +5016 +5017 +5018 +5019 

             +5020 +5021 +5022 +5023 +5024 +5025 +5026 +5027 +5028 +5029 

             +5030 +5031 +5032 +5033 +5034 +5035 +5036 +5037 +5038  

                   +5041 +5042 +5043 +5044 +5045 +5046       +5048 +5049 

             +5050 +5051 +5052 +5053 +5054 +5055 +5056 +5057 +5058 +5059 

             +5060 +5061 +5062                   +5066 +5067 +5068 +5069 

             +5070 +5071 +5072             +5075 +5076 +5077 +5078 +5079 

             +5080 +5081 +5082 +5083 +5084 +5085 +5086 +5087 +5088 +5089 

             +5090 +5091 +5092             +5095 +5096 +5097 +5098 +5099 

             +5100       +5102 +5103 +5104 +5105 +5106 +5107 +5108 +5109 

             +5110       +5112 +5113 +5114             +5117       +5119 

             +5120 

              +5101 

             +1940                                       $ 6L 

             +5047 +5073 +5074                          $ Elements in 3L     

c             +5111 +5115 

c             +5039 +5040 +5063 +5064 +5065 +5093 +5094  $ Elements in 6L 

c             +961                                        $ 3L 

c             +5118                                       $ PNT 

c 

 54  1  -1.0   -307  +120                        $ Lower gridplate 

              (-311  +312  -321  +322  

               -313  +314  -323  +324 

               -315  +316  -325  +326)            

             +5000 +5001 +5002 +5003 +5004 +5005 +5006 +5007 +5008 +5009 

             +5010 +5011 +5012 +5013 +5014 +5015 +5016 +5017 +5018 +5019 

             +5020 +5021 +5022 +5023 +5024 +5025 +5026 +5027 +5028 +5029 

             +5030 +5031 +5032 +5033 +5034 +5035 +5036 +5037 +5038  

                   +5041 +5042 +5043 +5044 +5045 +5046       +5048 +5049 

             +5050 +5051 +5052 +5053 +5054 +5055 +5056 +5057 +5058 +5059 

             +5060 +5061 +5062                   +5066 +5067 +5068 +5069 

             +5070 +5071 +5072             +5075 +5076 +5077 +5078 +5079 

             +5080 +5081 +5082 +5083 +5084 +5085 +5086 +5087 +5088 +5089 

             +5090 +5091 +5092             +5095 +5096 +5097 +5098 +5099 

             +5100       +5102 +5103 +5104 +5105 +5106 +5107 +5108 +5109 

             +5110       +5112 +5113 +5114             +5117       +5119 

             +5120 

              +5101 

             +1940                                      $ 6L 

             +5047 +5073 +5074                          $ Elements in 3L     

c             +5111 +5115 
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c             +5039 +5040 +5063 +5064 +5065 +5093 +5094  $ Elements in 6L 

c             +961                                       $ 3L 

c             +5118                                      $ PNT 

c 

 55  1  -1.0   -207  +306                        $ Lower gridplate 

              (-231  +232  -241  +242  

               -233  +234  -243  +244  

               -235  +236  -245  +246)           

             +5000 +5001 +5002 +5003 +5004 +5005 +5006 +5007 +5008 +5009 

             +5010 +5011 +5012 +5013 +5014 +5015 +5016 +5017 +5018 +5019 

             +5020 +5021 +5022 +5023 +5024 +5025 +5026 +5027 +5028 +5029 

             +5030 +5031 +5032 +5033 +5034 +5035 +5036 +5037 +5038  

                   +5041 +5042 +5043 +5044 +5045 +5046       +5048 +5049 

             +5050 +5051 +5052 +5053 +5054 +5055 +5056 +5057 +5058 +5059 

             +5060 +5061 +5062                   +5066 +5067 +5068 +5069 

             +5070 +5071 +5072             +5075 +5076 +5077 +5078 +5079 

             +5080 +5081 +5082 +5083 +5084 +5085 +5086 +5087 +5088 +5089 

             +5090 +5091 +5092             +5095 +5096 +5097 +5098 +5099 

             +5100       +5102 +5103 +5104 +5105 +5106 +5107 +5108 +5109 

             +5110       +5112 +5113 +5114             +5117       +5119 

             +5120 

              +5101 

             +1940                                       $ 6L 

             +5047 +5073 +5074                          $ Elements in 3L     

c             +5111 +5115 

c             +5039 +5040 +5063 +5064 +5065 +5093 +5094  $ Elements in 6L 

c             +961                                        $ 3L 

c             +5118                                       $ PNT 

c 

 56  1  -1.0   -206  +207                        $ Lower gridplate 

              (+211: -212: +221: -222:  

               +213: -214: +223: -224: 

               +215: -216: +225: -226) 

              (-231  +232  -241  +242 

               -233  +234  -243  +244 

               -235  +236  -245  +246)            

 57  1  -1.0   -351  +371  +372  -110            $ Upper reflector 

 58  1  -1.0   -374  -376  +120                  $ Lower reflector 

              (+311: -312: +321: -322:  

               +313: -314: +323: -324: 

               +315: -316: +325: -326)         

 59  1  -1.0   +306  -376                        $ Lower reflector 

              (+331: -332: +341: -342:  

               +333: -334: +343: -344: 

               +335: -336: +345: -346) 

              (-311  +312  -321  +322  

               -313  +314  -323  +324 

               -315  +316  -325  +326) 

c 
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c ------------------ 

c Pool coolant water 

c ------------------ 

 950  8 -1.15e-3 -150 +160 -165 

      *TRCL (-60.00    00.00   00.00   00  90  90   90  00  90) $NP 

 951  8 -1.15e-3 -150 +160 -165 

      *TRCL ( 57.96   -15.53   00.00   00  90  90   90  00  90) $NPP 

 952  8 -1.15e-3 -150 +160 -165 

      *TRCL ( 42.43    42.43   00.00   00  90  90   90  00  90) $FC 

 60  1  -1.0   +350  -355  +361  

              (-100  -110  +120) #950 #951       $ Beam ports 1&5  

 61  1  -1.0   +350  +355  +363 

              (-100  -110  +120) #950 #952 

             #(-406 +408) #(-407 +409)           $ Beam ports 2&4 

 62  1  -1.0   -363  +364  +360  -100            $ Reflector BP3  

 63  1  -1.0   -350  +351  +352  -110            $ Reflector cylinder 

 64  1  -1.0   -350  +351  -353  +120            $ Reflector cylinder 

 65  1  -1.0   -370  +374  -377  +120            $ Reflector edgering 

 66  1  -1.0   +300  -371  +303  -110            $ RSR removal 

 67  2  -2.7   +370  -351  -375  +377            $ edge ring error 

 68  2  -2.7   -351  +370  -372  +373            $ edge ring error 

c --------------------- 

c BP2, BP4 structure 

c --------------------- 

 71  2  -2.7    (-406  +430) +350  +355  -100    $ Reflector BP2 

 72  2  -2.7    (-407  +440) +350  +355  -100    $ Reflector BP4 

c 

c ------------- 

c BP3 structure 

c ------------- 

 73  2  -2.7     +461  -462  -464                $ Reflector BP3 

 74  2  -2.7     -463  +464  +461  -100          $ Reflector BP3 

 75  1  -1.0     +241  -364  -461                $ Reflector BP3 

 76  1  -1.0     +463  -364  +461  -100          $ Reflector BP3  

c 

c -------------------- 

c BP1, BP3, BP5 cavity 

c -------------------- 

 77  8 -1.15e-3  +450  -362  -451                  $ Reflector BP1 

 78  8 -1.15e-3  +462  -464  -453                  $ Reflector BP3 

 79  8 -1.15e-3  -450  -362  +455   

c 

c ------------------------------ 

c BP1, BP2, BP3, BP4, BP5 cavity 

c ------------------------------ 

 81  8 -1.15e-3  +451  -362  -100       #95  VOL=1   $ Reflector BP1 

 82  8 -1.15e-3 (-430  +408) +350  -100 #96  VOL=1   $ Reflector BP2 

 83  8 -1.15e-3  +453  -464  -100       #97  VOL=1   $ Reflector BP3 

 84  8 -1.15e-3 (-440  +409) +350  -100 #98  VOL=1   $ Reflector BP4 
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 85  8 -1.15e-3  -455  -362  -100       #99  VOL=1   $ Reflector BP5 

c 

 95  8 -1.15e-3  -171 

 96  8 -1.15e-3  -172 

 97  8 -1.15e-3  -173 

 98  8 -1.15e-3  -174 

 99  8 -1.15e-3  -175 

c 

c ------------------------------- 

c Rotary specimen rack (RSR) unit 

c ------------------------------- 

 90  8 -1.15e-3  +300  -303  +352  -371          $ RSR unit 

 91  8 -1.15e-3  +300  +304  -352  -380          $ RSR unit 

 92  8 -1.15e-3  +300  -304  -380  +382          $ RSR unit 

c 

c ----------------------------------- 

c Fill universe for reactor core grid 

c ----------------------------------- 

c Graphite reflector elements, U=6 

c -------------------------------- 

 100  1 -1.0     #101  #102  #103  

                 #104  #105  #106        u=6 

 101  2 -2.7     -623  -609  +206        u=6      $ lower fitting 

 102  2 -2.7     -605  -620  +621        u=6      $ end closure 

 103  4 -1.60    -605  -621  +622        u=6      $ graphite 

 104  2 -2.7     -605  -622  +623        u=6      $ end closure 

 105  2 -2.7     +620  -609  -201        u=6      $ upper fitting 

 106  2 -2.7     +605  -607  -620  +623  u=6      $ element clad 

c 

c -------------------------- 

c Transient control rod, U=7 

c -------------------------- 

 110  1 -1.0     #111  #112  #113  #114 

                 #115  #116  #117        u=7 

 111  2 -2.7     -500  -510  +511        u=7      $ end plug 

 112  2 -2.7     -500  -511  +512        u=7      $ spacer plug 

 113  6 -2.52    -500  -512  +513        u=7      $ absorber 

 114  2 -2.7     -500  -513  +514        u=7      $ spacer plug 

 115  8 -1.15e-3 -500  -514  +515        u=7      $ air follower 

 116  3 -7.8     -500  -515  +516        u=7      $ end plug 

 117  3 -7.8     +500  -502  -510  +516  u=7      $ element clad 

c 

c -------------------------------- 

c Standard triga fuel element, U=8 

c -------------------------------- 

c Temperature in fuel rod assumed 300 C at full power 

 120  1 -1.0     #121  #122  #123 

                 #124  #125  #126 

                 #127  #128  #129        u=8      $ element clad 
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 121  3 -7.8     -615  -603  +206        u=8      $ lower fitting 

 122  3 -7.8     -600  -610  +611        u=8      $ end closure 

 123  4 -1.60    -600  -611  +612        u=8      $ graphite 

 124  5 -6.05    -600  -612  +613  +650  u=8   $ TMP1=4.939E-8  $ fuel  

 125  7 -6.49    -650  -612  +613        u=8      $ Zr rod 

 126  4 -1.60    -600  -613  +614        u=8      $ graphite 

 127  3 -7.8     -600  -614  +615        u=8      $ end closure 

 128  3 -7.8     +610  -603  -201        u=8      $ upper fitting 

 129  3 -7.8     +600  -602  -610  +615  u=8      $ element clad 

c  

c --------------------------------------------------- 

c Fuel follower control rods (reg, shim1, shim2), U=9 

c --------------------------------------------------- 

c Temperature assumed 300 C at full power 

 130  1  -1.0     #131  #132  #133  #134  #135 

                  #136  #137  #138  #139  #140 

                  #141  #142  #143         u=9 

 131  3  -7.8     -505  -520  +521         u=9      $ end plug 

 132  8  -1.15e-3 -505  -521  +522         u=9      $ top space 

 133  2  -2.7     -505  -522  +523         u=9      $ spacer plug 

 134  8  -1.15e-3 -505  -523  +524         u=9      $ void gap 

 135  6  -2.52    -505  -524  +525         u=9      $ absorber 

 136  2  -2.7     -505  -525  +526         u=9      $ spacer plug 

 137  8  -1.15e-3 -505  -526  +527         u=9      $ void gap 

 138  5  -6.05    -505  -527  +528  +550   u=9  $ TMP1=4.939E-8 $ fuel follower 

 139  7  -6.49    -550  -527  +528         u=9      $ Zr rod   

 140  2  -2.7     -505  -528  +529         u=9      $ spacer plug 

 141  8  -1.15e-3 -505  -529  +530         u=9      $ bot space 

 142  3  -7.8     -505  -530  +531         u=9      $ end plug 

 143  3  -7.8     +505  -507  -520  +531   u=9      $ element clad 

c 

c --------------------------------------- 

c Modifications and experiment components 

c --------------------------------------- 

c Pneumatic transfer system (PTS) without Cd, U=30 - JDB - 4/13/2007 

c ------------------------------------------------ 

 300   1  -1.0     #301 #302 #303 

                   #304 #305 #306          

                   #307 #308              U=30    $ Water surrounding PTS 

 301   2  -2.7     -910 +911 +933         U=30    $ Al transport tube 

 302   8  -1.15e-3 -911 +912 +933         U=30    $ Air gap 

 303   2  -2.7     -912 +913 +915         U=30    $ Al sample tube 

 304   8  -1.15e-3 -913      +915 #308    U=30    $ Sample location 

 305   2  -2.7     -910 +934 -933         U=30    $ Al transport tube bottom 

 306   2  -2.7     -912 +931 -915         U=30    $ Al sample tube bottom 

 307   8  -1.15e-3 +933 -931 -912         U=30    $ Air gap beneath sample tube 

 308   8  -1.15e-3 -908 +909 -907         U=30    $ Sample location for tally 

c 

c --------------------------------------------- 
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c Pneumatic transfer system (PTS) with Cd, U=35 - JDB - 4/13/2007 

c --------------------------------------------- 

 350   1  -1.0     #351 #352 #353  

                   #354 #355 #356           

                   #357 #358 #359 #360    U=35    $ Water surrounding PTS 

 351   2  -2.7     -910 +911 +933         U=35    $ Al transport tube 

 352   8  -1.15e-3 -911 +914 +933         U=35    $ Air gap 

 353  10  -8.65    -914 +912 +931         U=35    $ Cd liner 

 354   2  -2.7     -912 +913 +915         U=35    $ Al sample tube 

 355   8  -1.15e-3 -913      +915 #360    U=35    $ Sample location 

 356   2  -2.7     -910 +934 -933         U=35    $ Al transport tube bottom 

 357   2  -2.7     -912 +931 -915         U=35    $ Al sample tube bottom 

 358  10  -8.65    -914 -931 +932         U=35    $ Cd liner beneath sample 

 359   8  -1.15e-3 +933 -932 -914         U=35    $ Air gap beneath sample tube 

 360   8  -1.15e-3 -908 +909 -907         U=35    $ Sample location for tally 

c  

c ---------------------------------- 

c 3-element irradiator with Pb, U=40 

c ----------------------------------  

 400   1  -1.0    #401  #402  #403  #404   

                  #405  #406  #407  #408   

                  #409  #410              u=40     $ Water 

 401   2  -2.7    -920  +921  -958  +959  u=40     $ Al outer 

 402   8 -1.15e-3 -921  +924  -958  +959  u=40     $ Air gap 

 403  11 -11.4    -924  +922  -958  +959  u=40     $ Pb liner 

 404   2  -2.7    -922  +923  -958  +959  u=40     $ Al liner 

 405   8 -1.15e-3 -923        -963  +965  u=40     $ Air in sample location 

 406   8 -1.15e-3 -923        -958  +963  u=40     $ Air above sample location 

 407   2  -2.7    -962        -957  +958  u=40     $ Upper end cap 

 408   2  -2.7    -920        -959  +960  u=40     $ Lower end cap 

 409   2  -2.7    -923        -965  +966  u=40 

 410  11 -11.4    -923        -966  +959  u=40 

c  

c ---------------------------------- 

c 3-element irradiator with Cd, U=45 

c ----------------------------------  

 450  1  -1.0    #451  #452  #453  #454   

                 #455  #456  #457  #458   

                 #459  #460              U=45     $ Water 

 451  2  -2.7    -920  +921  -958  +959  U=45     $ Al outer 

 452  2  -2.7    -922  +923  -958  +959  U=45     $ Al liner 

 453 10  -8.65   +922  -924  -958  +959  U=45     $ Cd liner 

 454  8 -1.15e-3 -921  +924  -958  +959  U=45     $ Air gap 

 455  8 -1.15e-3 -923        -963  +965  U=45     $ Air in sample location 

 456  8 -1.15e-3 -923        -958  +963  u=45     $ Air above sample location 

 457  2  -2.7    -962        -957  +958  u=45     $ Upper end cap 

 458  2  -2.7    -920        -959  +960  u=45     $ Lower end cap 

 459  2  -2.7    -923        -965  +966  u=45 

 460 10  -8.65   -923        -966  +959  u=45 
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c  

c ------------------------------------ 

c 3-element irradiator (unlined), U=50 

c ------------------------------------ 

 490  8 -1.15e-3 #491  #492  #493  #494  U=50     $  

 491  2  -2.7    -922  +923  -950  +955  U=50     $ T3 can cylinder 

 492  2  -2.7    +922  -924  -950  +955  U=50     $ T3 can liner 

 493  2  -2.7    -923  +950  -951        U=50     $ T3 can upper 

 494  2  -2.7    -923  -955  +956        U=50     $ T3 can lower 

c 

c ----------------------------------------- 

c Water cells for mapping experiment, u=101 

c ----------------------------------------- 

 515   1    -1.0  #516                 u=101 

 516   1    -1.0  -754 +782 -750       u=101 

c 

c ------------------------------------------ 

c Large irradiator with cadmium sleeve, u=96 

c ------------------------------------------ 

 811   1  -1.0       #812  #813  #814  #815 

                     #816  #817  #818  #819 

                     #820  #821  #822         u=96    $ Water outside of 7L 

c 

 812   2  -2.7      -1941 +1942 +1959 -1960   u=96    $ Al clad outer, sleeve 

 813  11 -11.4      -1942 +1943 +1959 -1960   u=96    $ Pb liner, sleeve 

 814   2  -2.7      -1943 +1944 +1959 -1960   u=96    $ Al clad inner, sleeve 

c 

 815   2  -2.7      -1945 +1946 -957  +965    u=96    $ Al clad, can 

 816  21  -2.7      -1946 +1947 -957  +965    u=96    $ Al-B liner, can 

 817   8  -1.15e-3  -1947       -963  +965    u=96    $ Air in sample location, can 

 818   8  -1.15e-3  -1947       -958  +963    u=96    $ Air above sample, can 

c 

 819   2  -2.7      -1941 +1944 -1961 +1960   u=96    $ Upper end fitting, sleeve 

 820   2  -2.7      -1941 +1944 -1959 +1956   u=96    $ Lower end fitting, sleeve 

c 

 821   2  -2.7      -1945       -957  +958    u=96    $ Upper end fitting, can 

 822   2  -2.7      -1945       -965  +1956   u=96    $ Lower end fitting, can 

c  

c --------------- 

c 1-inch detector 

c --------------- 

 1740  1  -1.0     #1741  #1742             U=81     $ element clad   

 1741  8  -1.15e-3 -638 -639 +640 #1742     U=81 

 1742  8  -1.15e-3 -638 -641 +642           U=81     $ flux tally for 1" dia FC 

c 

c --------------------- 

c Central thimble (CT), u=82 - JDB 

c --------------------- 

 1750  1  -1.0  #1751 #1752           u=82 
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 1751  2  -2.7  -442  +443  +207      u=82 

 1752  1  -1.0  -446  +447  -445      u=82 

c 

c --------------------------- 

c Photon Radial Profile Holes 

c --------------------------- 

 1800  1  -1.0  -2000 

 1801  1  -1.0  -2001 

 1802  1  -1.0  -2002 

 1803  1  -1.0  -2003 

 1804  1  -1.0  -2004 

 1805  1  -1.0  -2005 

 1806  1  -1.0  -2006 

c  

c ------------- 

c Outside world 

c ------------- 

 2999  0           +100: +110: -120 

c 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

c                  End of Cell Card Specification 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

c            Beginning of Surface Card Specification 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

c Hexagonal cell lattice surfaces 

c ------------------------------- 

 101     PX      +2.17678               $ Fuel lattice hex-prism 

 102     PX      -2.17678               $ Fuel lattice hex-prism 

 103     P   +1   1.73205  0  +4.35356  $ Fuel lattice hex-prism 

 104     P   +1   1.73205  0  -4.35356  $ Fuel lattice hex-prism 

 105     P   -1   1.73205  0  +4.35356  $ Fuel lattice hex-prism 

 106     P   -1   1.73205  0  -4.35356  $ Fuel lattice hex-prism 

 107     CZ      +2.51353               $ Maximum lattice diagonal radius 

c 

 108     py       5.65531 

 109     py      -5.65531  

c 

c ----------------------- 

c Axial and radial domain 

c ----------------------- 

 100     CZ     +75 

 110     PZ     +75                    $ Upper bound 

 120     PZ     -75                    $ Lower bound 

 150     CZ     +5.08                  $ Detector Cylinder 

 160     PZ     +10                    $ Detector Lower 

 165     PZ     +30                    $ Detector Upper 

c 
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 171     s      60.000 -36.000  -6.985  2.5     $ bp1  

 172     s      60.000  36.000  -6.985  2.5     $ bp2 

 173     s       0.000  70.000  -6.985  2.5     $ bp3 

 174     s     -60.000  36.000  -6.985  2.5     $ bp4 

 175     s     -60.000 -36.000  -6.985  2.5     $ bp5 

c 

c -------------------------------- 

c Reactor core grid plate surfaces 

c -------------------------------- 

 200     CZ       1.91135              $ Grid plate element holes 

 201     PZ     +32.3850               $ Upper grid plate region 

 202     PZ     +30.7975               $ Upper grid plate region 

 203     CZ      27.6225               $ Upper grid plate diameter - effective core diameter 

 205     CZ       1.5875               $ Grid plate coolant holes   

 206     PZ     -33.17875              $ Lower grid plate region 

 207     PZ     -36.35375              $ Lower grid plate region 

 211     PX     +26.1216               $ Lower grid plate edge 

 212     PX     -26.1216               $ Lower grid plate edge 

 213     P   +1   0.57735  0  +29.0240 $ Lower grid plate edge 

 214     P   +1   0.57735  0  -29.0240 $ Lower grid plate edge 

 215     P   -1   0.57735  0  +29.0240 $ Lower grid plate edge 

 216     P   -1   0.57735  0  -29.0240 $ Lower grid plate edge 

 221     PY     +25.1360               $ Lower grid plate edge 

 222     PY     -25.1360               $ Lower grid plate edge 

 223     P   +1   1.73205  0  +52.2432 $ Lower grid plate edge 

 224     P   +1   1.73205  0  -52.2432 $ Lower grid plate edge 

 225     P   -1   1.73205  0  +52.2432 $ Lower grid plate edge 

 226     P   -1   1.73205  0  -52.2432 $ Lower grid plate edge 

 231     PX     +26.6700               $ Core shroud inside surface 

 232     PX     -26.6700               $ Core shroud inside surface 

 233     P   +1   0.57735  0  +29.2100 $ Core shroud inside surface 

 234     P   +1   0.57735  0  -29.2100 $ Core shroud inside surface 

 235     P   -1   0.57735  0  +29.2100 $ Core shroud inside surface 

 236     P   -1   0.57735  0  -29.2100 $ Core shroud inside surface 

 241     PY     +25.4000               $ Core shroud inside surface 

 242     PY     -25.4000               $ Core shroud inside surface 

 243     P   +1   1.73205  0  +54.9275 $ Core shroud inside surface 

 244     P   +1   1.73205  0  -54.9275 $ Core shroud inside surface 

 245     P   -1   1.73205  0  +54.9275 $ Core shroud inside surface 

 246     P   -1   1.73205  0  -54.9275 $ Core shroud inside surface 

c 

c ----------------------- 

c Core structure surfaces 

c ----------------------- 

c Reflector inner shroud 

c ---------------------- 

 300     CZ      30.083125             $ Grid plate alignment ring 

 301     CZ      29.765625             $ Grid plate alignment ring 

 302     CZ      27.9400               $ Grid plate alignment ring 
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 303     PZ     +33.9725               $ Grid plate alignment ring 

 304     PZ     +26.3525               $ Grid plate alignment ring 

c 

c ---------------- 

c Shroud load ring 

c ---------------- 

 305     CZ      27.9400               $ Reflector shroud load ring   $ 24.7650 

 306     PZ     -37.30625              $ Reflector shroud load ring 

 307     PZ     -39.52875              $ Reflector shroud load ring 

c  

 311     PX     +29.2100               $ Reflector shroud support 

 312     PX     -29.2100               $ Reflector shroud support 

 313     P   +1   0.57735  0  +32.385  $ Reflector shroud support 

 314     P   +1   0.57735  0  -32.385  $ Reflector shroud support 

 315     P   -1   0.57735  0  +32.385  $ Reflector shroud support 

 316     P   -1   0.57735  0  -32.385  $ Reflector shroud support 

 321     PY     +27.9400               $ Reflector shroud support 

 322     PY  -27.9400                  $ Reflector shroud support 

 323     P   +1   1.73205  0  +59.3725 $ Reflector shroud support 

 324     P   +1   1.73205  0  -59.3725 $ Reflector shroud support 

 325     P   -1   1.73205  0  +59.3725 $ Reflector shroud support 

 326     P   -1   1.73205  0  -59.3725 $ Reflector shroud support 

c 

 331     PX     +27.3050               $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 332     PX     -27.3050               $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 333     P   +1   0.57735  0  +29.8450 $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 334     P   +1   0.57735  0  -29.8450 $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 335     P   -1   0.57735  0  +29.8450 $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 336     P   -1   0.57735  0  -29.8450 $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 341     PY     +26.0350               $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 342     PY     -26.0350               $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 343     P   +1   1.73205  0  +56.5150 $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 344     P   +1   1.73205  0  -56.5150 $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 345     P   -1   1.73205  0  +56.5150 $ Core shroud plate exterior 

 346     P   -1   1.73205  0  -56.5150 $ Core shroud plate exterior 

c 

c ---------------------- 

c Reflector outer shroud 

c ---------------------- 

 350     CZ     +54.76875    $ Reflector outer shroud 

 351     CZ     +53.49875    $ Reflector outer shroud 

 352     PZ     +28.8925     $ Outer shroud upper edge 

 353     PZ     -32.0675     $ Outer shroud lower edge 

 355     PY       0.0        $ Core shroud section plane  

c 

c -------------------- 

c Reflector beam ports 

c -------------------- 

 360     PY     +55.5625                  $ Radial penetrating beam port 
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 361     C/X    -35.2552  -6.985   7.62   $ Tangential thru beam port 

 362     C/X    -35.2552  -6.985   6.9088 $ Tangential thru beam port 

 363     C/Y      0.0     -6.985  10.160  $ Radial penetrating beam port 

 364     C/Y      0.0     -6.985   9.525  $ Radial penetrating beam port 

c     

 370     CZ      53.3400     $ Reflector top shroud 

 371     CZ      37.4650     $ Reflector top shroud 

 372     PZ     +29.5275     $ Reflector top shroud 

 373     PZ     +28.2575     $ Reflector top shroud 

 374     CZ      52.0700     $ Reflector inner shroud base 

 375     PZ     -27.9400     $ Reflector inner shroud base 

 376     PZ     -29.5275     $ Reflector inner shroud base 

 377     PZ     -36.8300     $ Reflector shroud edge ring 

c 

c --------------------- 

c RSR experiment system 

c --------------------- 

 380     CZ     +37.1475     $ RSR cavity outer ring 

 381     PZ      +6.9850     $ RSR cavity base 

 382     PZ      +7.3025     $ RSR cavity base 

c  

c --------------------------- 

c Graphite reflector surfaces 

c --------------------------- 

 400     CZ      53.0225     $ Graphite reflector outer radius 

 401     CZ      37.7825     $ Graphite reflector inner radius 

 402     PZ      27.6225     $ Graphite reflector upper section 

 403     PZ       6.3500     $ Graphite reflector section plane 

 404     PY     -20.32       $ Graphite reflector section plane 

 405     PY     -35.2552     $ Beam port penetration 

c        C/Y      0.0     -6.985  10.160         $ Radial penetrating beam port, bp3 

c        C/X    -35.2552  -6.985   7.62          $ Tangential thru beam port,  bp1&5 

 406  2  CY      7.62        $ Tangential beam port, bp2 

 407  4  CY      7.62        $ Radial beam port, bp4 

 408  2  PY      0.0         $ Tangential beam port, bp2 

 409  4  PY      0.0         $ Radial beam port, bp4 

 411     PX    +27.78125                $ Graphite inner surface 

 412     PX    -27.78125                $ Graphite inner surface 

 413     P   +1  0.57735  0  +31.00875  $ Graphite inner surface +1 

 414     P   +1  0.57735  0  -31.00875  $ Graphite inner surface +1 

 415     P   -1  0.57735  0  +31.00875  $ Graphite inner surface +1 

 416     P   -1  0.57735  0  -31.00875  $ Graphite inner surface +1 

 421     PY    +26.431875               $ Graphite inner surface 

 422     PY    -26.431875               $ Graphite inner surface 

 423     P   +1  1.73205  0  +57.30875  $ Graphite inner surface +1 

 424     P   +1  1.73205  0  -57.30875  $ Graphite inner surface +1 

 425     P   -1  1.73205  0  +57.30875  $ Graphite inner surface +1 

 426     P   -1  1.73205  0  -57.30875  $ Graphite inner surface +1 

c 
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 430  2  CY      6.9088      $ Tangential beam port, bp2 

 440  4  CY      6.9088      $ Radial beam port, bp4 

 450     PX      0.0         $ BP1&5 origin 

c 

c --------------- 

c Central thimble - JLP  

c --------------- 

 442     CZ      1.50        $ Central thimble guide rod OD 

 443     CZ      1.415       $ Central thimble guid rod ID 

 444     CZ      1.25        $ Central thimble sample holder OD 

 445     CZ      1.185       $ Central thimble sample holder ID 

 446     PZ      2.5         $ Central thimble upper sample hodler 

 447     PZ     -2.5         $ Central thibmle lower sample holder 

c    beam port tally surfaces bp1&5 and bp3 

 451     PX     +10.16       $ BP1 

 453     PY     +40.90       $ BP3 

 455     PX     -10.16       $ BP5 

c    pool structure pipe, bp3 

 461     PY     +25.600                $ Radial penetrating beam port, bp3 

 462     PY     +26.235                $ Radial penetrating beam port, bp3 

 463     C/Y      0.0  -6.985  7.62    $ Radial penetrating beam port, bp3 

 464     C/Y      0.0  -6.985  6.9088  $ Radial penetrating beam port, bp3 

c 

c ------------------------ 

c Control element surfaces 

c ------------------------ 

 500     CZ       1.5113     $ Control element - absorber surface, radius 

 502     CZ       1.5875     $ Control element - clad outer surface 

 505     CZ       1.6637     $ Control element - absorber surface, radius 

 507     CZ       1.7145     $ Control element - clad outer surface 

c 

 510  7   PZ     +24.765      $ Control element - element plug, end 

 511  7   PZ     +24.13       $ Control element - magneform plug, upper 

 512  7   PZ     +19.05       $ Control element - absorber surface,length/2 

 513  7   PZ     -19.05       $ Control element - absorber surface,length/2 

 514  7   PZ     -21.59       $ Control element - magneform plug, lower 

 515  7   PZ     -70.8025     $ Control element - air follower section 

 516  7   PZ     -72.7075     $ Control element - element plug, end 

c 

 517      pz     +75 

 518      pz     -75 

 519      cz     1.5875 

 532      cz     1.7145 

c 

 520  7   PZ     +34.925      $ Control element - element plug, end 

 521  7   PZ     +31.115      $ Control element - void gap  

 522  7   PZ     +20.6375     $ Control element - magneform plug, upper 

 523  7   PZ     +19.3675     $ Control element - void gap 

 524  7   PZ     +19.05       $ Control element - absorber surface,length/2 
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 525  7   PZ     -19.05       $ Control element - absorber surface,length/2 

 526  7   PZ     -20.32       $ Control element - magneform plug, lower 

 527  7   PZ     -20.955      $ Control element - void gap  

 528  7   PZ     -59.055      $ Control element - fuel follower section 

 529  7   PZ     -61.595      $ Control element - void gap 

 530  7   PZ     -74.93       $ Control element - magneform plug, bottom 

 531  7   PZ     -74.99       $ Control element - element plug, end 

c 

 550     CZ       0.28575    $ Zirconium rod 

c 

c ----------------------------------- 

c Fuel and moderator element surfaces 

c ----------------------------------- 

 600     CZ       1.816      $ Fuel element - fuel region surface, radius 

 602     CZ       1.867      $ Fuel element - clad outer surface 

 603     CZ       1.5306     $ Fuel - adapter effective radius, lower 

 604     CZ       1.9426     $ Fuel - adapter effective radius, upper 

 605     CZ       1.816      $ Graphite element - element surface, radius 

 606     CZ       1.867      $ Graphite element - clad outer surface 

 607     CZ       1.867      $ Graphite element - clad outer surface 

 608     CZ       1.9426     $ Graphite - adapter effective radius, upper 

 609     CZ       1.5306     $ Graphite - adapter effective radius, lower 

c 

 610     PZ     +28.5877     $ Fuel element - element end region, upper 

 611     PZ     +27.7368     $ Fuel element - graphite end region, upper 

 612     PZ     +19.05       $ Fuel element - fuel surface, length/2 

 613     PZ     -19.05       $ Fuel element - fuel surface, length/2 

 614     PZ     -27.7368     $ Fuel element - graphite end region, lower 

 615     PZ     -28.5877     $ Fuel element - element end region, lower 

c 

 620     PZ     +28.5877     $ Graphite element - element end, upper 

 621     PZ     +27.7368     $ Graphite element - graphite end, upper 

 622     PZ     -27.7368     $ Graphite element - graphite end, lower 

 623     PZ     -28.5877     $ Graphite element - element end, lower 

c  

 635     PZ      15.24                $ Flux Tally 

 636     PZ     -15.24                $ Flux Tally 

 637     CZ      0.4                  $ Flux Tally hole for the KSU detector 

 638     CZ      1.27 

 639     PZ      7.7851     

 640     PZ     -7.7851 

 641     PZ      6.35 

 642     PZ     -6.35 

c 

 650     CZ       0.28575           $ Zirconium rod 

c 

 660     CZ       1.5306           $ Element adapter effective radius 

 661     CZ       1.867            $ Element clad outer surface 

 662     PZ     +32.3850           $ Upper grid plate, top 
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 663     PZ     +28.5877           $ Element end region, upper 

 664     PZ     -28.5877           $ Element end region, lower 

 665     PZ     -33.17875          $ Lower grid plate, top 

 666     cz       1.91135          $ Upper grid plate holes 

c 

c ------------------------------- 

c Boundaries for large irradiator 

c ------------------------------- 

 701     PX     +8.70712 

 703     PX    +10.8839 

 708     PX    +19.59102 

 710     PX     21.7678 

 712     PX     19.59102 

 717     PX     10.8839 

 702      P     -1   1.73205   0  -26.12136 

 704      P     -1   1.73205   0  -21.7678  

 705      P      1   1.73205   0    4.35356 

 706      P     -1   1.73205   0  -26.12136 

 707      P      1   1.73205   0    8.70712 

 709      P      1   1.73205   0    4.35356 

 711      P     -1   1.73205   0  -43.5356 

 713      P     -1   1.73205   0  -47.88916 

 714      P      1   1.73205   0  -13.06068 

 715      P     -1   1.73205   0  -43.5356 

 716      P      1   1.73205   0  -17.41424 

 718      P      1   1.73205   0  -13.06068 

c 

c -------------------------- 

c Reactor core modifications  

c -------------------------- 

c Center tube irradiations 

c ------------------------ 

 900     CZ       1.905                $ Center tube outer radius 

 901     CZ       1.69418              $ Center tube inner radius 

 905     CZ       1.5                  $ Sample radius 

 907     PZ      +0.5                  $ Sample length 

 908     CZ       0.5                  $ Sample radius (PTS) 

 909     PZ      -0.5                  $ Sample length 

c 

c ------------------- 

c PNT tube dimensions 

c -------------------    

 910     CZ      +1.74625              $ Al transport tube outer radius 

 911     CZ      +1.53543              $ Al transport tube inner radius 

 912     CZ      +1.11125              $ Al sample tube outer radius 

 913     CZ      +0.86995              $ Al sample tube inner radius 

 914     CZ      +1.16205              $ Cd two layer liner  

 915     PZ      -2.07645              $ PTS sample stop 

 916     PZ     -18.89125              $ Cd absorber end 
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 917     PZ     -21.1264591            $ Cd absorber disk, upper edge 

 918     PZ     -21.17725              $ Cd absorber disk, lower edge 

 919     PZ     -30.32125              $ PTS bottom section 

 931     PZ      -2.94775              $ Al sample tube bottom 

 932     PZ      -2.99855              $ Bottom of Cd liner 

 933     PZ      -3.37193              $ Top of Al transport tube 

 934     PZ      -3.58275              $ Bottom of Al transport tube 

c 

c ---------------------------------- 

c 3-element irradiator with Cd or Pb 

c ---------------------------------- 

c Reference to lower grid plate -33.17875       

 920     CZ      +2.38125              $ Al can outer radius 

 921     CZ      +2.23393              $ Al can inner radius 

 922     CZ      +2.06375              $ Al sleeve outer radius 

 923     CZ      +1.93929              $ Al sleeve inner radius 

 924     CZ      +2.16535              $ Cd liner outer radius 

c 930     CZ     +0.47625               $ Al structure rod 

c 940     PZ     -30.xxxx               $ Al bearing section 

 950     PZ      +2.54                 $ Al upper end cap 

 951     PZ      +2.5908               $ Al upper end cap 

 955     PZ      -2.54                 $ Al lower end cap 

 956     PZ      -2.5908               $ Al lower end cap 

c 

 957     pz     +99.82125              $ Al upper end cap, top 

 958     pz     +96.82125              $ Al upper end cap, bottom     

 963     pz     +30.7975               $ Bottom of upper grid plate 

 959     pz     -26.19375              $ Al lower end cap, top 

 960     pz     -31.27385              $ Al lower end cap, bottom 

 962     cz      +3.00000 

c 

 961    c/z     -15.23746 -8.79856 +3.0099 

c 

 965     pz     -25.55875              $ Top of Al in Al sleeve 

 966     pz     -26.09215              $ Top of Cd liner in sleeve 

 967     pz     -26.19375              $ Top of lower end cap 

c 

c -------------------------  

c Large irradiator surfaces 

c -------------------------  

 1920      cz      +4.35385              $ Al can outer radius 

 1921      cz      +4.19510              $ Al can inner radius 

 1922      cz      +4.03635              $ Al sleeve outer radius 

 1923      cz      +3.91189              $ Al sleeve inner radius 

 1924      cz      +4.13795              $ Cd liner outer radius 

 1925      cz      +5.08254 

c 

 1950      pz      +32.3850              $ Al upper end cap 

 1951      pz      +32.22625             $ Al upper end cap 
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 1955      pz      -33.02                $ Al lower end cap 

 1956      pz      -33.17875             $ Al lower end cap 

c 

 1957      pz      +58.26125 

 1958      pz      +58.89625 

 1959      pz      -30.63875 

 1960      pz      +60.80125 

 1961      pz      +63.34125 

c 

c --------------------------------------------- 

c Large irradiator surfaces with cadmium sleeve 

c --------------------------------------------- 

 1940     c/z     15.23746  -11.31062  5.27939  $ Center of irradiator 

c 

 1941      cz      4.91998 

 1942      cz      4.60248 

 1943      cz      3.81    

 1944      cz      3.4925  

 1945      cz      3.175   

 1946      cz      2.8575  

 1947      cz      2.6575  

c 

c --------------------------------------  

c Surfaces for flux mapping with Ni wire - JDB 

c -------------------------------------- 

 1963    c/z    2.17678  -1.2573   +0.16   $ A 

 1964    c/z   15.23746  -1.2573   +0.16   $ K 

 1965    c/z   19.59102  -1.2573   +0.16   $ L 

 1966    c/z   23.94458  -1.2573   +0.16   $ M 

c 

 750  cz     0.15875                       $ Keep!  7/12/2006 

 751  cz     0.16                          $ Keep!  7/12/2006 

 754  pz    32.385                         $ Keep!  7/12/2006 

 782  pz    -36.35375                      $ Keep!  7/12/2006 

c 

c --------------------------- 

c Photon Radial Profile Holes 

c --------------------------- 

 2000  s    +0.0  +2.51353      +0.0  0.3175 

 2001  s    +0.0  +5.020706     +0.0  0.3175 

 2002  s    +0.0  +10.05412     +0.0  0.3175 

 2003  s    +0.0  +12.56765     +0.0  0.3175 

 2004  s    +0.0  +17.59470     +0.0  0.3175 

 2005  s    +0.0  +20.10823     +0.0  0.3175 

 2006  s    +0.0  +25.0         +0.0  0.3175 

c 

c ---------------------- 

c Upper grid plate holes 

c ---------------------- 
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 5000  c/z  +0.00000  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, A1 

 5001  c/z  +4.35356  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, B1 

 5002  c/z  +2.17678  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, B2 

 5003  c/z  -2.17678  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, B3 

 5004  c/z  -4.35356  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, B4 

 5005  c/z  -2.17678  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, B5 

 5006  c/z  +2.17678  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, B6 

 5007  c/z  +8.70712  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C1 

 5008  c/z  +6.53034  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C2 

 5009  c/z  +4.35356  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C3 

 5010  c/z  -0.00000  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C4 

 5011  c/z  -4.35356  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C5 

 5012  c/z  -6.53034  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C6 

 5013  c/z  -8.70712  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C7 

 5014  c/z  -6.53034  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C8  

 5015  c/z  -4.35356  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C9 

 5016  c/z  -0.00000  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C10 

 5017  c/z  +4.35356  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C11 

 5018  c/z  +6.53034  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, C12 

 5019  c/z +13.06068  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D1 

 5020  c/z +10.88390  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D2 

 5021  c/z  +8.70712  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D3 

 5022  c/z  +6.53034 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D4 

 5023  c/z  +2.17678 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D5 

 5024  c/z  -2.17678 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D6 

 5025  c/z  -6.53034 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D7 

 5026  c/z  -8.70712  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D8  

 5027  c/z -10.88390  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D9 

 5028  c/z -13.06068  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D10 

 5029  c/z -10.88390  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D11 

 5030  c/z  -8.70712  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D12 

 5031  c/z  -6.53034 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D13 

 5032  c/z  -2.17678 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D14 

 5033  c/z  +2.17678 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D15 

 5034  c/z  +6.53034 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D16 

 5035  c/z  +8.70712  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D17 

 5036  c/z +10.88390  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, D18 

 5037  c/z +17.41424  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E1 

 5038  c/z +15.23746  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E2 

 5039  c/z +13.06068  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E3 

 5040  c/z +10.88390 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E4 

 5041  c/z  +8.70712 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E5 

 5042  c/z  +4.35356 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E6 

 5043  c/z  -0.00000 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E7 

 5044  c/z  -4.35356 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E8 

 5045  c/z  -8.70712 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E9 

 5046  c/z -10.88390 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E10 

 5047  c/z -13.06068  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E11 

 5048  c/z -15.23746  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E12 
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 5049  c/z -17.41424  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E13 

 5050  c/z -15.23746  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E14  

 5051  c/z -13.06068  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E15 

 5052  c/z -10.88390 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E16 

 5053  c/z  -8.70712 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E17 

 5054  c/z  -4.35356 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E18 

 5055  c/z  -0.00000 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E19 

 5056  c/z  +4.35356 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E20 

 5057  c/z  +8.70712 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E21 

 5058  c/z +10.88390 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E22 

 5059  c/z +13.06068  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E23 

 5060  c/z +15.23746  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, E24 

 5061  c/z +21.76780  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F1 

 5062  c/z +19.59102  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F2 

 5063  c/z +17.41424  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F3 

 5064  c/z +15.23746 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F4 

 5065  c/z +13.06068 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F5 

 5066  c/z +10.88390 -18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F6 

 5067  c/z  +6.53034 -18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F7 

 5068  c/z  +2.17678 -18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F8 

 5069  c/z  -2.17678 -18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F9 

 5070  c/z  -6.53034 -18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F10 

 5071  c/z -10.88390 -18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F11 

 5072  c/z -13.06068 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F12 

 5073  c/z -15.23746 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F13 

 5074  c/z -17.41424  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F14 

 5075  c/z -19.59102  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F15 

 5076  c/z -21.76780  +0.00000  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F16 

 5077  c/z -19.59102  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F17   

 5078  c/z -17.41424  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F18 

 5079  c/z -15.23746 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F19 

 5080  c/z -13.06068 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F20 

 5081  c/z -10.88390 +18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F21 

 5082  c/z  -6.53034 +18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F22 

 5083  c/z  -2.17678 +18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F23 

 5084  c/z  +2.17678 +18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F24 

 5085  c/z  +6.53034 +18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F25 

 5086  c/z +10.88390 +18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F26 

 5087  c/z +13.06068 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F27 

 5088  c/z +15.23746 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F28 

 5089  c/z +17.41424  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F29 

 5090  c/z +19.59102  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, F30  

 5091  c/z +23.94458  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G2 

 5092  c/z +21.76780  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G3 

 5093  c/z +19.59102 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G4 

 5094  c/z +17.41424 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G5 

 5095  c/z +15.23746 -18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G6 

 5096  c/z  +8.70712 -22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G8 

 5097  c/z  +4.35356 -22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G9 
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 5098  c/z  -0.00000 -22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G10 

 5099  c/z  -4.35356 -22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G11 

 5100  c/z  -8.70712 -22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G12 

 5101  c/z -15.23746 -18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G14 

 5102  c/z -17.41424 -15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G15 

 5103  c/z -19.59102 -11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G16 

 5104  c/z -21.76780  -7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G17  

 5105  c/z -23.94458  -3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G18 

 5106  c/z -23.94458  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G20   

 5107  c/z -21.76780  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G21 

 5108  c/z -19.59102 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G22 

 5109  c/z -17.41424 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G23 

 5110  c/z -15.23746 +18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G24 

 5111  c/z  -8.70712 +22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G26 

 5112  c/z  -4.35356 +22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G27 

 5113  c/z  +4.35356 +22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G29 

 5114  c/z  -0.00000 +22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G28 

 5115  c/z  +8.70712 +22.62124  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G30 

 5116  c/z +15.23746 +18.85188  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G32 

 5117  c/z +17.41424 +15.08252  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G33 

 5118  c/z +19.59102 +11.31062  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G34 

 5119  c/z +21.76780  +7.54126  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G35 

 5120  c/z +23.94458  +3.76936  +1.91135  $ Upper grid plate hole, G36 

c 

c ---------------------- 

c Cut planes for tallies 

c ---------------------- 

 6000  pz   +32 

 6001  pz   +31 

 6002  pz   +30 

 6003  pz   +29 

 6004  pz   +28 

 6005  pz   +27 

 6006  pz   +26 

 6007  pz   +25 

 6008  pz   +24 

 6009  pz   +23 

 6010  pz   +22 

 6011  pz   +21 

 6012  pz   +20 

 6013  pz   +19 

 6014  pz   +18 

 6015  pz   +17 

 6016  pz   +16 

 6017  pz   +15 

 6018  pz   +14 

 6019  pz   +13 

 6020  pz   +12 

 6021  pz   +11 
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 6022  pz   +10  

 6023  pz    +9 

 6024  pz    +8 

 6025  pz    +7 

 6026  pz    +6 

 6027  pz    +5 

 6028  pz    +4 

 6029  pz    +3 

 6030  pz    +2 

 6031  pz    +1 

 6032  pz    +0 

 6033  pz    -1 

 6034  pz    -2 

 6035  pz    -3 

 6036  pz    -4 

 6037  pz    -5 

 6038  pz    -6 

 6039  pz    -7 

 6040  pz    -8 

 6041  pz    -9 

 6042  pz   -10 

 6043  pz   -11 

 6044  pz   -12 

 6045  pz   -13 

 6046  pz   -14 

 6047  pz   -15 

 6048  pz   -16 

 6049  pz   -17 

 6050  pz   -18 

 6051  pz   -19 

 6052  pz   -20 

 6053  pz   -21 

 6054  pz   -22 

 6055  pz   -23 

 6056  pz   -24 

 6057  pz   -25 

 6058  pz   -26  

 6059  pz   -27 

 6060  pz   -28 

 6061  pz   -29 

 6062  pz   -30 

 6063  pz   -31 

 6064  pz   -32 

 6065  pz   -33 

 6066  pz   -34 

 6067  pz   -35 

 6068  pz   -36 

c 

 7000  pz   +30.861  
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 7001  pz   +27.305  

 7002  pz   +25.781  

 7003  pz   +22.225  

 7004  pz   +20.701  

 7005  pz   +17.145  

 7006  pz   +15.621  

 7007  pz   +12.065  

 7008  pz   +10.541  

 7009  pz    +6.985   

 7010  pz    +5.461   

 7011  pz    +1.905   

 7012  pz    +0.381   

 7013  pz    -3.175  

 7014  pz    -4.699  

 7015  pz    -8.255  

 7016  pz    -9.779  

 7017  pz   -13.335 

 7018  pz   -14.859 

 7019  pz   -18.415 

 7020  pz   -19.939 

 7021  pz   -23.495 

 7022  pz   -25.019 

 7023  pz   -28.575 

 7024  pz   -30.099 

 7025  pz   -33.655 

 7026  pz   -35.179 

c 

 8000  pz     +30.7975               $ Bottom of upper grid plate region 

 8001  pz     +27.7368               $ Top of graphite region 

 8002  pz     +19.05                 $ Top of fuel region 

 8003  pz     -19.05                 $ Bottom of fuel region 

 8004  pz     -27.7368               $ Bottom of graphite region 

 8005  pz     -33.17875              $ Top of lower grid plate region 

c 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

c              End of Surface Card Specification 

c ---------------------------------------------------------------  

 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

c           Beginning of Material Card Specification 

c --------------------------------------------------------------- 

c ------------------------- 

c Beam tube transformations                

c ------------------------- 

c tr1: Through port, small, BP1 

c tr2: Tangential port, small, BP2 

c tr3: Radial port, large, BP3 

c tr4: Radial port, small, BP4 

c tr5: Through port, large, BP5 
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c 

 *tr1  0.0      -35.255  -6.985   00  90  90    90  00  90 

 *tr2  +35.255  -06.222  -6.985   30 120  90    60  30  90 

 *tr3  0.0      +25.600  -6.985   00  90  90    90  00  90 

 *tr4  -22.871  +13.216  -6.985   60  30  90   150  60  90 

 *tr5  0.0      -35.255  -6.985   00  90  90    90  00  90 

c 

c the '*' just makes the transformation in degrees 

c 

c --------------------------- 

c Control rod transformations 

c --------------------------- 

c Shutdown condition - 000 units 

c Low power critical - 525 units 

c Design high power - 700 units 

c Full out condition - 960 units 

c    

 tr6  0  0  00.00     1 0 0  0 1 0 

 tr7  0  0  23.40     1 0 0  0 1 0                $ Formerly 19.05, 8.33, 12.37 

 tr8  0  0  27.78     1 0 0  0 1 0 

 tr9  0  0  38.10     1 0 0  0 1 0 

c 

c ---------------------------------- 

c Mapping experiment transformations 

c ---------------------------------- 

 tr10    +2.17678  -1.2573  0.0  

 tr11   +15.23746  -1.2573  0.0  

 tr12   +19.59102  -1.2573  0.0  

 tr13   +23.94458  -1.2573  0.0 

c 

c ------------------------------------ 

c Irradiation facility transformations 

c ------------------------------------ 

 tr20   -15.23746 -8.79856  0.0     $ Center of 3L irradiator 

 tr50   +15.23746 -11.31062 0.0     $ Center of 6L irradiator 

c 

c ------------------------------- 

c Grid plate hole transformations 

c ------------------------------- 

 tr100   -0.00000  +0.00000  0.0    $  A1  

 tr101   +4.35356  +0.00000  0.0    $  B1 

 tr102   +2.17678  -3.76936  0.0    $  B2 

 tr103   -2.17678  -3.76936  0.0    $  B3 

 tr104   -4.35356  +0.00000  0.0    $  B4 

 tr105   -2.17678  +3.76936  0.0    $  B5 

 tr106   +2.17678  +3.76936  0.0    $  B6  

 tr107   +8.70712  +0.00000  0.0    $  C1 

 tr108   +6.53034  -3.76936  0.0    $  C2 

 tr109   +4.35356  -7.54126  0.0    $  C3 
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 tr110   -0.00000  -7.54126  0.0    $  C4 

 tr111   -4.35356  -7.54126  0.0    $  C5 

 tr112   -6.53034  -3.76936  0.0    $  C6 

 tr113   -8.70712  +0.00000  0.0    $  C7 

 tr114   -6.53034  +3.76936  0.0    $  C8  

 tr115   -4.35356  +7.54126  0.0    $  C9 

 tr116   -0.00000  +7.54126  0.0    $  C10 

 tr117   +4.35356  +7.54126  0.0    $  C11 

 tr118   +6.53034  +3.76936  0.0    $  C12 

 tr119  +13.06068  +0.00000  0.0    $  D1 

 tr120  +10.88390  -3.76936  0.0    $  D2 

 tr121   +8.70712  -7.54126  0.0    $  D3 

 tr122   +6.53034 -11.31062  0.0    $  D4 

 tr123   +2.17678 -11.31062  0.0    $  D5 

 tr124   -2.17678 -11.31062  0.0    $  D6 

 tr125   -6.53034 -11.31062  0.0    $  D7 

 tr126   -8.70712  -7.54126  0.0    $  D8  

 tr127  -10.88390  -3.76936  0.0    $  D9 

 tr128  -13.06068  +0.00000  0.0    $  D10 

 tr129  -10.88390  +3.76936  0.0    $  D11 

 tr130   -8.70712  +7.54126  0.0    $  D12 

 tr131   -6.53034 +11.31062  0.0    $  D13 

 tr132   -2.17678 +11.31062  0.0    $  D14 

 tr133   +2.17678 +11.31062  0.0    $  D15 

 tr134   +6.53034 +11.31062  0.0    $  D16 

 tr135   +8.70712  +7.54126  0.0    $  D17 

 tr136  +10.88390  +3.76936  0.0    $  D18 

 tr137  +17.41424  +0.00000  0.0    $  E1 

 tr138  +15.23746  -3.76936  0.0    $  E2 

 tr139  +13.06068  -7.54126  0.0    $  E3 

 tr140  +10.88390 -11.31062  0.0    $  E4 

 tr141   +8.70712 -15.08252  0.0    $  E5 

 tr142   +4.35356 -15.08252  0.0    $  E6 

 tr143   -0.00000 -15.08252  0.0    $  E7 

 tr144   -4.35356 -15.08252  0.0    $  E8 

 tr145   -8.70712 -15.08252  0.0    $  E9 

 tr146  -10.88390 -11.31062  0.0    $  E10 

 tr147  -13.06068  -7.54126  0.0    $  E11 

 tr148  -15.23746  -3.76936  0.0    $  E12 

 tr149  -17.41424  +0.00000  0.0    $  E13 

 tr150  -15.23746  +3.76936  0.0    $  E14  

 tr151  -13.06068  +7.54126  0.0    $  E15 

 tr152  -10.88390 +11.31062  0.0    $  E16 

 tr153   -8.70712 +15.08252  0.0    $  E17 

 tr154   -4.35356 +15.08252  0.0    $  E18 

 tr155   -0.00000 +15.08252  0.0    $  E19 

 tr156   +4.35356 +15.08252  0.0    $  E20 

 tr157   +8.70712 +15.08252  0.0    $  E21 

 tr158  +10.88390 +11.31062  0.0    $  E22 
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 tr159  +13.06068  +7.54126  0.0    $  E23 

 tr160  +15.23746  +3.76936  0.0    $  E24 

 tr161  +21.76780  +0.00000  0.0    $  F1 

 tr162  +19.59102  -3.76936  0.0    $  F2 

 tr163  +17.41424  -7.54126  0.0    $  F3 

 tr164  +15.23746 -11.31062  0.0    $  F4 

 tr165  +13.06068 -15.08252  0.0    $  F5 

 tr166  +10.88390 -18.85188  0.0    $  F6 

 tr167   +6.53034 -18.85188  0.0    $  F7 

 tr168   +2.17678 -18.85188  0.0    $  F8 

 tr169   -2.17678 -18.85188  0.0    $  F9 

 tr170   -6.53034 -18.85188  0.0    $  F10 

 tr171  -10.88390 -18.85188  0.0    $  F11 

 tr172  -13.06068 -15.08252  0.0    $  F12 

 tr173  -15.23746 -11.31062  0.0    $  F13 

 tr174  -17.41424  -7.54126  0.0    $  F14 

 tr175  -19.59102  -3.76936  0.0    $  F15 

 tr176  -21.76780  +0.00000  0.0    $  F16 

 tr177  -19.59102  +3.76936  0.0    $  F17   

 tr178  -17.41424  +7.54126  0.0    $  F18 

 tr179  -15.23746 +11.31062  0.0    $  F19 

 tr180  -13.06068 +15.08252  0.0    $  F20 

 tr181  -10.88390 +18.85188  0.0    $  F21 

 tr182   -6.53034 +18.85188  0.0    $  F22 

 tr183   -2.17678 +18.85188  0.0    $  F23 

 tr184   +2.17678 +18.85188  0.0    $  F24 

 tr185   +6.53034 +18.85188  0.0    $  F25 

 tr186  +10.88390 +18.85188  0.0    $  F26 

 tr187  +13.06068 +15.08252  0.0    $  F27 

 tr188  +15.23746 +11.31062  0.0    $  F28 

 tr189  +17.41424  +7.54126  0.0    $  F29 

 tr190  +19.59102  +3.76936  0.0    $  F30 

 tr191  +23.94458  -3.76936  0.0    $  G2 

 tr192  +21.76780  -7.54126  0.0    $  G3 

 tr193  +19.59102 -11.31062  0.0    $  G4 

 tr194  +17.41424 -15.08252  0.0    $  G5 

 tr195  +15.23746 -18.85188  0.0    $  G6 

 tr196   +8.70712 -22.62124  0.0    $  G8 

 tr197   +4.35356 -22.62124  0.0    $  G9 

 tr198   -0.00000 -22.62124  0.0    $  G10 

 tr199   -4.35356 -22.62124  0.0    $  G11 

 tr200   -8.70712 -22.62124  0.0    $  G12 

 tr201  -15.23746 -18.85188  0.0    $  G14 

 tr202  -17.41424 -15.08252  0.0    $  G15 

 tr203  -19.59102 -11.31062  0.0    $  G16 

 tr204  -21.76780  -7.54126  0.0    $  G17  

 tr205  -23.94458  -3.76936  0.0    $  G18 

 tr206  -23.94458  +3.76936  0.0    $  G20   

 tr207  -21.76780  +7.54126  0.0    $  G21 
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 tr208  -19.59102 +11.31062  0.0    $  G22 

 tr209  -17.41424 +15.08252  0.0    $  G23 

 tr210  -15.23746 +18.85188  0.0    $  G24 

 tr211   -8.70712 +22.62124  0.0    $  G26 

 tr212   -4.35356 +22.62124  0.0    $  G27 

 tr213   +4.35356 +22.62124  0.0    $  G29 

 tr214   -0.00000 +22.62124  0.0    $  G28 

 tr215   +8.70712 +22.62124  0.0    $  G30 

 tr216  +15.23746 +18.85188  0.0    $  G32 

 tr217  +17.41424 +15.08252  0.0    $  G33 

 tr218  +19.59102 +11.31062  0.0    $  G34 

 tr219  +21.76780  +7.54126  0.0    $  G35 

 tr220  +23.94458  +3.76936  0.0    $  G36 

c 

c --------------------------- 

c Reactor component materials 

c --------------------------- 

c m1 - water 

c m2 - aluminum (structural) type 6061 

c m3 - stainless steel (structural) type 304 

c m4 - graphite (carbon) 

c m5 - fresh U-ZrH fuel 

c m6 - B4C (boron carbide) 

c m7 - zirconium (rod) 

c m8 - air 

c m10 - cadmium (neutron absorber liner) 

c m11 - lead (neutron absorber liner) 

c 

 m1   1001.00c     0.66667                                       

      8016.00c     0.33333                                       

 mt1  hh2o.00t                                                   

c mpn1  0 0                                                      

 m2  13027.00c    -0.9685                                        

     26000.50c    -0.0070                                        

     29000.50c    -0.0025                                        

     14000.60c    -0.0060                                        

     12000.66c    -0.0110                                        

     24000.50c    -0.0035                                        

     25055.00c    -0.0015                                        

c mpn2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0                                             

 m3  26000.50c    -0.6785                                        

      6000.00c    -0.0080                                        

     14000.60c    -0.0100                                        

     24000.50c    -0.1800                                        

     28000.50c    -0.0980                                        

     25055.00c    -0.0180                                        

     15031.00c    -0.0045                                        

     16000.66c    -0.0030                                        

c mpn3  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0                                          
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 m4    6000.00c     1.0                                          

 mt4  graph.00t                         $ 300K                   

c mpn4  0                                                        

 m5  40090.00c    -0.462589265                                   

     40091.00c    -0.100879525                                   

     40092.00c    -0.154196422                                   

     40094.00c    -0.156264362                                   

     40096.00c    -0.025174926                                   

      1001.00c    -0.0158955                                     

     92238.00c    -0.068170                                      

     92235.00c    -0.016830                                      

c mpn5 0 0 82208 82208                                           

 mt5  ZrZrH.00t                                                  

       HZrH.00t                                                  

 m6    5010.00c    0.1584                                        

       5011.00c    0.6416                                        

       6000.00c    0.2                                           

c mpn6  0 0 0                                                    

 m7   40090.00c   51.45                                          

      40091.00c   11.22                                          

      40092.00c   17.15                                          

      40094.00c   17.38                                          

      40096.00c   2.8                                            

c mpn7  0                                                        

 m8    8016.00c   -0.23                                          

       7014.00c   -0.77                                          

c mpn8  0 0                                                      

 m10  48000.42c    1.0                                       

c mpn10 0                                                        

 m11  82000.42c   -1.0                                           

c mpn11 0                                                        

 m12  28058.00c    1              $  nickel     (n,p)  a/o  68.0 

 m13  28064.00c    1              $  nickel     (n,g)  a/o   0.9 

 m14  79197.00c    1              $  gold       (n,g)  a/o 100.0 

 m15  29063.00c    1              $  copper     (n,g)  a/o  69.1 

 m16  26058.00c    1              $  iron       (n,g)  a/o   0.2 

 m17  26054.00c    1              $  iron       (n,p)  a/o   5.8 

 m18  42098.00c    1              $  molybdenum (n,g)  a/o  24.1 

 m19  27059.00c    1              $  cobalt     (n,g)  a/o 100.0 

 m20  13027.00c    1              $  aluminum   (n,g)  a/o 100.0 

c 

 m21  14000.60c   -0.005          $ 1100 borated aluminum alloy 

      26000.50c   -0.005 

      29000.50c   -0.001 

      25055.00c   -0.005 

      30000.42c   -0.0001 

       5010.00c   -0.04275 

       5011.00c   -0.00225 

      13027.00c   -0.9389 
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c 

 m22  26056.00c    1              $  Iron       (n,p)  a/o  91.754 

 m23  57139.00c    1              $  Lanthanum  (n,g)  a/o  99.9098 

 m24  73181.00c    1              $  Tantalum   (n,g)  a/o  99.988 

 m25  22047.00c    1              $  Titanium   (n,p)  a/o  7.44 

 m26  22048.00c    1              $  Titanium   (n,p)  a/o  73.72 

 m27  14030.00c    1              $  Silicon    (n,x)  a/o   3.1  

 m28  24050.00c    1              $  Chromium   (n,x)  a/o   4.345 

 m29  29065.00c    1              $  Copper     (n,x)  a/o  30.83 

 m30  50112.00c    1              $  Tin        (n,x)  a/o   0.97 

 m31  50116.00c    1              $  Tin        (n,x)  a/o  14.54              

 m32  50118.00c    1              $  Tin        (n,x)  a/o  24.22 

 m33  50122.00c    1              $  Tin        (n,x)  a/o   4.63 

 m34  50124.00c    1              $  Tin        (n,x)  a/o   5.79 

 m35  82204.00c    1              $  Lead       (n,x)  a/o   1.4  

 m36  82206.00c    1              $  Lead       (n,x)  a/o  24.1  

 m37  18040.00c    1              $  Argon      (n,g)  a/o  99.6003 

 m38  24052.00c    1              $  Chromium   (n,p)  a/o  83.789 

 m39  22050.00c    1              $  Titanium   (n,g)  a/o   5.18 

 m40  42100.00c    1              $  Molybdenum (n,g)  a/o   9.63 

 m41  16032.00c    1              $  Sulfur-32  (n,p)  a/o  95.02 

c 

c ----------------------- 

c Criticality calculation 

c ----------------------- 

c 10000 n/cycle, 1.000 as initial guess, skip 30, total of 50 keff cycles, 

c automatic plotting of three combined keff tally 

c 

 kcode  10000 1.000 30 60 4500 0 6500 1 

 mplot freq 10 kcode 16 scales 2  

 ksrc     -4.5  21.8  13   0    21.8  13   4.5  21.8  13  -11    18    13 

          -6.5  18.0  13  -2    18.0  13   2.0  18    13    6.5  18    13 

          11    18    13 -17.5  14.3  13 -13    14.3  13   -9    14.3  13 

          -4.5  14.3  13   0    14.3  13   4.5  14.3  13    9    14.3  13 

          13    14.3  13 -19.5  10.5  13 -15.5  10.5  13  -11    10.5  13 

          -6.5  10.5  13   2    10.5  13   6.5  10.5  13   11    10.5  13 

          15.5  10.5  13  19.5  10.5  13 -22     6.8  13  -17.5   6.8  13 

         -13     6.8  13  -9     6.8  13  -4.5   6.8  13    0     6.8  13 

           4.5   6.8  13   9     6.8  13  13     6.8  13   17.5   6.8  13 

         -19.5   2.8  13 -15.5   2.8  13 -11     2.8  13   -6.5   2.8  13 

          -2     2.8  13   2     2.8  13   6.5   2.8  13   11     2.8  13 

          15.5   2.8  13  19.5   2.8  13 -22    -0.8  13  -17.5  -0.8  13 

         -13    -0.8  13  -4.5  -0.8  13   4.5  -0.8  13   13    -0.8  13 

          17.5  -0.8  13  22    -0.8  13 -24    -4.6  13  -19.5  -4.6  13 

         -15.5  -4.6  13 -11    -4.6  13  -6.5  -4.6  13   -2    -4.6  13 

           2    -4.6  13   6.5  -4.6  13  11    -4.6  13   15.5  -4.6  13 

          19.5  -4.6  13 -22    -8.3  13  -9    -8.3  13   -4.5  -8.3  13 

           0    -8.3  13   4.5  -8.3  13   9    -8.3  13   13    -8.3  13 

          17.5  -8.3  13  22    -8.3  13 -11   -12    13   -6.5 -12    13  
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           2   -12    13   6.5 -12    13  11   -12    13   15.5 -12    13 

          19.5 -12    13 -17.5 -15.9  13 -13   -15.9  13   -9   -15.9  13  

          -4.5 -15.9  13   0   -15.9  13   4.5 -15.9  13    9   -15.9  13   

          13   -15.9  13  17.5 -15.9  13 -15.5 -19.7  13  -11   -19.7  13   

          -6.5 -19.7  13  -2   -19.7  13   2   -19.7  13    6.5 -19.7  13   

          11   -19.7  13  -4.5 -23.5  13   0   -23.5  13    4.5 -23.5  13   

c 

thtme 0     $ time in shakes (1e-8 sec) at which thermal temperatures... 

 mode n p 

c phys:p  100 0 0 0 1 -102     $ -102, Analog sampling, models only, multigroup + line emission 

 imp:n   1 309r 0 

 imp:p   1 309r 0 

 print 
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Appendix E:  Safety Analysis Report 

Safety Analysis Report 

March 5, 2008 

 

Title 

Seven-Element (7L) Irradiation Facility  

 

Purpose 

A fast neutron irradiation facility (7L) has been designed and analyzed utilizing the 

radiation transport code MCNPX.  The purpose of this experimental facility is to monitor 

electronic component performance under irradiation in real-time.   

 

Description  

The facility takes place of seven fuel elements and is designed to fill in the location of 

the grid plate cutout between Beam Ports 1 and 2 (BP1 and BP2).  Figure 1 and Figure 2 

show the relative location and size of the 7L facility.  The facility is composed of three 

main components.  These are the irradiation can, the lead sleeve, and the connector 

box.  Further detail of these components is provided below.   

 

 
 

BP1 

BP2 

7L Location 

Figure 1.  View of UT TRIGA from top of pool. 
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Figure 2.  Top view of grid plate in same orientation as Figure 1. 

Irradiation Can 

 The irradiation can is composed of 6061-T6 aluminum and contains a 0.08-in (2-mm) 

thick borated-aluminum (B) liner.  The inner diameter of the irradiation can is 2.25-in.  

The boron concentration is 4.5% by weight in the 1100 series aluminum alloy.  The 

boron is enriched to greater than 95% 10B, which is the boron isotope responsible for 

thermal neutron filtering.  The design of the irradiation can is very similar to that of the 

cadmium- and lead-lined three-element (3L) facilities which are already approved 

experiments at UT TRIGA.  The total height of the facility is approximately 52 inches.  

This height is intended to elevate the stainless steel (SS) fittings, a purge valve, and a 

relief valve above the reactor top grid plate and thereby minimize activation of these 

components.  See Figure 3.   

 

7L Location 

3L Location 
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Drawings are 

approximately 

to scale Connector Box 

Irradiation Can 

2.5” OD x 2.25” ID 

Aluminum Tubing 

0.75” OD x 0.62” ID 

 

Tygon Tubing 

1.0” OD x 0.75”ID 

Irradiation Can 

Attachment 

Top Grid Plate 

Bottom Grid 

Plate 

Lead Sleeve 

3.874” OD x 2.75” ID 

1’ 

Irradiation Can Lid 

Reactor 

Core 

Figure 3.  Side view of 7L facility drawn approximately to scale. 
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Lead Sleeve 

The second component is a separate, hollow lead cylinder that is clad with 6061-T6 

aluminum.  This lead sleeve surrounds the main irradiation can.  6061-T6 aluminum is 

once again used for this component.  The sleeve resembles a thick, hollow cylinder.  The 

outside diameter of the irradiation can is slightly smaller than the inside diameter of the 

sleeve.  When inserted into the middle of the sleeve, the can rests on a pin that is 

connected to the base of the sleeve.  This pin has been designed to accept the 3L 

facilities previously mentioned.  The pin assembly also includes six holes to allow pool 

coolant to pass through the center of the sleeve.  A small gap exists for the coolant to 

pass between the can and the sleeve when the can is being used.  Three pegs have been 

built into the top of the sleeve which center the irradiation can when it is in place.  The 

sleeve has been designed to be removable.  An eye bolt attached to the top of what 

resembles the handle of a bucket will be used to raise and lower the sleeve.   

Connector box 

The connector box is a small, aluminum can which sits approximately 3-ft above the 

irradiation can.  The can and box are connected by an aluminum tube.  The tube is for 

passing electrical wires from the box into the irradiation can.  The box is designed to 

allow for electrical connectors to mate on its inside which isolates electrical wire that is 

not activated by wire that has been activated during irradiation.  From the top of the 

box extends Tygon tubing to pass through the remainder of the electrical wires to the 

top of the pool.   

 

Note:  It is important to minimize the effects of delayed gamma which can affect the 

results of the device under test.  Therefore, experiments are to be conducted after 

periods of low reactor operation activity or on Monday mornings following a weekend 

of no operations.   

 

Note:  Delayed neutrons and decay gammas can affect the test results pre- and post-

irradiation.  Therefore, it is important that the irradiation can remain in the reactor core 

for only as long as the experiment is in progress.  The can will be placed in position in 

the reactor, and reactor power will be raised immediately.  Subsequently at the end of 

irradiation, the irradiation can is to be removed, tied, and stored on the side of the pool 

until the following day for sample retrieval. 

 

Note:  It is important to maintain a constant power level throughout the irradiation.  

Therefore, the power is to be raised immediately to 1 kW without stopping at 50 W.  

The reactivity worth of the irradiation can is to be pre-determined to be less than one 

dollar and the contents to shall not contribute significantly to the total worth.  Reactor 

operators will also manually take the power to 1-kW without using the step-jump 
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function to prevent over-shooting the power requirement.  At 1-kW the operator is to 

switch immediately to automatic mode and record this as the irradiation start time.  At 

the end of irradiation, the reactor will be scrammed off.   

 

Note:  It is important to know the total neutron fluence rate in the irradiation can.  

Therefore, activation monitors will be included with each irradiation.  In some cases 

TLDs will be included with the irradiation to measure the gamma dose. 

 

Note:   Irradiation times may vary.  Irradiation time is determined by the time it takes 

for the component to fail or after 8-hrs of operation.  The experimenter will notify the 

reactor operator when to scram the reactor if the 8-hr limit has not been reached.   

 

Note:  7 fuel elements are to be removed from the location shown in Figure 2 for the 7L 

facility.  To add some reactivity back into the reactor, 3 fuel elements will be added to 

the 3L facility location.   

 

Note:  It is important that the irradiation can remain as still as possible throughout the 

irradiation to obtain constant exposure across the components under test.  Therefore, 

the reactor coolant pump and diffuser are to remain in the off position throughout 

experimentation.   

 

Note:  It is also important for the radiation environment remain as constant as possible 

from test to test.  The radiation environment will be characterized by neutron activation 

monitors and TLDs.  Therefore, no other in-core facilities may be placed in the reactor 

core while experiments in the 7L facility are being conducted for damage studies on 

electronic components.   

 

Caution:  Dropping the lead sleeve or the irradiation can onto the reactor core could 

result in damage to the reactor.  Therefore, it is important that the sleeve or can be 

lowered in the reactor pool close to a side wall and just above the height of the reactor 

before being maneuvered into position.   

 

Experimental Procedure 
1. Samples will be loaded by the experimenter into the irradiation can at the top of the 

reactor pool.   

2. The irradiation can will be lowered by the experimenter under direct supervision of a 

licensed operator  into place with the fuel handler tool.   

3. The experimenter will notify the senior reactor operator that the can is in place.   
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4. The reactor operator under direction of the SRO will immediately start the reactor up 

and raise reactor power to 1-kW without stopping at 50 W and without using the step-

jump function and maintaining a nominal period of 10 seconds once critical.   

5. At 1-kW, the reactor operator will switch to automatic mode for the duration of the 

experiment. 

6. The experimenter will notify the reactor operator to scram the reactor when testing is 

complete or after 8-hrs of operation (whichever comes first).   

7. The experimenter under direction or with assistance from the SRO will remove the 

irradiation can immediately after the reactor scram at the end of testing.   

8. The irradiation can will be stored in the reactor pool on the side of the tank until the 

following day.   

9. The experimenter will measure the dose rate from the irradiation can and test samples.  

Provided the dose rates are within regulations, the test samples will be removed and 

stored.   

 

Safety Analysis – Physical Experiment Effects 

 

Reactivity 

A MCNPX model of the TRIGA was used to calculate the reactivity of the 7L facility.  The 

base reactor configuration is the 7L location empty with the 3L location filled with fuel.  

The reactivity effect of the change from the current fuel configuration to the 7L fuel 

configuration is -$1.28.  Using this new fuel configuration as the baseline for reactivity 

calculations, the perturbation caused by the addition of the lead sleeve is +$0.08.  When 

adding the irradiation can to the assembly, the total experiment worth is -$0.25.  For 

comparison purposes, the worth of the cadmium-lined 3L facility was calculated to be -

$0.26.  Therefore, the reactivity of the experiment is far less than $1.00 especially when 

the reactivity perturbation caused by the fuel movement is taken into account.  A 

summary of the reactivity effects is found in Table 1.  For the testing of electronic 

components, the worth of these components is small in comparison with the worth of 

the irradiation can and is not considered for further analysis.   
Table 1.  Summary table of reactivity effects. 

Reactor Configuration Modification 
Reactivity 

Effect 

• Current reactor configuration with no 3L 

facility  
• Addition of cadmium-lined 3L facility -$0.26 

• Current reactor configuration with no 3L 

facility 

• Remove 7 fuel elements from 7L 

location 

• Add 3 fuel elements to 3L location 

-$1.28 

• 7L reactor configuration • Addition of lead sleeve +$0.08 

• 7L reactor configuration 
• Addition of lead sleeve  

• Addition of irradiation can  
-$0.25 
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• 7L reactor configuration with lead sleeve • Addition of irradiation can -$0.33 

 

The irradiation can is designed to be water-tight, and before the real-time monitoring 

phase of the experimentation begins, the irradiation can will be leak-checked overnight 

in the reactor pool.  Two Viton gaskets are used to seal the lid of the irradiation can to 

the can.  The gaskets will be subjected to a “push test” to determine their ductility 

before any irradiation to ensure a water-tight seal.  Any other penetrations into the lid 

are made with Swagelok fittings.  An opportunity therefore exists where water could 

seep into the irradiation can.  Only a slight increase in reactivity would be observed in 

this situation over time.   

The connector box is sealed by a single Viton gasket.  The leak-check mentioned in the 

preceding paragraph includes the connector box.  This box includes two penetrations for 

Swagelok fittings.  If the box were to leak, water would flow through the bottom of the 

box and into the irradiation can.  This would be a situation similar to the one described 

in the paragraph above where the leaking water would add a slight positive reactivity to 

the experiment.  The box itself is situated far above the reactor and does not contribute 

to the reactivity of the experiment.  

If the irradiation can or connector box were to flood, the electronic components under 

test would short.  The experimenter would recognize this due to the measurements that 

are being taken.  The experimenter would then immediately tell the reactor operator to 

scram the reactor, and the testing would be complete.  This would not pose a risk to the 

reactor however. 

Mechanical Stress 

Temperature (Fuel) – Fuel temperature measurements at 1-kW show the fuel 

temperature to be +/- 1 °C of the pool water temperature, which was recorded as 20.7 

°C.  As the reactor is operating at 1-kW, the maximum temperature in any one fuel pin in 

the reactor is significantly below the maximum allowable temperatures for the outside 

clad temperature of greater or less than 500 °C.   

Temperature (Lead) - Calculations were performed to ensure that the lead in the sleeve 

would not reach near melting temperatures even at a reactor power of 1-MW.  The 

temperature was calculated to be less than 40 °C with a coolant inlet temperature of 25 

°C and an inlet velocity of 0.15 m/s.  The melting point of lead is 325 °C.  These 

calculations are shown at the end of this document.  A collision heating (+F6) tally was 

utilized with the MCNPX model to determine energy deposition in the lead sleeve.  Since 

the temperature increase was so minor, thermal expansion of the lead and aluminum 

clad are neglected.  Additionally, a 1/16-inch gap was added into the design as the 

distance between the outside edge of the sleeve and the hole in the top grid plate to 

prevent the sleeve from becoming stuck in the top grid plate. 

Pressure (Irradiation Can) - Through the aluminum tube and Tygon tubing, the 

irradiation can is open to atmosphere.  Therefore, no stresses due to a pressurization of 

the irradiation can exist.   
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Pressure (Lead Sleeve) – The lead sleeve consists of two aluminum tubes that are 

attached together by two end caps.  The lead was not poured within the two tubes 

completely to the top of the sleeve allowing for an air gap.  Since the temperature does 

not rise within the fuel and the energy deposition in the lead is so small, the 

pressurization of the air within the lead sleeve is negligible and not a risk.   

Mass – The lead sleeve weighs less than 60 pounds.  The seven elements that the sleeve 

replaces weigh approximately 56 pounds.  The weight of the lead sleeve is distributed as 

one single, circular area of 3.874-inches in diameter whereas the weight of each of the 

fuel elements is distributed on a much smaller area of the grid plate.  The irradiation can 

and connector box are slightly negatively buoyant and do not contribute a significant 

amount to the total additional mass of the system.  The mass of the lead sleeve, 

irradiation can, and connector box are not a risk.     

Structural – Both lead sleeve and irradiation can are at risk for being dropped onto the 

top of the core which could cause structural damage to the reactor.  To minimize the 

risk, both sleeve and can will be lowered as closely to the side of the pool wall as 

possible before being maneuvered over the reactor at the height of the top grid plate.  

The sleeve will be stored on the underwater table when not in use and will be tied to 

the top of the pool to keep it from toppling over.  Likewise, the irradiation can will be 

stored on the inside of the reactor pool and tied to the top of the tank for storage.   

 

Thermal Hydraulic 

The reactor power will be no more than 1-kW for electronic component testing.  There 

is no noticeable increase in the fuel temperature at this power level above the bulk pool 

water temperature.  With no increase in temperature and both the coolant pump and 

the diffuser nozzle off, there is no flow through the core and no risk for flow blockage.  

At these temperatures, there is no risk for phase change of coolant either.   

All of the components of the lead sleeve, irradiation can, and connection box are fixed 

together by aluminum welds or tube fittings.  The risk for any component of these parts 

to separate and become a hazard is negligible.   

 

Radioactivity 

Table 2 at the end of this section provides activities and dose rates for materials of their 

approximate masses in this experiment after an 8-hr irradiation at 1-kW and a 14-hr 

decay time.  8-hrs is the longest sustained irradiation time, and 14-hrs is the time from a 

6:00-pm shutdown time to an 8:00-am sample retrieval time.  A MCNPX model of the 

irradiation facility was used to determine the flux weighted one-group cross sections for 

the activity determination.  Gamma ray dose constants from the Handbook of Health 

Physics and Radiological Health (3rd Edition) were used to determine the dose from the 

activity.  Only major activation products were included in this analysis.   
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Each component in the 7L facility will become activated.  The lead sleeve is composed of 

only aluminum and lead.  The masses used in the analysis are above the actual masses 

of the sleeve.  The lead sleeve is designed to remain in the reactor pool when not in use.  

The pool water provides sufficient shielding from the lead sleeve after irradiation.   

 

The irradiation can will also become activated.  However, the irradiation can is to remain 

in the pool until the following day for sample removal.  This is sufficient time for the 

activity to come to a safe level.  Stainless steel fittings exist on the lid to the irradiation 

can and the connector box.  Stainless steel is mainly composed of iron, chromium, and 

nickel.  The height of the can lid is at approximately the same height of the 3L facility 

that includes SS fittings on its lid.  By experience the activation of the SS fittings is not a 

dose risk even after irradiations at higher power levels up to 500-kW.  Results from this 

activation are also provided in the table.   

 

Materials in test samples that will become activated are copper in the wires and test 

board, tin in the solder and DIP socket contacts, gold in the DIP socket contacts and 

electronic components, silicon in the electronic components, and nickel, iron, 

molybdenum, manganese, scandium, and cobalt in activation monitors.  The sample 

masses used in the analysis overestimate the actual mass of the test samples for an 

experiment.   
Table 2.  Activity and dose rate (at 1-m) calculations for different components in 7L experiment for a 1-

kW, 8-hr irradiation and 14-hr decay period. 

Reaction Half Life Mass (g) Source Activity (Bq) Dose Rate (mrem/hr) 

       

204Pb(n,γ)205Pb 1.50E+07 yr 30000 Lead Sleeve 6.88E-02 4.67E-14 

204Pb(n,p)204Tl 3.8 yr 30000 Lead Sleeve 2.04E+00 6.14E-15 

206Pb(n,α)203Hg 46.61 day 30000 Lead Sleeve 7.80E+01 5.33E-11 

       

27Al(n,α)24Na 14.96 hr 5000 Lead Sleeve 1.79E+07 9.37E-05 

       

27Al(n,α)24Na 14.96 hr 5000 Irradiation Can 1.79E+07 9.37E-05 

       

50Cr(n,γ)51Cr 27.7 day 95 Stainless Steel 4.80E+04 3.04E-09 

54Fe(n,p)54Mn 312.1 day 355 Stainless Steel 1.28E+02 1.77E-10 

56Fe(n,p)56Mn 2.58 hr 355 Stainless Steel 1.28E+02 3.19E-10 

58Fe(n,γ)59Fe 44.5 day 355 Stainless Steel 4.91E+02 8.79E-10 

58Ni(n,p)58Co 70.8 day 50 Stainless Steel 1.02E+03 1.69E-09 

64Ni(n,γ)65Ni 2.52 hr 50 Stainless Steel 1.05E+03 8.47E-10 

       

30Si(n,γ)31Si 2.26 hr 10 Test Samples 5.28E+03 6.90E-12 

47Ti(n,p)47Sc 3.35 day 1 Test Samples 3.19E+03 6.91E-10 

48Ti(n,p)48Sc 43.7 hr 1 Test Samples 6.94E+02 3.55E-09 

58Ni(n,p)58Co 70.8 day 1 Test Samples 7.57E+03 1.26E-08 

64Ni(n,γ)65Ni 2.52 hr 1 Test Samples 4.14E+02 3.33E-10 

59Co(n,γ)60Co 5.271 yr 1 Test Samples 3.43E+04 1.27E-07 
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59Co(n,p)59Fe 44.5 day 1 Test Samples 2.20E+02 3.93E-10 

63Cu(n,γ)64Cu 12.7 hr 20 Test Samples 3.60E+07 1.29E-05 

65Cu(n,p)65Ni 2.52 hr 20 Test Samples 1.84E+03 1.48E-09 

98Mo(n,γ)99Mo 65.94 hr 1 Test Samples 3.37E+05 1.03E-07 

112Sn(n,γ)113Sn 115.09 day 10 Test Samples 5.70E+03 2.76E-09 

116Sn(n,γ)117mSn 13.61 day 10 Test Samples 1.90E+05 1.29E-07 

118Sn(n,γ)119mSn 293 day 10 Test Samples 1.32E+04 3.68E-09 

122Sn(n,γ)123Sn 129 day 10 Test Samples 1.04E+03 1.10E-11 

124Sn(n,γ)125Sn 9.64 day 10 Test Samples 2.65E+05 1.24E-07 

197Au(n,γ)198Au 2.694 day 10 Test Samples 7.04E+08 5.55E-04 

       

40Ar(n, γ)41Ar 109.34 mn 0.034 Air in Irr. Can 
2.02E+02 3.80E-10 

 

As shown in the preceding table, after the 14-hr decay time before sample retrieval the 

predicted dose rates are small enough to not be a risk to the experimenter or reactor 

operators.   

 

Another computation was performed to determine dose rates at shorter irradiation and 

decay times.  The 7L facility is designed so that the electronic components being tested 

may be easily removed from the test setup and replaced with additional components of 

the same type for another experiment.  The following table shows dose rates for 

different irradiation times at 1-kW and a 1-hr decay time.  See Table 3.  Activation in the 

lead sleeve is not analyzed here since it will remain in the reactor throughout additional 

irradiations on the same day.   
Table 3.  Dose rate calculations for 1-kW irradiations of various lengths with 1-hr decay at 1-m. 

Reaction Half Life Mass (g) Source Dose Rate (mrem/hr) 

     

1-hr 2-hr 4-hr 8-hr 

27Al(n,γ)28Al 
2.2414 mn 5000 Irradiation Can 2.68E-10 2.68E-10 2.68E-10 2.68E-10 

27Al(n,α)24Na 14.96 hr 5000 Irradiation Can 1.51E-05 2.95E-05 5.65E-05 1.03E-04 

         

50Cr(n,γ)51Cr 27.7 day 
95 Stainless Steel 4.33E-10 8.66E-10 1.73E-09 3.45E-09 

52Cr(n,p)52V 3.75 mn 95 Stainless Steel 2.48E-14 2.48E-14 2.48E-14 2.48E-14 

54Fe(n,p)54Mn 312.1 day 355 Stainless Steel 8.02E-12 1.60E-11 3.21E-11 6.41E-11 

56Fe(n,p)56Mn 
2.58 hr 355 Stainless Steel 1.32E-09 2.33E-09 3.70E-09 4.96E-09 

58Fe(n,γ)59Fe 44.5 day 355 Stainless Steel 1.26E-10 2.52E-10 5.04E-10 1.01E-09 

58Ni(n,p)58Co 70.8 day 50 Stainless Steel 7.95E-11 1.59E-10 3.18E-10 6.35E-10 

64Ni(n,γ)65Ni 2.52 hr 50 Stainless Steel 9.22E-09 1.62E-08 2.56E-08 3.41E-08 

         

30Si(n,γ)31Si 2.26 hr 10 Test Samples 6.70E-10 1.16E-09 1.79E-09 2.32E-09 

47Ti(n,p)47Sc 3.35 day 1 Test Samples 9.40E-11 1.87E-10 3.71E-10 7.30E-10 

48Ti(n,p)48Sc 43.7 hr 1 Test Samples 5.50E-10 1.09E-09 2.15E-09 4.17E-09 
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50Ti(n,γ)51Ti 5.76 mn 1 Test Samples 8.52E-12 8.52E-12 8.52E-12 8.52E-12 

58Ni(n,p)58Co 70.8 day 1 Test Samples 1.50E-09 2.99E-09 5.98E-09 1.19E-08 

64Ni(n,γ)65Ni 2.52 hr 1 Test Samples 3.23E-09 5.68E-09 8.96E-09 1.19E-08 

59Co(n,γ)60Co 5.271 yr 1 Test Samples 1.37E-08 2.74E-08 5.48E-08 1.10E-07 

59Co(n,p)59Fe 44.5 day 1 Test Samples 4.77E-11 9.54E-11 1.91E-10 3.81E-10 

63Cu(n,γ)64Cu 12.7 hr 20 Test Samples 5.18E-06 1.01E-05 1.91E-05 3.45E-05 

65Cu(n,p)65Ni 2.52 hr 20 Test Samples 1.37E-08 2.41E-08 3.80E-08 5.06E-08 

98Mo(n,γ)99Mo 65.94 hr 1 Test Samples 1.34E-08 2.67E-08 5.28E-08 1.03E-07 

100Mo(n,γ)101Mo 14.61 mn 1 Test Samples 1.32E-07 1.40E-07 1.41E-07 1.41E-07 

112Sn(n,γ)113Sn 115.09 day 10 Test Samples 6.00E-10 1.20E-09 2.40E-09 4.79E-09 

116Sn(n,γ)117mSn 13.61 day 10 Test Samples 3.41E-08 6.82E-08 1.36E-07 2.71E-07 

118Sn(n,γ)119mSn 293 day 10 Test Samples 5.06E-10 1.01E-09 2.02E-09 4.05E-09 

122Sn(n,γ)123Sn 129 day 10 Test Samples 1.33E-12 2.66E-12 5.31E-12 1.06E-11 

124Sn(n,γ)125Sn 9.64 day 10 Test Samples 9.30E-09 1.86E-08 3.71E-08 7.37E-08 

197Au(n,γ)198Au 2.694 day 10 Test Samples 6.62E-05 1.32E-04 2.61E-04 5.10E-04 

         

40Ar(n,γ)41Ar 109.34 mn 0.035053 Air in Irrad. Can 1.69E-08 2.85E-08 4.18E-08 5.10E-08 

 

As shown in the previous table, dose rates are small enough not to be a risk to the 

experimenter or reactor operators even after an hour decay and irradiation times of 1-

hr to 8-hrs.   

 

Material Hazards 

All of the materials in this experiment are sealed water-tight either by welding, 

fasteners, gaskets, or a combination of these methods.  Each of the components (lead 

sleeve, irradiation can, and connector box) will be leak tested before being used for any 

experiment requiring the reactor.  Therefore, any part of the electronic components 

under test will have no interaction with the reactor that would cause any material 

hazard.  No hazardous chemicals are used in this experiment or materials that are 

flammable.   

 

Conclusions 

Due to the safety analysis performed, this experimental facility poses no threat to the 

reactor, the reactor operators, the experimenter, or the general public as long as the 

experiments are performed as stated in this safety analysis.   
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Heat Transfer Calculation for Maximum Lead Sleeve Temperature  

 

The following pictures are of the lead sleeve.  The grey represents the aluminum 

cladding, and the green represents the lead.  The cross sectional view of the lead sleeve 

shows the designation of each of the different temperatures, radii, and heat source.   

 

 
 

The heat transfer problem has been simplified down to the following thermal circuit.  

The volumetric heat source has been reduced to an equivalent heat flux source at the 

log mean radius of the lead material.   

 
The definition of the log mean radius where the heat source is located is computed as 

follows 
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The thermal resistances for each of the components in the thermal system are the 

following 
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where CONV represents convective heat transfer, COND represents conductive heat 

transfer, and CONT represents the thermal contact resistance.   
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Intended Experiments 

 

Several experiments are intended to be performed with this experimental facility.  A 

brief description of these experiments is provided below. 

 

Radiation Environment Characterization 

It is important to know the radiation environment within the irradiation can in order to 

be able to correlate damage to the electronic components with a known radiation 

source.  The neutron environment will be characterized with activation foils or wires 

(monitors).  The gamma environment will be characterized with TLDs provided by 

Sandia National Laboratory.  The activation monitors will be counted at the NETL, but 

the TLDs will be read by Sandia.   

 

Real-Time Monitoring of Electronic Components 

Approximately 5 electronic components will be tested at one time.  These components 

will be fixed to a socket board for the duration of the experiment.  The components will 

be powered by the electrical wires that run from the board through the aluminum and 

Tygon tubing to the power source that is on the reactor bridge deck.  Other electrical 

wires will also be run with the wires to power the components to measure various 

parameters of the components.  These will be measured either by an oscilloscope or 

data acquisition board connected to a computer for later analysis.  A neutron flux 

monitor (nickel wire) and a TLD will be run with each experiment.   
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Expected Experimentation Order 

 

Day 1 
1. Remove fuel elements from 7L location 

2. Add fuel elements to 3L location 

3. Check critical rod height 

4. Insert lead sleeve into 7L location 

5. Check critical rod height 

6. Perform leak check on irradiation can, connector box, and tubing overnight in reactor 

pool 

Day 2 
1. Load electronic components, activation monitors, and TLDs into irradiation can 

2. Load irradiation can into reactor 

3. Immediately raise reactor power to 1 kW 

4. Irradiate monitors and TLDs at 1 kW for 8 hours 

5. SCRAM reactor for shut-down 

6. Immediately remove irradiation can from reactor 

Day 3 
1. Load electronic components, flux monitor, and TLDs into irradiation can 

2. Run initial electrical test on components  

3. Load irradiation can into reactor 

4. Immediately raise reactor power to 1 kW 

5. Irradiate above until complete failure of components (or 1 hour) 

6. SCRAM reactor  

7. Immediately remove irradiation can from reactor 

8. Store irradiation can for 1-hr 

Day 4 
1. Repeat Day 3 with a another batch of electronic components 

Day 5 
1. Remove lead sleeve from 7L location 

2. Remove fuel from 3L location 

3. Return fuel to 7L location 
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Addendum 

 

Notes from initial experiment 

 
1. A leak-check was performed to 30 psig, or twice the pressure at the bottom of the 

reactor pool.  Both the connector box and irradiation can remained dry at this pressure.  

The lead sleeve was also put underwater to determine leakage.  The sleeve did not show 

any signs of water seepage.  Subsequently, no leakage was found after the experiment 

irradiations.   

2. Removal of the 7L cutout in the top grid plate required the additional removal of fuel 

rods surrounding the 7L location.  The lead sleeve was inserted into the 7L location 

before the additional surrounding fuel rods were reinserted into their proper locations.  

The sleeve did not interfere with reinserting these rods.  The sleeve had acceptable 

clearance into the cutout location.  It was lowered by a pulley system and maneuvered 

with a two-pronged device at the end of a long pole.  The eyebolt connected to the 

handle of the lead sleeve was easily captured with a hook for removal.   

3. Reactivity measurements of the lead sleeve and irradiation can were made and agreed 

well with calculated values.  See following table.  (Note:  Control rod calibrations were 

not redone for this configuration, reactivity measurement estimates were done relative 

to past rod worth data and referenced to the core critical (at 50 W) with the 7L hole 

empty versus filled with the lead sleeve and filled with lead sleeve and irradiation can.)  

The typical error bar for the experimental reactivity measurements is +/-$0.05.  Each 

calculated value of the reactivity effect was within this error.   

 Reactivity (ρ) 

 Measured Calculated 

7L Hole Empty (reference condition) 0 0 

7L Hole with Lead Sleeve +$0.12 +$0.08 

7L Hole with Lead Sleeve and Irradiation Can -$0.28 -$0.25 

 

4. The first irradiation showed electronic component (4N25 General Purpose Optocoupler, 

Avago Techonolgies) failure to begin almost immediately after achieving a reactor 

power of 1-kW.  The component lost complete functionality after approximately ten 

minutes.  In the case of the 4N25 optocoupler, the phototransistor in the component 

failed with little effect on the light-emitting diode over this period.  Similar commercial 

off-the-shelf components may fail at rates equivalent to this one.  Recommendation: the 

data acquisition system should be allowed to acquire data continuously for new 

components until an idea of the damage rate is known for future irradiations of the 

same component.  The data acquisition should also start before the reactor is brought 

up to power.  It may also be necessary to use a data acquisition instrument with a 
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sample rates higher than achieved with the DAQLab/2000 to capture a particular 

performance metric of the electronic component.   

5. The irradiation can and connector box were lowered into the reactor with the Tygon 

tubing.  The can and box were negatively buoyant by only a few pounds, so it was not 

necessary to use a nylon rope or the fuel handler tool to place the can into position in 

the lead sleeve.  The center of the sleeve was an easy target for the can due to its size.   

6. Gamma dose rates post-irradiation and decay agreed well to those calculated for the 

safety analysis.  

7. Summary:  Initial tests performed with the 7L facility were a success.  The practices for 

safe use of the 7L experimental facility were observed.  The 7L facility should be 

considered for use as a permanent experiment.  The MCNPX model has shown to well 

predict UT TRIGA reactor characteristics and should be used for further safety analysis.   
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Appendix F:  4N25 Optocoupler Data Sheet 
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Appendix G:  Experimental Procedure 

The following procedure provides more detail than given in the text of this 

dissertation to help with subsequent irradiations performed with this facility.   

1. Electrical wires and DIP sockets will be soldered to the primary test board.  

However, other mounting techniques may need to be used depending on the 

type of electronics to be tested.   

2. Test components will then be mounted in the DIP sockets.  Electrical wires from 

the primary test board will also need to be soldered to one end of an electrical 

connector.  The length of cable that contains the wires needs to be 

approximately 5 ft long.   

3. Electrical wires from a separate cable will be soldered to the other electrical 

connector.  This cable needs to be approximately 30 ft long, so that it can reach 

the top of the reactor pool and supporting electronics.  This cable will connect to 

the other cable in the connector box and run through the tubing to the top of 

the pool.   

4. The end of the cable from the previous step will be wired and soldered to the 

secondary test board.  The soldering is to prevent the wires from accidentally 

coming loose from the test board.   

5. Other supporting connections will then be made to the secondary test board.  

These may include power supplies, pulse generators, and wires connecting the 

secondary test board to the data acquisition instrument.   

6. Pre-electrical measurements will then be taken to ensure that each test sample 

is functioning properly before the irradiation.   
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7. Neutron and gamma dosimetry will be attached to the primary test board.  It is 

recommended that both an in-house and independent source of dosimetry is 

used.  These values must be reported for each irradiation.   

8. Samples will be loaded by the experimenter into the irradiation can at the top of 

the reactor pool.  It is important to ensure that the samples will be irradiated at 

the proper axial height.  It is recommended that only the fueled region of the 

axial core height be used as this is where the neutron spectrum is most constant.   

9. The reactor operator will bring three of the control rods (Shim 1 and 2, 

Transient) to the approximate height for the desired power level.  Use the 

Regulating rod to bring the reactor to power in the Auto mode.   

10. Data acquisition will begin.   

11. The irradiation can will be lowered by the experimenter under direct supervision 

of a licensed operator into place with the fuel handler tool.   

12. The experimenter will notify the senior reactor operator that the can is in place.   

13. The reactor operator under direction of the SRO will immediately start the 

reactor up and raise reactor power to 1 kW without stopping at 50 W and 

without using the step-jump function and maintaining a nominal period of 10 

seconds once critical.   

14. At 1 kW, the reactor operator will switch to automatic mode for the duration of 

the experiment. 

15. The experimenter will notify the reactor operator to SCRAM the reactor when 

testing is complete or after 8-hrs of operation (whichever comes first).   

16. The experimenter under direction or with assistance from the SRO will remove 

the irradiation can immediately after the reactor scram at the end of testing.  
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This is to reduce any additional activation or damage due to delayed neutrons or 

damage caused by decay gammas.   

17. The irradiation can will be stored in the reactor pool on the underwater table 

until the following day.   

18. The data acquisition may be stopped after the irradiation can is moved to the 

underwater table or it may be left on to continually acquire data for as long as 

desired.  It is also recommended to acquire the real-time reactor power 

measurements from the reactor operator post-irradiation.   

19. The irradiation can will be brought to the top of the reactor pool for unloading.   

20. The experimenter will measure the dose rate from the irradiation can and test 

samples.  Provided the dose rates are within regulations, the test samples will be 

removed and stored.   

21. Test samples should be stored in anti-static bags post-irradiation in case further 

electrical measurements are desired.   

22. A new batch of samples may be loaded onto the primary test board in the DIP 

sockets if another irradiation is planned.  Pre-electrical measurements will be 

taken to ensure that the components are functioning properly.  The procedure 

repeats itself herein from Step 7.   
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